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UNITED i:>TATE.:> ATOMIC ENERGY COMMIM>ION 

PERbONNEL bECURITY BOARD 

In the Matter of 

Jo ROBERT OPPENHEIMER 

Room 2022, 
Atomic Energy Commission, 
Building T-3. 
Washington 1 D. c. 
Monday, April 19, 1954. 

The above entitled matter came on for hearing, 

purquant to recess, before the Board, at 9:30 a.m. 

PERSONNEL ~ECURITY BOARD: 

MR. GORDON GRAY 9 Chairman. 
DR. \ITARO T,, EVAN~, Memoer. 
MRo THOMA~ Ao MORGAN, Member. 

PRE::,ENT: 

ROGER ROBB, and 
Co A. ROLL\NDER 9 JR 09 Counsel for the Boardo 

J. ROBERT OPPENHEIMER. 
LLOYD K. GARRISON 9 

~AMUEL J. ~ILVERMAN, and 
ALLEN B. ECKER, Counsel for J. Robert Oppenheimer. 
HERBERT So MARKb» Co-Counsel for J.Robert Oppenheimer. 



PROCEEDINGS 

MR. GRAY: We wi 11 start the proceedings. 

I should like the record to reflect that Mro Morgan, 

who, as you all recall, found it necessary to leave the 

proe~edings before we completed our work on Friday, has read 

carefully the transcript made of the proceedings, especially 

that portion which took place in his absence, and is thoroughly 

familiar with what transpired. Is that correct? 

MRc MORGAN; That is correct. 

MR. GRAY: I think the record ought to show thato 

Now, Mr. Robb. 

MR" ROBB: Yes" Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. Rathman is here and will play these records 

for as. Counsel for Dr.Oppenheimer have been furnished 

with two copies of the transcript to follow. I would suggest 

that in the vent that anyone at any time wishes any portion 

of the re.cording played again, so that we may check it, if you 

will just so indicate. we will do thato Of course, that 

includes the reportero l understand it is most difficult 

for a reporter to take this down on a machineo So if the 

reporter wishes to stop and having somtthing plated over 

again, that will be done. Of course, Mr. Garrisonp anything 

that hewi.shes to be played over if he will just indicate it 

w i l l be d one 9 

MR o GARRISON: ;;,uppose we find.. Mr .• Chairman, as 
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we listen to this, what seems to us to be variances between 

sound and text. Should we make a note of those as we go along? 

MR. GRAY: I think that would be the proper pDocedure. 

f!..ffio ROBB: I think that would be the only way to do 

it 1 Mr. Garrison. 

Mr. Rathman, would you begin to play the records? 

I might sayt gentlemen, for your benefit, to assist 

you,at the beginning of this record you will hear some door 

slamming and seat creaking and so on, and some introductory 

gabble, which is not important here. I suppoRe people are 

coming into the room and sitting down. The transc1ipt, 

which begins, "This is a pleasure", does not beg l n for 

perhaps 30 aeconds. 

MRo GARRISON: Mr. Chairman, could we have read 

into the record the first paragraph of the transcript that 

will not appear in the sound? 

MR" ROBB: Do you wiRh me to do that, Mr .. Chairman? 

MR~ GRAY: If you would. 

MR" ROBB: "San Francisco, California, August 27i 

1943 Q 

"Memorandum for the Officer in Charge Q 

"Subject: o. s. M. Project. 

''Re: Transcription of Conversation between Dr. J. 

R. Opp~nheimer, Lt. ColQ Boris To Pash,and Lt. Lyall 

Johni;on. 
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"Transmitted, be1·ewith, is the transcript of 

conversation between Dro Jo Ro Oppenheimer? Lto Colo Boris 

T. Pash, and Lt. Lyall Johnson held in Lt. Johnson's office 

in the New Cl~ss Room Building, University of California, 

Berkeley, California, on August 2~, 1943. It is to be noted 

that in some places the converRation was very indistinct and 

that the running commentary may be indecisive in these 

places, but the substance of the material discussed is, 

herewith, preReoted; 

"Pash: This is a pleasure, becau.:;e I am interested 

to a certain extent in activities and I feel l have a certain 

responsibility in a child which I don't know anything about. 

General Grove has, more or less 9 I feel placed a certain 

responsibility in me and it's like havi.ng a child, imt you 

can't see~ by remote controlo 1 don't mean to take much of 

your time 

"Oppenheimer: That's perfectly all righto Whatever 

time you choose. 

"Pash: Mro Johnson told me about the little incident, 

or conversation, taking place yesterday in which I am very 

much interested and it had me worried all day yesterday 

since he called me up. I thought if he could 

"Oppenheimer: I was rather uncertain as to 

whether I should or should not talk to himo I am unwilling 

to do it without authorizatiuno What l wanted to tell this 



fe l l1)w was that he had been indiscreet. I know that he had 

reve:~ led information., I know that saying :hat much l])ight in 

some cases embarrass him. It doesn't seem tL have been 

capable of embarrassing himt to put it bluntly" 

"Pash: That is n.ot tho particular i.nte: •t;t l have. 

It is something a little more, in my opinion 9 more 

serious. Mr. Johnson said that th~re was a possibilit~ ~~nt 

there may bo eome other groups interested. 

"Oppenheimer: I think that is true, but l have no 

first hand knowledge and that would not be,for that reason, 

very useful tome. I think it is true that a man whose name 

I neve:ir heard who was attached to the Soviet consul has 

indicated :Y.ndtrectly through intermediaries people concerned 

in this project,that he was in a position to transmit, 

without any dnnger of a leak or anything of that kind, or a 

scanda 1, informat i.on which they might supply." 

DR. EVANS: That is one correction that you passed 

over. Tha 11; "intermediary" a n:l not "intermediaries". 

MR. ROBB: And that i<J true, instead of that. 

(Discussion off the recordc) 

:~m. GARHISON: The only comment I would 11iake,Mr. 

Cbairmanp is that in quite a number of places, I think I marked 

onef two
9 

three, four~ fiv, six, there were scraps of talk 

that were not recorded here because of the speed., Also here a 

word and there a word was either dropped out in the speed of 
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the transcription or the order was sometimes inverted a little 

bito I am not saying that this alters the substance, bu~ l 

do think that ifthere comes a pa~sage --

MR¢ ROBB: That is true. Mro Chairman, l think 

this suggestion is a very excellent one. I am sure if there 

is any matter of substance which counsel finds of recording 

which he feels is different from the transcript, I trust he 

will indic~te,that we may play the record again, and also 

that we will agree on it~ Will you do that, Mr. Garrison? 

MRo GARRISON: I want to make it clear that we are 

not attempting, and we can't on one playingp to authenticnte 

the entire record. 

MR. ROBB: Very good. bhall we go ahead, Mr .. 

Garrison? 

(Mro Rathman resumed playing back the recordingo) 

"Oppenheimer: Since I know it to be a fact .!.2." 

MR. GARRI~ON: There seem to be some words in the 

conversation which do not appear in the transcript 

immediately prior to the sentence reading, "Since I know 

i t t o be a fact " " This conversation apparently dealing 

in some way with the Soviet consulateo 

(Recording) 

"Since I knowit to be a fact, I have been 

particularly concerned --" 

MR~ GRAY·: 1 thin·k what was said there is that 



Dr. Jppenheimer is saying it might be assumed that a man 

attachEld to the Soviet Consul might be doing this. "But 

since I know it to b'.3 a fact, l have been particula1·ly 

concerned." That is my interpretatiou., 

MR~ GARRISON; It is something like that, Mr. 

Chairman~ I was not exactly clear. We might have it 

once more 9 if you don't mindc 

(Recording o) 

"I will take it assume!d that a man ~lttached to 

the Soviet consul might be doing this. But since I know it 

to ba a fact I luve been pax·ticularly concerned about any 

indi3c~etions which took place in circles clo~e whjch might 

be in contact with it. To put it quite frankly, I would 

feel friendly to the idea of the Commander in 6hief info~ming 

the Russians who are working on this problem." 

MRo MARKS: May we stop at this point? 

MR. GARRISON: Mr" Clrrnirmanv 1 think it quite clear 

from the recording that the sentence read 9 "I would feel 

friendly to the idea of the Commander in Chief informing 

the Russians that we are working on this problemo" 

MRo GRAY: I would have to ask that it be played 

again. 

(Recording.) 

"I will take it bo be assumed that a man attached 

to the Soviet consul might be do.i.ng this, but since l know 
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it to be a fact, I have been particularly concerned about 

any indiscretions which took place in circles close to the 

consul or which might come in contact with ito To put it 

quite frankly~ I would feel friendly to the idea of the 

Commander in Chief informing the Russians that we wore working 

on this problem. At lea~t I can see that there might 

be some arguments for doing that~ but I do not feel friendly 

to the idea of rating that -- I thinlt that it might not hurt 

to be on the lookout for it~" 

MRo GARRISON; May we stop at that point.. Is ·the 

Chairman satisfied that the plarase was "informing the 

Russians that we were working on this problem"? 

MRo ROBB: That is the way 1 heard ito 

MR. GRAY: It is not clear to me, but l think it 

is clear that the word simply was not "who"o Precisely what 

the word or vords might have been, I am not sure 1 but my 

inclination is to feel that it is as you suggest. 

MR. GARRISON: Counsel would agree? 

MR. ROBB: That was my understanding of it, Mr. 

Garrison. 

MR,, GARRISON: That it did read "informing the 

Russians that we were working". 

MRo ROBB: I think it is. 

MRo GARRISON: Either one 9 it doesn't matterg Mr. 

Cha.irmano I would point. out that in the cross· e·xamination 
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of Dr. Oppenheimer, this particular phrase was picked out 

of the transcript about informing the Russians, as it ~eads 

here, "uho are workin,g on this px·oblem", as if there were 

someth:~ng sinister about it. It came as a gruat surprise to 

Dr. Oppenheimer» and I think thcoi redDrd now shou lci explicitly 

show t:1at this was an error in transcription and that any 

notion that the Russians were then working on this problem 

was simply not suggested in this conversation. 

MRo ROBB: I wouldn't go so far as that, sir., I think 

the re(~ord shows that the recording says o I think that is as 

far as we can go. 

MRo GRAY: I think there is agreement between 

counsel as to what seems to be the correct transcript now 

on thin pointo Certainly speaking for the Board, l don't 

think we can draw any cone lus ions into the record at this 

pointg Mr. Garrisono I think the record ought to be clear 

as to what the language waso 

MRo GARRISON~ I want to make clear that any 

inference drawn from the previous cross examination is now 

to be wiped out. 

MR~ GRAY: I should thinlt thatyou would wish 

redirect, if l can use that term to come back tCJ this 

on 

pointo Certainly the record now will reflect what the 

consensus is as to this language. I am just hesitant to accept 

an interpretatbn of counsel as a part of a Board conclusion 
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at thir; timeo What we are doing; h; correcting the reco1·d 

as I u:1derstand it. You aro certainly free to come back 

to thi:;., 

MR. ROBB: Wi 11 you st.•::t at the beginning? 

(Reco:rd ing.) 

"Oppenheimer: I probabl} know this. I will take 

it is to be assumed that a man attac·od to the Soviet 

consult might be doing this, but since 1 know it to be Ei fact, 

I have been particularly concerned." 

MR,, ROBB: Mr. Chairmanp might\ interpose at this 

point o I think it is pretty clear now 8 Mr . Garris on, thn t 

the beginning of that sentence is~ "l would ':Bke it that 

it would be assumed that a man attached to th~ ·~~iet consulate 

might be doing this, but since I know it to be l:t ft. ~"; isn't 

that the way you heard it? 

that? 

MR Q GARftISON: That i 9 about the way I heard it 0 

MRo ROBB: Did you hear it any differently than 

MRo GARRISON: I think that is about correct. 

MRe GRAY: While we are in this interruption. my 

interpretation of the recording is that the word "aides" 

shot1 ld have been "circles". 

MRo GARRISON: Yes, Mr. Chairman. 

MRo ROBB: I had already corrected that in my 

transcript. 
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MR. GRAY: Would you proceedJ 9 Mr. RF.thman. 

(Recorciing o) 

"l would take it that it is to be assumed that a 

man attached to the Soviet consulate might be doing it, 

but since I know it ·1;0 be a fact, I have been particularly 

concerned about any indiscretion •hich took plaqe in circles 

close enough to come in comtact with it. To put it quite 

frankly, I would f,ael friendly tothe idea of the Commander 

in Chief informing the Russians that we were working on this 

problem. At least I can see that there might be some 

arguments for doing that, but I do not feel friencily to the 

idea of having it moved out the back door. I think that it 

might not hurt to be on. the lookout for it o 

~Pash: Could you give me a little more specific 

information as to exactly what information.you have? I 

mean, you can readily realize that phase would be 0 to me, 

probably of interest as pretty near the whole project is to 

youo 

"Oppenheimer: Well, I might say th~t the approaches 

were always through other people, who were troubled by them, 

and sometimes came and discussed them with mez and that the 

approaches were always quite indirect so that l would feel 

that to give -- well, to give more, perhapsp than one name, 

would be to implicate people whose attitude was one of 

bewilderment, rather than one of cooperation. l know of no 
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ca~e. and I am fairly sure that in all cases where I heard 

of i~,these contacts would not have yielded a single thingo 

That is as far as 1 can go on that, 

"Now, there is a man whose name was mentioned here 

a couple of timeso I do not k1:.ow of my own knowledge he 

is involved as an intermediaryo It se~ms, however, not 

impons:i.ble, and if you wanted to watch him 0 it might be the 

approp:r. iate thing to doo He spent a number of years in the 

Soviot Union.· I think he i~; a chemica 1 engineer. He was 

he may not be here -- he was at the timt~ l was with him 

here employed at the Shell Development. His name is Eltenton. 

I wo11 kl thirk that there was a sma 11 chance that -- we 11 P let 

me p1Jt it this way -- I think he has probably been asked to 

do what he can to provide informtion. Whether he is successful er 

not, I don 1 t know" But if he talked to a friend of his who 

was ~l~o an acquaintance of one of the men on the approachs 

that w~s one of tha channels by which this thing went on, 

Now, I think that --" 

"-- asked to do what he could to provide 

info:rmtion. Jfbether he was successful or not I couldn't 

know,, But he talked to a friend of his who was also an 

acquaintance of one of the men on the project, and that was 

one of t:he channels· by which this thing went. Now, I thinlt 

that .to go beyorrthat would be ob pu1i a lot of names down 

of people who are not only innocent, bu~ those attitude is 



100 :;.er cent effectl·1e. 

"'Pash. Now, here's a point o You can reac'li ly realize 

that if we get information like that we ~ave to work in a n 

absolutely di~cre&t manner. In~har words 1 we can't afford 

to indicate --

"Oppenheimer. That you t\re c oncernt.•1 o 

"Pash. 'l'hat we are conce:·ned or throuL·.-.:. whom we 60t 

inf or mat ion. 

"Oppenheimer~ Naturally. 

''Pash: However, any 

(End of reco1·dingo) 

" 

MR. GRAY: l should like to record tny observation 

about Rome of these words here. 

MR. ROBB: Yes, sir. 

MR. GRAY: First of all, it i~; pretty clear to me 

going back to this earlier paragraph that the language 

should be "informing the Russians that we were working on 

this project." 

HRo ROBB: That is correcto 

MR. GRAY: Then in the third paragr~. I believe 

in the first sentence, it should read, "Well, I might say 

that the approaches were always to other people" rather · 

:than "through other people,, o 

MRo ROBB: I would like to have that played backo 

MR. GRAY: Will you play the beginning of this again, 
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please? 

MR. G.liRRISON: Mro Ch::irman, so that we do this in 

the sarne order, I listened to t~ nse words that were in the 

middle sf the sentence beginning:, "At least I can see that 

there might be some arguments for •;:oing", I then heard these 

wm:da, .'1 Clon't know whether it cou,.'i or could not b0 don9, 

but I don't like the idea of having ·tern moved out the back 

door o" 

MR" ROBB: l don't know. The·o are some vrnrds in 

there that I didn't get. Let us see, anri we will play it 

againo I hope these records don't get worl out while we are 

playin:;i; themo 

MR., GARRISON: l hope we don't have l' play tho 

whole thing through just for this one thing. 

MRo ROBB; No, that iEJ right at the beg: '· 'ing. 

(Recording) 

"It must be assumed that a man attached to .... n Soviet 

consulate might be doing this, but sine e I know it ·to b .1 

fact~ I have been particularly concerned about any 

indiscretions which took place in circles close to the 

consul or which might come in contact with it, because to 

put it quite frankly, l WG11ld feel friendly to the idea of 

the Commander in Chief infomming the Russians that we &ere 

workinf; on this problem o At least, l can see that there 

m~ ght be some argument for doing that.. Jl don rt. know wh0ther 



it cJuld or not have been done 9 b*t I don't like the 

idea of having it moved out the back dooro I think that it 

might not hurt to be on the lookout for it 
0

" 

"Pasho Could you give me a little more specific 

info:nat :~on as to e:aict ly what information you have? I mean, 

you can readily r~alize that phase would bep to me, probably 

as in.toresting ag ;pretty near the whole project i9to youo 

"Oppe::heimer; Well, l might say that the approaches 

were always t.o other people, who were troubled by them, 

and !JQmetimes came and discussed them with me." 

MR, ROBB: Mr~ Chairman» it is quite plain that 

the nentenc1, reads 9 "I might SJY that the approaches were 

a lwass to ;ther people ti, is that correct, Mr. Garrison? 

MRo GARRISON: Yes" 

MR. GRAY: Then a few minor oneso 

MRo ROBB: May I say with Mro Garrison's help I 

do :f nd the phrase "1 don't know whether it could or could 

no·, he done 9 but" comes in. 

MRo GRAY: "1 am not friendly to the idea of having 

it move out the back door o" 

MR., ROBB: That is right,. 

MR~ GRAY: Further in that third paragraph, I think 

that the third sentence would read~ or portions of it, "and 

that tba appl'oaches were always quite indirect." The word 

"always. ti 
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MR., GARRISON: Yes, ti.I". Chai.rmano 

MR" GRAY: In the fifth !:lnes very minor, the 

word "attitudes" shoulcll be "atti.tud\:'\ singula.ro 

MRo ROBB: Yes. 

MRo GRAY~ Down about the midd\""3 of that paragraph, 

"He epG.mt quite a number of years in the Stviet tnion." 

MRo GARRISON: I also heard tha wor '\a "He is an 

Englishman" in there • 

lliffio ROBB: That is in here< !r:n 1 t it? 

MRo GARRISON: No, "He spent" I have it~8rlineated 

"He is an Englishman 11 or "He is English"., 

MR~ ROBE: 1 think that is in ~t.:;here some place. 

but thnt is not very important. 

MR., GARF.ISON: Noo 

MR. GRAY: There are o couple of other places. 

The word "is" should have been "was'' and"tha project" should 

be "this project." 

MR~ GARRISON: The sentence readlng 9 "1 think there 

is a s::nall chance"J I think the "is" there 1 that the word 

was "was". That is after the word "Eltentoa". "Hi::; name 

is El tent on" n "1 wou le) think tt:;r€ was a smn 11 chance." 

MRoGRAY: That is correcto 

MR., ROBB: Mr. Chairman, may I ask Mro Garrison, 

ic; there any quec:ition that the voice we hear in the 

pc...""agraphs ma:rke.~'1 ''O'' is Dro Oppexmltmer? 



MR., GARRISOI' : Not so faro 

MR. GRAY: Are we reacly to proceed? Whi 'i.n he is 

fixi ag that l'ecord, a very mino1· one, I think Co lone l Pash 

said "absolute discreet mannel'" rather than "absolutot:Jly" .. 

ft!R" GARRISON: I am not bothered with that type of 

correctioni Mr. Chairman. 

(Recording) 

"That we might get whi.ch would limiuate :::i lot of 

~ resEarcb work on cur part would neces~arily lead to the 

conclu~ion anythicg we are doing. 

"Oppenheimer: I am g;iving you the one n12<me 1 think 

-- I mean I don't know the man nttacbad to the consulateo 

I think I may have been told or I may not have been told. 

But I have actually forgotten. He is -- and he may not be 

here nowo These incidents occurred in the order of about 

five, six or seven months" 

"John.sou~ I was wondering. Dr, Oppenheimer 1 if 

thet'e was a partic:ular person~ maybe :a person on tho project 

that you ware trying to pum information from -- that if 

we knew who those were, would at least know where to look for a 

leaci., not :from th£? standoint of fellow hate~ but looking at 

a certain picture, 

''Pash. Here is the point that I would feel 

"Oppenheimer: I would feel that the people that 

tried to get information from were more or less an rocident 
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and I would be making some harm ~;y saying that 
0 

"Pash. Yes. Here's th,' thing. We of course assume 

that the people who bring 1;his infc .. mation to you are 100 per 

cent with you. and therefore~ there is ~o question about their 

intent:lons, However, if 

''Oppenheimer; Well~ 1 will t•~ll ym1 L,~ t;.1ing 

(End of recordingo) 

JlR,. EVANS: Was that word "lead" or "leak." o 

MR. GARRISON: I thought it was "leak"_, 

DRQ EVANS: It is "lead" here. 

MR. GARRISON: Yos. It souncled like"l1Jnk" to me, 

DR" EVA~S: It sounded like ' leak" to me. "I was 

wondering» Dr. Oppenheimerv if there is a particul~r person 

maybe a person on the project that you w0re trying to pump 

information from ~- that if we knew who those we~ev would 

at least kno.v where to look for a leak" --

MR, ROBB: Play that again 9 please·. 

:{Re•:::ording) 

"These events occurred! of the order of fi~rn s 

six, or seven months ago. 

" 

''Johnson: I was wondering, Dre Oppanheimer. :.f 

there is a particular person, -- roaybs a person on the 

project that you were trying to pump idbrntation from, -

that if we knew who those were, would at least know where to 

look for a le~k. not from the standpoint of fellow hate, 



but looking at a certain pictureo 

"Pash. Here's the point th;\ I would fee 1 --

"Oppenheimer,,, I would feel th.\t the people that 

if they tried to get information wore mor~ or less an accident 

and I believe 1 would .be mak:tng some harm bj. saying that. 

"Pash: Yes. Hex·e 's the thing -- w~ of cou1·se assume 

that the people who bring t.his :illinrmation to yoi:. r:i·e 100 per 

cent with you, anc1 thereforeg the::-e is no quest ion ,;·iout 

their intentionso However, if 

"OppenhHimer: Well, I will tell you one ~r.hh<. 

I h~ve known two or three casesr and I think two of thom a~ 

the men with me at Los Alamos. They are men who arc fGry cl1 , 0 ly 

associated with me. 

"Pash: Have they told you that either they thought 

they were con·tacted for that purpose or they actu~ l ly were 

contacted for that purpose? 

"Oppenheimer: They told me that they were 

contacted. 

"Pash. For that purpose o 

"Oppenheimer: That is, let me give you the 

backgroundo 'fhe background was -- well, you know how difficult 

it :i.s with the re lat ions between' these two al lies, and 

there are a lot of people who don't feel very friendly 

tow~r.d Russia, so that the information -- a lot of our secret 

info~mation, our radar and so on4 doesn't get to them~ 
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and they are battling for their lives and they would like to 

have an idea of what is going on. This is just to make up 

in other words Jfor the defects of our official communicatin'n. 

That is the form in which it waso 

"Pash: Oh, I see. 

"Oppenheimer: Of course, t h•3 actual fact is that 

i·t is not a communication that ought to be taking place~ 

But it is a matter of carrying out a policy which was more 

m:· less a policy of the government and the form in which it 

came as that could an interview be arranged with this 

man Eltenton who had very good contact with a man f:t·om the 

Embassy attached to the consulate who was a very rGliable 

guy. That is his story~ And who had a lot of experience 

in microfi bi work. 

"Pash. We 11, now, I may be getting back to a 

systematic picture here. But do you mind? These people 

whom you mentioned, two are down with you now. 

c·:mtacted by Eltenton direct? 

''Oppenheimer: Noo 

"Pash: Through another prty? 

"Oppenheimer: Yes., 

Were they 

"Pash: Well, nowv could we know through whom that 

contatt was made? 

"Oppenheimer: I think it would be a mistake" 

MRo GARRISON: Mr. Chairman, could we stop? 



MR. ROBB: I have several corrections, Mr. Chairmano 

MRo GRAY: Very wello 

MRo ROBB: In the first paragraph en that page, 

Mro Garrison, we pretty well agreed on, and the second .. 

MR .. GARRI!DON: Except l WOlllld just like to note 

the phrase "not fr om the standpoint of fellow hc\te", 

that there were quite indistinguishable words that 

accompanied that. I don't ~now what the words wereo 

MRo GRAY: I would question myself that the words 

were "fellow hate"o 

N.'.R. ROBB: I don't know. 

MRo GARRISON: There were other words not in there. 

MR" ROBB: I might say that the "J" indicated 

there is Lt. Johnson who was a tc; o present.. In the third 

line on that page of the transcript, as I heard it, it is, 

''These instances occurred of the order of about five, six 

01· seven months ago," is that correct?' 

MR., GARRISON: That is righto 

MR. ROBB: As I heard it in the paragraph marked 

"H", the word "lead" should be "leak"., The words "fellow 

hate" I don't pick that up. 

The next paragraph marked "()", as I heard it, read 

''I would feel that the people that they tried to get 

information from." Did you get that t Mr o Garrison? 

MR.,. GARRISON: Yes. 
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MRo GRAY: I think that was clearo 

MR.o ROBB: The next par~graph marked "O". 

MRo GARRISON: While we were on that paragra~, 

after the words "accident 11
, there wer~i some words interpolated 

by Mr. Pash that did not come through on the transcript 0 

l\IRo ROBB: Yes, that is cori·ect. The next paragraph 

marked "O", as I got it, reads, "Well~ I will tell you one 

thingo I have known of two or three cases, and I think two 

of the men were with me at Los Alamos~" Did you get that? 

MRc GARRISON: Yes .. 

MRo ROBB: "They are men who are very cbsely 

associated with me." 

MR. GARRISON: Correct. 

MR. ROBB: Then the next large paragraph marked ''0", 

reads as I got it in the third and fourth lines, "There are 

a lot of people that don't feel very :~riendly to Russia" 

instead of "toward the Russians". Did you get that? 

MR. GARRISON: I did. 

' MR< GRAY: It is"a lot of p"1ople who don't feel 

very fr iencl ly". 

MR. ROBB; Yes, sir., 

MR. GARRISON: That is right. 

MRo ROBB: In the last paragraph on thatpage, as 

I got it, it reads , "Of course, the actual fact is that since 

it is not a communication which ought to be taking placej 



it is treasonable 9 but itwis not presented in that methodo'' 

MRo GARRISON: RightAfter that word "method" I 

had some words --

MR. ROBB: Ttrat .. didn't come througho Yes, siro 

'7t is a method of carrying out a policy which was more or 

'.~ess a policy of the government and the form in which it 

came was that an interview be a::rrangecl with this man Eltenton 

who had very good contacts with a man from the Embassy 

attached to the consulate who was a very reliable guy, and 

~1ho had a 1Lot r::f exp()rience in microfi 1m work or whatever." 

MRo GARRISON: Tht "or whatover" » I would like to 

have it played againo I think there was another word or two 

after the word "whatever" o 

MR,, ROBB: I think so, but :t didn't get it. "In 

nicrofi lm work" and also after the worcll given there were two 

or three words that I didn't get. 

(Recording) 

"a policy which was more or less a policy of the 

ftt::>Vernment" and the form in which it came was that could an 

:L".lterv i.ew be arranged with this man E 1 tent on, who had very 

good contacts with a man from the Embassy, attached to the 

consulate, who was a very reliible guy, that is his story, 

and who had a lot of experience in microfilm work, or 

whatev1ar ~ 

"Pash. I n;iay be getting back to a little systematic 



picture" 

MR. ROBB: Will you stop there? Mro Garrison, I 

den 't know whether you got t t the way I did, but I thought 

I heard "who was a very re l:L able guy", a kind of 

parentt.stical story, "That :i.s his story." 

MH.o GARRISON: Yes 0 

DRo Oli'l.FENHEIMER: After "whatever" it said ''the hell" • 

.MR.o ROBB: Thank you o 

MH. .. GARRXSON: "a lot of experience in microfilm 

worki> or whatev~n· the hello" 

MR. HOBB: Dro Oppenheimer is certainly the best 

expert on his own voice o 

MRo GRAY: Iu the next paragraph when he plays 

tt:.at i I think the word "two" right in the middle, on the 

top of page 4, "two are down there" should be "who" o Wi 11 

ycu play that again? 

(Recording) 

"Pash. Well, now I may be getting back to a little 

systematic picture, but do you mindo These people whom you 

mentioneds who were down there with you now, were they 

ccntacted by Eltentou? 

"Oppenheimer: No., 

"Pash: Through another party? 

"Oppenheimer: Yes o 

"Pash. Well, now,- could we kr.1ow through whom that 



contact was made? 

"Oppenheimer: I think it would be a mistake" --

MRo ROBB: I still got a "two",. 

MR. 0 :1£ .. RRISON; I thought it was "who~" 

DR o EVANS: I thought ll t was "who". 

(Recording) 

'" ":Pash: Th:rough ar-;.other party? 

"Pash. Welly now~ could wrelmow tJ:irct1gh whom that 

contact was made? 

"Oppenheimer':' I think it wot1ld be a mistal:;e" --

MR,, ROBB; I don'·;:; know o 

LR. EVANS: l would like to know how many of us 

thought it was "who" and h•)W mziny thought it was "two". l 

MRo Gf.~AY: Lcit us make this the last tim-eio 

"I may be ge<;ting b:ack ·to a little systemritic 

'ictare hers, but do you mi~d? These people who you 

mentioned>. two are down t.he:re with you now. were they 

contacted by Eltenton direct? 



"PaehQ Through another party? 

''Oppenheimer: Yes. 

930 

"Pasho Well, now, could we know through whom 

that c ontac:t was made? 

'I think i·t; would be a mistEike" --

!!'.Ro GRAY: Mr o Morgan thinkgs it is "two" and I 

could flip a coin. 

MR. ROBB: I don't know that it is terribly 

i.mportant o 

MRo GARRISON: I don't know, Mr, Chairman. 

MRo ROBB: Why don't we put "who?" and "two?" 

in the transcript. Is that all right~ Mr Garrison? 

MR~ GARRISON: It is all ri~;ht with me. I would 

note also there are some words after systematic picture 

indicated by the dots that don't appear, 

PfiRo ROBB: That is something like, "getting back 

to a little systematic picture, if you don't mind". 

MRo GARRISON: Something like that. I would observe 

that tbose are the first dots we have seen in this transcript 

although we have all agreed that there are some words and 

pa~;sages that don't appear in quite a number of places. 

MRo ROBB: All right. 

(Recording) 

"1 think I have told you where the initative came 

j!rom and that the other things· a1·e· almost purety' accid'ent·a l ,· 
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a1rl it would involve people who ought not to be invo·i.veC:i in 

this. 

"Pash: Yes. Wel1, this would not involve the people 

b11t it indicatos to us Eltenton 's cha::mel. We would have to 

now that th:' .. s i.s definite or. El tent on v and we of course 

natuica l ly 

"Oppenheimer: It i~i not definite in the sense that 

I have seen bim do the thing. 

"?ash. Noo 

"Oppenheimer: He may have b•aen misquoted" 

":?ash. That i.s ri.ght. 

"Oppenheimer: I cl on 't believe SQ o Now~ 

Eltenton is a member of the FAECT¢ Whether or not 

"Pash: That is the union? 

. "Oppenheimer: Th2t is the CIO. He :S a man whose 

sypathies are certainly very far left, wh~tever his 

affiliations, and he may or may not have regular contacts 

with a political group. I doubt it. In any case, it is a 

safe thing to say that the channels that would be followed 

in this cas•3 are those invol.ving people who have g£:ner£illy 

been sympat'hetic to the Soviet and somehow donnected 

paripherally with the Communist movement in this country. 

That's obvious. I don't need to tell you that. 

".Pash. Yes. The fact is this second contact -

the contact that Eltenton had to make with these other people 
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is that person also a member of the Project? 

"Oppellheimer: Noo 

"P::1sh J That also Ji,s an ontsi,:Jer? 

"0:1penheiner: lt '!'!: a member of the faculty, but not 

tf the projer::t o 

"Pnsh. A member of the faculty here? Eltonton 

made it tbro~gh a member of the faculty to the projecto 

"Oppenheimer: As far as I know, these approaches 

were -- ther,3 may have been more than one person involved. 

I don't ~mow" 

"Pai::ih: Here's how I feel about; this leftist inc lina

t ionc I think that whether s man has 'left' or 'right' 

inclinations 1 ii; is hi.s character which is back of it --

if he is willing to do this, it doesn't make any difference 

what his in:iinations areo It is based on his character 

pr imaJ.·i ly and not --

"Oppenheimer: Yes. A thing like this going on, 

let us sayt with the Nazis would have a somewhat different 

color. X don't mean to say it would be any more deserving 

of sittention or any more cbngerous, but it would involve 

pTobably different motives. 

"Pash~ Yes. 

"Oppenheimer: Im pretty sure that none of the 

guys here with the possible exception of the Russian~ who is 

do.ing probably his duty by his country· --·but the· ot·her· guys· 
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that wc;:ire j1ust -- they didn't do anytl'ing, but they were 

considering the step which they would have regarded as 

thoroughly in line with the policy of this government, and 

just making up for the fact that there were a couple of guys 

in the State Department who would block such communications. 

You ma:; or may not know that in many projects we share 

inform:01tion wi.th the British and some we do not, anci there 

wa~ a great deal of feeling about that and I tion't think 

that the issues involved here seem to people very different 

except that of course the people on the project realize the 

import3nce and the whole procedure gets away from ~hemo 

0 Pash: Now 1 do you feel"--

(End of the recording~) 

MR~ ROBB: I noticed a few uinor corrections, but 

none I think that is worth talking about~ unless Mr. 

Garris on h~1s some. 

MRo GRAY: I have one that may be minor, but 

perhaps it should be noted. In the paragraph that the CIO 

union~ in the fourth line, l believe i;hat the language was 

"a safe thing to say that the channels that would be fol lowed 

in this ca~1e" instead of "to be fol lowed". Did you get that? 

MR., ROBB: :r didn't get thai; o Did Mr. Garrison 

get that? 

IIRG GARRlSON ~ Noo Mr. Marks said he dido We 

accept that. Could I in the same parggraph note that after 
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tha words "l doubt it" by Mro Oppenheimer, I teard an 

interje~tion by Mr. Pashp saying, "Her<~ is the way I feel 

about this c2SE1", and then it ca.Tries l)n with Mra Oppenheimer 

saying, "It is a safe thing to s~y." 

MH. HOBB: I think that is true o 

rm,, GtlRRI SON: I n:enti'JD t h2 ·; because here is the 

»OI'd "c~:sa" whtc:h i_El put in D:r. 1Jpp0nhoimcl:r 's mouth which 

in fact c::HIM? fr om Mx·. Pash. 1 don't think it alters the 

:;ubs ta n•::e. 

MI'. o ROBB: I think D:r. Oppenheimer did use the wo:rd 

"case". It appeared that Cc lone l Pash., interrupt iog Dr. 

Oppenheimer and Dro Oppenheimer keeping on talkingg I 

heard D:r. Oppeuheimer's \i'Oice sayingt "In ahy case", 

although I <lon 1 t know that it is impor1;anto 

.MR. GARRISON: You heard the word "case" twice. 

MU • ROBB: ' Yes 9 

MRG GARRISON: Yot: heard the word "case" again? 

Mn o ROBB: I thought I did f :res. Do you want 

to play it over again? 

(Hecording) 

·~e may have been misquoted, 

"Pash: That is right. 

"Oppenheimer: I con 't be lie·1e SOo Now El tent on is 

a rnembe:r of the FAEC'I'. Whether or not 

11 Pash: That is the union --



"Oppenheimer: That is the CIO union. He is a man 

whose symp~thies are certainly very fer left 0 whatever 

his affilietion is~ and he may or may not bavo regular 

contac~s with a political group, I doubt it. 

"Pash: HerE1 is the way I fue. 

"Oppenheimer: In any case, it is a safe thing to 

say th8.t the channels that will be fo'.'.lowed in this case are 

those invo'..vh:ig people who huve gener~1lly been sympathetic to 

the Smliet --" 

MRo ROBB: I don't know who said it~ .Mr. Garrison. 

?:IRo GRAY: It is my impress :Lon that there was an 
II 

interrupticm by Colonel Pash 9 and Dr. Oppenheimer did say In 

any case, it is a !'lafe thing". I don't know that it is 

1.mportant. 

UR .. ROBB: I'don't think it is itnpo:r:tant., 

nIRo GRAY: l do think there are two things l should 

point up i.r:i the fifth paragraph, about the middle of that 

paragrapht where I believe Di·o Oppenhoimer said, "might block 

such communications" rather than "wou 'Ld". 

MR" ROB.B: Yes, I heard tha 1;, too. 

MR. GARRISON: Yes f M;r. Cha:Lrma n 0 

HH o GRAY: ln the last line of that paragraph, I 

don't th int the words "ge1S aw£1y from them" are correct. 

The word "g·ets" is not correctly transcribed, but I can qt 

tell what it was. 
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MRo GARRISON; That whole last lir1e to me is 

rather mistinct. Therie we;C"e some words that don't appear 

and I don't quite get the s3nse of it. 

MRo ROBB: I donw1; either, Plr. Garrison, but I 

don't think it i.s tern·ibly :tmpoz·tant. 

MR.o '.JAHHISON: Mr, Chairman, I would just ma~rn this 

suggest ion per'h£.i~G in v:Lew of the time pressm·e und0r which 

we are all laboringo Possibly the Chairman in order to 

save the time of the BoHrd would think it appropriate that 

wa might maim an arrangement; with coun3el· on the other 

side to con!;inue this playing at sc-..me time that would not 

take up the time of the Board, and briag to the Board and 

read into the record ans ch~·nges that ·ve agree upono 1 

think w~J probably would hav~ no difficJlty in doing that. 1 

don't press thEt. 

MHo ROBB: ·rhat might be posBible~ unless the 

Board wishes to participate in thiso 

MH..., GRAY: I am sorry to engage in a time consuming 

procedure, Mr. Garrison, but I afu incl~ned to think that if 

there are to be any changes in the record, th(a Board 

regrettably ml.ft hear them. I am sorry about the delay 

involved. 

(Racording) 

"Pash: Do you fee 1 that would affect -- and there 

could be continued attempts now to establish this type of 



contact? 

"Oppenheimer: I haven't any idea Q 

"Pash. You haven't any idea? 

''Oppenheimer: As l say» if the guy that was here 

may by now ba in some other town and all that I would 

have in mind is tbiso I understood that this man to whom I 

feel a seoHe of responsibility, Lomanitz, and I feel it for 

which he ODf7:ht to con·tinue ~ nnd S(lcond, since I more er '.less 

made a st i:~ a bout it vhen the question carae up, that this man 
in·5iscreet 

may have been/in circles which would lead to trouble. 

'fha t is tho only thing that 1 have to say. I don't have any 

doubt that people often approached him~ with whom he 

has contac~ed, I mean whom he eaes, might feal it their duty 

if they go~; word of something, bE> let it go further and 

that is thH roason why I feel quite s·~rongly that associnoon 

with the Communist movement is· not compatible with the ,job 

on a secre1~ war project 11 it is just that the two loyalties 

• cannot go. 

''Push: Yes, We 1.1 --

"'Oppenheimer: That is not an expression of political 

opinion. I think that a lot of very brilliant and 

thoughtful people have seen something in the Communist 

movement, end that they maybe belong there 9 maybe it is a good 

thing for the country~ They hope tha·1; it doesn't belong on 
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the war project. 

"Pash: I get your point. I don't want to seem to 

you insistent. I want to again I think explore the possibility 

of getting the name of the person on the facultyo I will 

tell yJu for what reason. Not for the pmupose of taking 

him to task in any way whether it is ~,~~officially~ offic:i.ally, 

or openly er ~hat 1 but to try to see Eltentonts msthod of 

approa,:h. Yoti may not agree with me 1 but I can assure you 

that t:nat i~s one of the more i.mportant steps. 

110ppenheimer: I have to take the fol lowing points 

of view: l think in mentioning Eltenton°s name I subsequently 

said about the man that I think that he may be acting in a 

way which is dangerous to this countr;r, and which should bo 

watched o :r a111 not going to mention the name of anyone in the 

same breath, even i~ you say that you will make a distinctioP. 

I just can't do that, because in the other cases, l am 

convinced from the way in which they handled the thing that 

they themselves thought it was a bad ~usiness. 

HPa5Jh: These other people, yes, I realizeo But 

here ic; th1:3 point, Doctor; 1 f that man is trying to make 

other contacts for Eltenton. 

"Oppenheimer: Yes. 

"Pash. You see, it would take us some time to 

try to 

"Oppenheimer: My honest opinion ts that he probably 
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isn't, that he ran into him at a party and they sa~ each 

other or something and Eltenton saidt "Do you suppose you 

could help me. This is a very serious thingv because we 

know that important work is going on here, and we think 

this ought to be available to our allies, and would you see 

if any of those guys are willing to help us ~ith it~ and then 

it wou1Ldn 't have to b~ so nmcho" 

l;;lio EVAN~: There was OD\3 place thure » "not for 

the purpose of taking him to task in any way ~1 whether it bi<Z 

unofficially, officially or openly 0 " 

MRo GARRISON: Yes 0 

MR. ROBB: l thin~ one of the more important 

steps Colonel Pash said, one of the mc,st important stepso 

Did you get that? 

Mf:Q GARRISON: I didn't have it. 

MRo SILVERMAN: Y13s o 

MR.o ROBB: There was an overriding remark: of Dr. 

Oppenheimer in which he said, "l understand tha ta" Did you 

gentlGen catch that? 

MRo GARRISON: Yes. 

MR, MARKS: Yes Q The word"subsequent ly"l under-

stood us "essent i:i ly o" 

MR" GARR I SON: Yee. "Subsequently" should read 

"essentially" in the next ipaaagra ph~ "I think in mentioning 

. 
Eltenton's name I essentially said about the man". 
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}:_[R~ ROE\B: I didn't get that o 

.MR 0 GARRISON: In the paragr'aph at the top where 

he said that is not an expraesion of political opinion, 1 

think a lot of very brilliant and thoughtful people have 

seen sometbing in the Communist movement, and that they maybe 

belong the1e, anc1 that maybe it ;i.s a good thiug for the ccuntryQ 

WR~ ROBB: I thin~t soc I thought X heard inste~d 

of "·they hcpe ii doesn't: belong"p "i hope it doesn't belr-:no; 

on the war p:roj .. Jct." Did you get that? 

MR. 0 GARRISON: I dlidn't o 

MR,. SILVERMAN: :[·i; was very indistinct .. 

MR .. ROBB: I thin1,t it was "I"~ 

MRo GARRISON: I heard some words after "war projec·(;" 

th:at I couldn't geto Also, some of the words in the ne:rct 

Pash paragraph at the end after one of the more important 

steps. 

that. 

M'R. ROBB: Most important steps. 

'MiL .GARRISON: Me!;t. 

MR. ROBB: Dr. Oppenheimer said "I understand" after 

MR., GARRISON: Yes. Then iDStead of "I have to 

tatte", it is "I wish"-- did you get that -- I understand 

that, but I hlue to take the following point. That is already 

yc•ur correct ion .. 

MR., RO.JBB: Yes. 



?·1Ho GRAY: Are. there any other suggestions about 

that portion? I have no more. 

Rathman • " 

Will you proceed 0 Mr. 

(Recordingo) 

"Pash. Wer.e these two people you mEJntion0~, were 

they contacted at the same time? 

,.,Op[:io~1heime;r: They were contacted within a weok of 

each oth<ar. 

"Pash. Tlney were contacted at two diffvrcnt timEHL. 

"Oppenheimer. Yes, but not in each othe1· 's 

presence. 

"Pash. That ilB righto And then f1·om what you 

first heard, there is someone else who probably sti 11 x·emains 

here who was contacted ss well. 

"Oppenheimer: I think that is true" 

"PashG What I am driving at is that there was a 

plan, at least for some length of time, to malte these 

contacts -- and we may not have known all the contacts. 

"Oppenheimer: That is certainly trueo That is 

why l mentioned it. If I knew all about it, then I would 

say forget it. I thought it would be appropriate to call to 

your attention the fact that these channels at one time 

existed. 

"Pasho Yes., 

''Oppenheimer. I really think that 1 am drawing a 
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line in the right place. 

"Pash. You see, you understand that I am sort of -

you picture me as a blood housd on the trail e.nd that I 

am trying to get out of you everything I possibly cano 

"Oppenheimer; Th:.lt is your duty to a certain extent o 

"Pa.sh., You see what I mean. 

"Oppenhe::!.n113r: It is :i:i lso my duty not to implicate 

these people,acquaintances, or colleagues of whos~ 

position I am absolutely ceJC"tain -- myself and my duty is to 

protect them., 

"Pash. Oh, yes. 

"Oppenheimer: If I thought that -- I won't say it -

it might be slightly off. 

"Pash: We 11, t hea, here's an other point, Doctor~ 

if we find that in making these various contacts that we get 

some information which would lead us to believe that C('?rtain 

of these men may have either considered it or still are 

considering it, mind you, 

so it can't be personal. 

I do not even know these men, 

''Oppenheimer: Noa Well, none of them that I had 

an~rt hiug to do with enifln considered it , They were just upset 

about ito They have a feeling toward this country and have 

slgned the espionage act; they feel this way about it for I think 

that the intermc:.1diary between El.tent on and the project, thought 

it was the ~rong idea, but said that this was the situation. 



I don't think he sup~orted it. In fact, I know ito 

"Pasho He made about at least three cont21cts that 

we know of o 

"Oppenheimer: Welt, I think that 's r i~ht, yes. 

"PDsh~ A incl two of those con·tacts are down there. 

That means we can assume at least that there is one of these 

men contact,3dJ still on the project her•e. 

or is schech1led to go to Site X. 

"Pash. This thirc'J man? 

"Oppenheime1r: I think so .. 

"?ash~ Well, why can 1 t you cross that line. I 

certainly appreciate this much. 

":Jpp<3nheimer: I think it is a thing you ought to know. 

"Pashz Oh 1. no doubt. 

"Qppianheimer: 1 think it is probably one cf those 

sporadic things and I do not think -- I have no way of thinking 

it was systamatic but I got from the way it was handled, which 

was rather loosely~ and frankly if I ware an agent I would 

not put much confidence in (.Xiople who are loose-mouthed or 

casualQ" 

MRo GRAY: Are there any obsex-vations about that 

portion of the transcript? 

DR. EVANS: The word "Oppenheimer" was after 

"D.oct.or "o 
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MR. GARRISON: The sixth paragraph, "Dr o Oppenheimer: 

I really think I am drawing a line in the right placeo" 

That phrase 11 a line l.n the right place" I didn't gEd;. 

MRo ROBB: Something 2,bout a line o 

Milo GARRI~ON: l:iomething about it o 

MR 0 ROBB: If he plays it over enough, U:; will 

come out in thca right place, but I don't know o I have uot 

ployed it over enough. IDo you want t o play it again? 

MH~ Gt.RRlSON: l don't think sop unless we find 

somethign more difficult. }[ just want to say I didn't evsn 

get it o 

MR., :aoBB: I thin1~ in the paragraph belowthat 

where it says, "It is also rny dr.ty tot to implicate ·these 

people, acquaintances, or colleagees" and so on, -- I 

think tbe and so on is correct. 

MR,, GARRISON: That is correct. And after the 

people "and who are". 

MR,, ROBB: I think sn. 

MR. GARRISON: There are some indistinct words in 

Mr. Pash~s previous two sentences at the end. Then coming 

down, "Dr. Oppenheimt3r: lf I thought that -- I won't say it 

It might be slightly off, and some indistinct words o 

MR.,, ROBB: That iB right~ 

MR. GARRISON: Than the next paragraph, "They were 

upset about it" .. 
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NR. ROBl3: That is right. 

r~o GARRISON: Then some indistinct words followed 

that. 

MR. ROBB: I think soQ 

MRo GRAY: On that pa:i:agraph 

MRG GARRISON: All the rest of it s~emed to me just 

fuzzy. 

}if.a GUAY: Th.e word "eveu", .l thint-;~ was not !n 

that paragraph in the first line. While none of them that l 

had anythirg to do with considered it, they were ,just upset 

about itt is the way I heard ito 

~iR. GARRISON: Yes. 

~.Ro ROBB: Do you want that paragraph played ~gain? 

PLH. GARRISON: I am not sur£· it would do any good. 

!YR., ROBB: Let us try it, 

{Recording.) 

··Pash: Certain of these men may have considered 

it or are still cons1d<Rring it (mind}Ot., I don't even know 

these men, so it can't be personal). 

"Oppenheimer: None of these· that I had anything 

to do with even considered ito 

''Oppenheimer: They just wer·e upset about ib. They 
t 

have a fee ling toward this country and have signed the 

espionage act; they feel this way about it for I think that 
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the ;.ntermediary between Bltenton Bnd the Proj 13ct, tlrught it 

was the wrong tdeap but sai<iJ ~;hat this was the situationo 

I don't think they s~~pported it o In fa et• I kn,)w it,. 

"Pash: HB made about at leant three contacts that 

we know oi?." 

Mr~ .. ROBlB: Mr. Ga1·s:i\.son, I got "have a feoling",. 

'
1es p5Lonr<'.ige '1ct", "interrneidiery b'etween E 1 tent on and the 

Project thdnght it w~1s Vil' Ong idea, 11 "was the sU;uation" and 

there a:re some words in betv:een there 1;bat are indistinct. 

Is that the way you heard it? 

Mf;o GARR I SON: Mo:re or less. I am f:rnnk to say I 

would not feel confident. 

MH .. llOBB: I did hea1·d "intermediary". 

MR., GARRISON: I heard that. 

MI:o 11.0BB: "Project"and "wrong idea", "! cion°·t th:Llk 

he s uppcYrtec; it. In fact, 1 know it." I heard that. 

Mf'.o CliRRISON: Yes. 

MR" HOBB: Perhaps it is not too important .. 

MI<o GARRISON: Now, on the next page, the third and 

:four th paragraphs t "This thi:i::'O man?" "That is right a II 

;: am not quite su:re of thato 

MR.o ROBB: Shall W13 have it 2gain? 

MR" GARR I SON ; yes • 

~Recording) 

"Pash:: He made about at least three contacts that 



we know of o 

noppsnheimc3r: I think that '·s right, yes. 

"Pash. And tl~O o5" these contacts are down there. 

That means ;ve c~n asBumc'J at least there is one of theso m~n 

contacted s ::;ii l on the proj~:ct. 

"'JppenheinK~r: Yeiio I believe that this man has 

gone or is scheduled to go to Site X. 

"f'ash: This third mav.? 

"Opp,t:mheimer: l ·:;bilk so." 

MRo ROBB: All righto Mr. Garrison? 

MR~ GARR.ISON: I hearo the words "This third man". 

I heard some indistinct wnrJs at the end of the preceding 

sentenceo "That is right~' '( diCln 't hear o 

MR., ROBB: That i~J unquestionably there. Will you 

pley it agaiu? 

(Recording o) 

"Pash: This third man? 

"Oppenheimer: l think so .. " 

MRo ROBB: That is right 0 

MR9 GARRISON: 1 heard something like picture. 

MR., ROBB: I thin',c that is the pictureo 

MRo GARRISON: ~o'.nethtng like that. 

lv.Ro ROBB: It could be. 

MRn GARRl~ON: Why don't we pass it? 

MR.,. .ROBB: One thing,. Mr., Chairmano I noticed on 



the other page. 

MRo GARRISON: Cot:ld I have it once again" 

(Recording.) 

11Yes ~ I believe that this ma11 has gone, or is 

scheduled to go to Site x. 

":?:ash: This third man? 

"Oppm1heimer: I th:ink soo" 

MR,. SILVERMAN: I thought he said, "l think so .. 11 

MR~ GARRISON: It sounded th:is time more like, "I 

think so." I really just don't know. 

MR,., GRAY: It would appear, would it not~ whether 

Dr. Oppenheimer said 9 "That is right", or "That is the 

picture", or "I. think so", that he was not indicatiug disagree

ment with CoLonel Pash at th.at point? 

MH,, GARRISON: I would t~ke ·that to be so ... 

MR" HOBB: Mr~ Chairman, I. did notice one thing in 

the record. It mentions on page 7 of ·~he transcript on the 

fourth line from the top 9 as l heard i1';, it re:ads, "What I 

arn driving at is that means that ther1:t was a plan.'1 

DRo EVANS: I thought it was "is"~ It doesn't 

matter at all. 

MRo ROBB: Did yot] get thats Mr o Garr is on? 

MRo GARRISON: No. 

MR. HOBB: Youdon't want to hear that again? 

MR. GAHRISO?J :· No. 
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Milo ROBB: You won't agree on that? 

MRo GARRISON: I don't think it is important enough.to 

play ag;ai.no 

D ~l ,, :3;VAN S : I don 't , e it her • 

M'.i.o ~10BB: A 11 right. 

MR. GRAY: Are we rsady to p1· oceed with the next 

"r ·1vould not think that this was a vary highly 

organized or vary well put together plan hut I don't know and 

I was very !\11JCh afraid when I he:Jrd of Lornanitz' indiscr0·1;ion 

that it mig:1t 'lt>ry well be serious. I hope that isn't thG 

c:ase. 

":?ash: You mentioned that t:ilis man may be a mmmber 

of the FAEC~~ o Do you think, as a repr(3sentative of the 

organization~ he would sort of rep~esant their attitude or 

do you think he is doing that individually? 

"Oppm1heimer: Oh, the FAECT is quite a big union 

and has a 11 sorts of people in it. 1 am pretty sure and l 

don't think it is conceivable that he could be representing 

the attitud~~ of the union --

11Pash: We 11 , l don't know c:inough about it to --

"Oppunheimer: I thirkthat -·-well, 1 don't knowo 

I think at one time they had a strong branch up at the 

Shell Development Research Laboratorie~;, the FAECT, and I 
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believe it is the union which has got organiz€d on. the Hi l L 

Ye:;, it has been around for some time. 

"'Pash: This man iBltenton is a scientist? 

'Oppenheim·=r: l don't knowo I would gL1ess he is 

some sort cf a chemi•::a 1 engin.eer o 

''Pash: Would he be in a position to understand the 

informatior furnished him? 

tlQppenheimer: I don't know that either. lt would 

depend on how well it was furnishedo I mean he has some 

scientific training and certainly if you sat d~wn with him 

and took a little time. My view about this whole damn thing, 

af course, is that the information we are workj.ng on is 

probably known to all the governments that care to £ind out. 

Tm information about what we are doing is probably of no use 

becaU:1Se it is so damn complicated. I don't -- I mean 1 

don't agree that the security problem on this project is a 

bitter oneD because if one means by the security problem 

preventing information of technical use to another country 

from esca pj.ng. But I do think that the intensity of our 

effort and our concern of the international investment 

involved -- that is information which might alter the course 

of the other governments, end I don't think it would have 

any effect on Russia (inaudible)o It might have a very big 

effe1~t on Germany 1 and I am convinced about that and that is 

as e·ue:ryone else is. 



''Pash: Oho 

''Oppenheimer: To give it roughly what we 're after 

and I think they don't need to know the technical details 

because if they were going to do it they would do it in a 

different way -- they wouldn't take our methods -- they 

couldn't because of r::ertain geographical differences, so I 

think the kind of thing that would do the greatest damage if 

it got out would just be the magnitude of the problem and 

of the ti me schedules which we think we have of that ld.nd •. 

"Pash: To answer your question -- Eltenton ii you 

were picking a man which would be an intermediary he 

wouldn't be a bad choice, I would mention he had some Lt:i:cl 

of chemical engineering job in Russia. He was trained in 

England, also in Russia four or five years and things like 

that.., Does he speak Russian, do you know? 

110ppenheimer: I don't know. I don't know. He 

speaks with a slight English accent. 

"Pash: J f it is necessary would you mind and 

would it interfere with your work if I would have --11 

MR~ ROBB: Mr o Chairman. I know the paragraph 

mark~d "P" in this transcriw;t on page 9 about a third of 

the way down is actually Dro Oppedieimer speaking, "To answer 

your question" and so ono CoLonel Pash made some 

int.erruption and then Dr. Oppenheimer continued. Did you get 

that? 
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MR. GARRISON: No 9 I didn'to 

MRo ROBB: Page 9, "To answer your question -- Elten

ton if you were picking a man which would be an intermedin~y 

he wouldn't be a bad choice.'' That iscbviously Dr. 

Oppenheimero 

MR~ GARRISCN: Dr. Oppenheimer's voice does come in 

there. 

Mn. ROBB: That is DDo Oppenheimer speaking there 

and not Colonel Pash. 

"MR. GARRISON: I am not sure the wo:.rds ,.To 

answer your question" --

Mn. HOBB: Could we play tha1t? 

MRo GRAY: Before we play it back, let me make a 

couple of other observations. 

In the first paragraph on this page, the fifth 

line from the enEJ. of the paragraph, "and our concern of the" 

"'national" ;',nvestment involved", rather than the"lnternat iona l" 

investment., 

Mn., ROBB: Yes, sir. 

MH. GARRISON: Our concern wi.th, I think it was 

also. 

MR., GRAY: 

MH~ GARRISON: And some words after the word 

"escr.ping" that were indistinct, and before the word "but". 

MR. B.OBB: I think so .. 
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MR. GARRISON: And the dots after the wo:rd "Russia 
" 

contained some words. 

MH~ GRAY: Would you play that portion again? 

MH. ROLANDER: The last thtrd Q 

MHa GARRISCN: Before we do ·~hat, perhaps we could 

make one or two observations so that we~ can be listening to it. 

MH. GRAY: Yes. 

ME. GARRISON: In the neJ<:t Oppenheimer pair~graph, 

there are some indistinct words to begin with, and "to give 

it roughly" 
1 

I thought it read "To giv13 the Russians" or 

"To give to Hussia." 

MH ~ ROBB : It c ou ld be o 

MR; HARRISON: And I think t':tey don't -- that 

seemed to ma fuzzy. 

MH. GF.AY: Let us listen to that again. 

~:aecording) 

"(inaudible) it might have a very big effect on 

Germany, and I am convinced about that and that is as everyone 

else is. -
" ( inaudiblEJ) And I think th,3y don't need to 

know the technical details~ because if they were going to do 

itt they would do it in a different way. ~hey wouldn't take 

om· methods (i11a.udible) so i think the kind of thir:.g that 

would do the greatest dama~0 if it got out would just be the 

. 
magnitude of. tl1e problem and of the time schedules whid:l. we 



think we havoP that kind of tbingo 

To answer your question, Eltenton -

"Pas':l.: Uh huh. 
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"Opp3r:heim~r: To answer your question -- E ltonton 

if you were pif~l:ing ~1 man to be an int a11 mediary would not 

be a bad choic,a. He h2ll sona kind of chemica 1 engineering 

job in Russi20 He was trained in England,he was in Russia 

for four or five years (:lnaudible) 

"Pa1sI10 Docs ho speak Russian, do you know? 

")pp(i~nheimer: I don't knowo (inaudible) with a 

slight English acc€mt." • 

MH. HOBB: Mro Garrison. did you catch that now? 

that the "P' paragraph should be really Dr. Oppenhe:~mer? 

M:~~ GARRISON: Yes. 

o:l. J~VANS: And that is "roug?J. ly11 and not "Russia"? 

M34 ROBB: I think it is. 

MHo GRAY: I think in that paragraph the language 

"iie was tra::.ned in England, was in Rus:iiB four or f:i.ve years," 

rather than "a 1so in Russia o 

MHo HOBB: I got it "and in aussia". 

MH., GRAY: It does make a little difference to say 

he was trained in Russiia or was in Rusi;ia. 

MHo ~llLVERW..AN: I heard it the way the Chairman did. 

DHo I;VANS: So did J:. 

ME" ROBB: Was in Russia. 



MR a GRAY: He was trained in, England• was in 

Russia four or five years. 

In the pre<t!eding para(,raph, in the i.nterests of 

grammar, I think actually what Dr. Op11enheimer said at the 

end of that paragraph, "and of the time schedul..es which we 

have, ·;;hat ~'ind of thing", ·this is ve1y unimportanto 

~C~to ROBB: "which we have -e· that ltind of thingc" 

nm. GARRISON: Mr. Chairman, I wondHr if we might 

take a fivE minute racsss. We have a very serious problem 

about our wi to.asses. Dr. Bethe is hei·e in town ready to 

testify. Eo is Mr. Gordon Deana Dr. Kennmn is here from 

out of town. Dr. Buckley, you remember we talked about last 

week, is hE!re. Dr o Fisk is here fr om ?few York 1 and Gonel'a l 

Osborne is also here. I just a1~ this point don't know wb.at 

to suggest. Obviously if we go throu(~h this at the rate we 

are, it will consume most of the rest cf the morning and 

some of thls testimony wi 11 be quite of considerable length 

and l think quite important to ·the Bm1rd. I know it would 

be informative to the Board. 

~IR,, GRAY: I would like to usk the Board members 

a quest ion about a ruling that you ma;r reca 11 I made ear lier 

about the i~cessity for us to hear with counsel the 

re ma ind er of this transcript. My reaction was that, as 1 

stated, if there were to be any chan~~s, we should hear the 

discussion 1, bt1t it does occur to me a::ter having thought 
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about it , if counsel agree, there is no problemo In the 

event there is disagreement and it seems to be a material 

matter, thea perhaps we should hear those portions about 

which there is cilisa~eemento I would ;vant to make sure that the 

Board would agree with that different kind of ruling on that 

questicn. 

M~. GRAY: Is that all right, Dro ~vans? 

DR. EVANS: I was ce:rt:ainly in accord with you 

that we ought to go over this thing together, but if it is 

necessary, I shall agree to do it the other way • 

. MR. GRAY: I am sure that counsel will be diligent. 

To the extent that counsel can agree, I think it would 

appear to be pretty clear and if you cannot, perhaps we 

shall have ·~o hear the dtsputiad portionBo Is that satisfactox·y 

to you? 

lln .• ROBB: Yes, siro I might suggest tha·t in view of 

the fact th3t we will be chnnging our methods of operation as 

it were t I t hink we ought "to attempt to get a complete 

transcript on which we can agree, so it will be all set out 

at one part of the record because the record will be 

hard to understand~ 

MR. GARRISON: I think it is important that the 

record indicate what has taken place. 

MH.. ROBB: Yes. 



MR~ GARRISCN: I thinkwe should agree and 

stipulate on the changes we should make and bring that back 

to the Boa rd for its a ppr oval ar.id incorporation in the record~ 

and that th3 whole document in its original form should go 

. 
in the record. 

MRQ ROBB: Mro Chuirman, I might say I also think 

that the Lansdale trausc:ri pt should also be set up in the 

record at the s:1qoo t 1me. I don rt think there is any need 

to read that 9 because co:ms•Jl has had it and has read it. 

Mr. Lansdale testified about it on Fridayo 

MR., GARRISON: l would like when we have time to 

read it into the record. because there are some comments, 

Mr. Chairman, that I would like to make about some passages in 

it as we go along. l think the tra:script as a whole gi'1es a 

rather fresh impression, and rathe:r a different one of the 

whole interviewo There are some things in it that are really 

quite worth a moment of tho11ght as we go along., Not for 

the purpose of correction, but for the purpose df illustrating 

what I think took placeo 

?tR. ROBB: Mr o Chairman, I have some questions as 

to whether counsel should r8ad a transcript and at the same 

time m~.ke an argument about it. It seems to me that the 

transcript ought to be befoJre the Board for such use as the 

Board v1ants to make of it~ l assume that there wi 11 be an 

approp1·iate time at the cbse of these proceedings when 



counsel can make his argumento 

M.R. GARRISON: All right. I withdraw that, Mr. 

Chairman., :3ut I would like to have it read, because l think 

it is important for the Board toheur ito 

Mlo GEAY: Th[3 Borird has read it 9 I assume. You 

want to rea1 it aloud? 

Mi.o GARRISON: Yes o 

M3 . ., GRAY: Ii a requ.-ast is made for that p:r ocedure, 

I think we will followit so that it will at the app~opriote 

time be read. I dlo not think we ought to interrupt at this 

point to read it. 

MRo ROBB: No 11 sil' () 

MR., GHAY: Let us take a recass in any eiont. 

MRo G.A.RRlSON: Mro Chairman, afl the end of the 

recess, I think we would be prepared to have Dr. Bethe. 

MR. GRAY: All righto 

(Brief rf3Cessu) 

MRo GRAY: Do you wish to testify under oath? 

You are not required to do sa. 

1;ust om. 

MH., DEAN: I would be happy to, if that is the 

MR. GRAY: All the witnesses have. 

MRQ DEAN: I shall be glad to. 

MRs GRAY: Would you stand and rai,:;e your right 

hand·
0 

Gordon Dean, do you swear that the tes:t imony you are 
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to give the Board stm 11 be 'the truth, ti1e who le truth 1.:nJci 

nothing but the t~uth, so help you God? 

MR. DEAN: I doo 

Whereupon 

GORDON DEAN 

was called as a wit1t1e)ss, and having been first duly sworn, was 

examined and testifi8d as follows: 

M:R. GH.AY: lt is rny duty, Mro Dean 1 to s::ny to you 

that in the event that it b13comes necessary for you to discum;; 

restricted data in your testimony, you should advise the 

Chairmen of the Board of any such disclosureo We would 

appreciate your cooperation in tb.:t respect. 

A further 1)bserva'~Dn I should like to make to you 

is that the proceedings and record of this board are regardocl 

by us ~s strittly confidential between the Co~mission and 

its officials and Dr. Oppenheimer ahd his repx·esentatives 

and as!;:Qci.ates, and that the Commission will take no 

initiative in the public release of any information relating 

to these proceedings o I th:i.nk on behalf of the Board, l 

express the hope that witnesses may take the same attitude 

about it. 

I think pe:rha ps for the record also that it is my 

du·ty, Mr. Dean, to remind y:Ju of the penalties under the 

perjury statutes. I should be glad to read a summary of 

those provisions,, but I assi1me you. are ·t.honoughly f.ami.liar 
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with them. 

IHE WITNESS: I am familiar with them • 

• ?i:R. GHAY: Mr. Garrison. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

[,y Y.'.Ro GARRISON: 

Q h:r. Dean i you are & nmmber of Lehman Brothers 1.n 

New York? 

Q P. nd you served on the Atomic: Energy Commission 

from May U'49 to June 1943? 

A 1hat is correct. 

Q .A.nd you were appointed Chail·mang whEm was that, 

August 1950? 

A 1 think it was the latter p~1rt of August -- no. t:113 

early part of August or the last part of July~ I have for-

gotten the exact date. It was the sunimer of 1950. 

Q V.:'he n did you first bemome ac:quainted with Dr. 

Oppenheime:r? 

A I had never met Dr. Oppenhelmer unt5L l I came to 

the CommisE·ion. I met him for the fir·st time when I as a 

member of the Commi:lision mat with the: General Advisory 

Committee of which be ~as then the ChEirmano 

Q Could you give the Board a general picture of the 

positive work of the General Advisory Committee during Dr. 

Oppenheimer's chairmanship~ as you saw itd By positive, I 
I 
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mc~an w::iat the GAC did tc build up and strengthen the mi lita:ry 

position of the country. 

A I assume that some of this may be repetitious. 

The Genera1 Advisory Committee was established by law. The 

members we1e appointed by the President. They selected their 

own chairmr:n. This was the way in whJ.ch Dr. Oppenheimer, 

having oncEJ bE,en appointed by the Prei;;ident, was ma<Je 

chairman of that committeeo 

They used to meet about every month and a half to 

two months,, I think the minimum requtrement was four times a 

year, but they met much more frequently than that. They 

sometimes have specia 1 cal led meetings so that they would 

get together on occasions as much as pcrrpaps three weeks 

aJPart if the occasion justified ito 

They also worked thro gh subcommittees of the 

General Ad,,isory Committee. There wae; one on weapons. 

The General Advisory Committee is essontiaily a committee 

of senior scientific people. There wore a few exceptions. 

There were from time to time outstand:Lng businessmen on it. 

But primar:iL ly it is f senior scl.entif:Lc advisory group 

to the 1,..omr~1issinn, and so specified in the law~ 

They have been vary active. They were e\•ery moment 

from the time I went on the Commission. It was a very 

import3nt committee and contributed vory much in guidance to 

t.he Co:nmission on very d.ifficult problems that we had, 
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p:articularl.y scientific problemso 

Q V'hat was the atti tucile of thEr commi ttoe under DI!. 

Oppenh0ime1 's chairmanship with respec:t to tho expansion of 

our atomic facilities? 

A ln every case -- and I mightsay this to give you 

just a little bit of history -- the Atomic Energy Commi£1sion 

underw0nt ~ series of expansions of its facilities. By 

expansionsr I maan this: The design, the construction, and 

the putting into operation of large roactors, such as those 

out at Hanforc:il 1 to produce plutonium on tritium or othar 

products. The expansion of the large gasseous diffusion 

plants which gives you your u1·anium 2~l5. Jn oth01· words, when 

you are talking about facilit:i.es, you are talking ~bout 

facilities whi.ch give you the two component parts of a weapon, 

the pluton:Lum and U-235 fissionable mnte:ria l. 

11 l l of these expansions wero blessed by the General 

Advisory Committee. I know of no insi;ance where there was 

an expansion program begim:iing with the summer of 1949 when 

we went into building a new gasseotm d:Lffusion plant at Oak 

Ridge, up unt:Ll the latest big expans:Lon of 1953, which was 

a three bi'.~lion dollar expansion prog;~a19 I know of no instance 

when the e1tpansion program was not thoroughly backed by 

the Genera~ Advisory Committee and heartily backed. 

Q Dio they help to suggest and initiate expansion 

programs? 

I 



A This l would almost have to go back and ~efer to 

the minutes of t~etings to ·tell you wt.ere an E.lq.JJan~:.;ion 

prograu initiates. It i3 vary hard to put your finger on 

it. A nee6 arises, and there are many huddles. P~obably 

the reco:rds. would sb.')w that some had c:riginatEid with the GAC 

but on thif;, I am not sure. We cartai11ly consl!ltec1 w.Y.;h them 

each time v:hex:\ 'Ne were thinking of an ~rnpeinsion program. They-

Q You spoke of th<ei Weapons Subcommittue. Wns D:r. 

Oppenbeime1 a member of that? 

A 3 think he was ri member of the Weapons Subcommittee 

the entire time I was on the Commission. He was certainly 

very active in it, it was the most active committee of the 

GAC. :r should say this so far as tho GAC and weapcns are 

concerned: I would think that at lec:ist 50 par" cent, an() 

perhapr; much more of its time was spent in thrrvieapc.ns field. 

The1·e 1v:as far mo1·e interest on the pal't of GAC on the 

weapon:; progrs.m at Los A l~mos and the production of :fissionable 

materi::ils than in ~ny other phase. 

Q [to you recall a conversation with Dr. Oppenheimer 

in the spr:Lng of 1950 ~bout a bucket of neutrons? 

A I do. 

Q Can you say something about the significE~ce of 

that a:1d of Dr. Oppenheimer's view about what ought to bo done? 

A The reference to neutron.8', was rea 1 ly a suggestion. 
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He spoke of it in the slang term -- a bucket of neutrons. 

What he really meant was tht~t wkat the Commission needed 

more than anything else were~ some ;:-eact ors in which ne~trons 

could be put to their best use. This was in a sense the 

idea behind the Savannr.ih Ri,,1er design and the Savannah 

Ri ve:r reactors, which w,3re dual purpose • I am not sure 

whothex· that is c lassi f i0d or not. Let us end it thero. That 

wms the reason behind the Savannah River reactors. 

It was in the spring of 1950 that we were 

considEiring an expansion program which could carry us either 

into a strong A-program or u strong H-program, depending on 

what ot1r research and development program showed o 

MRQ GH.AY: Did you say the spring of 1950? 

THE WITNESS: The spring of 19500 That is when we 

were getting together and wrapping up the kind! of expansion 

program in order to tak0 ca1:-e of a stronger A and H program. 

This is when we first began to thi·nk of bow we could 

build the Savannah River reactors.. It was an entirely new 

design. That was put through Congress, as I recall, in the 

matter of about 90 days in the late s~~ing and early summer 

ri 1950. 

MR~ GRAY: This iB before you became a member of 

the Commission. 

THE WITNESS: It began to be discussed while I 

was a member,. and· then I had· t.o present· the· progr·am to the 



C ongr~J::;s he ei tllEJ:l'.' the late summer -·- it c ou h1 ha v0 been 

early fall of 1950, 

I;'l t~~R.. GAF.RISON: 

Q You bocame a membar of the Comrtission in May 1949? 

A Yest i•D i.liay :· · 1949. 

;''!Ro GRAY: I bef;g your r1a:;rdon. I had the 

years con fl nsd. • You w0re 0~1 the Commission wt.£mn 11 of this 

developed. 

'IEE w·:TN.ES:3: Yes, I am not test ify:iug to anything

! did not sea o~ axparience myself. 

EY MR, GAWUSON: 

Q Dr. Oppenheimer w~s helpful in conn~ction with 

this strengthening oi the p~ogram you have desised? 

A There wa~ one big iroblem that we hod 

and that was p:rr:ici:::;ely what ldncl of desigr:1 for the Savannah 

River reactors, ond ~hether you optimized them to produce 

plutonium or whGth•Bl' ym1 op1~imized them for the production of 

other things th@t looked lF;;ely in the, thermonuclear program. 

That wEnt back ~,md forth many times, but it was a question 

simply of tho0 ec onomtcs of buying neutrons, so t.o speak .. 

Q There was a meeting in June 1951 at Princeton 

in com:ection wtth the H bct11b progx-am? 

A There was. If I could give you a little history 

iJefo:re we get to that June rJeeting, I would like to go back 

to the fa 11 of 1949,, I think i,t is necessary to have in thEt 



back of' your mirdbef:)re you talk about this June m0oting 

in Princeto1i :i.n the fa1laf 1949, the Russians, we leal'n·ad, 

thts was Se;ltember, had exploded their first A bomb. Dr. 

Oppenheimer, a 'long w:L th two or three otaer persons, were brought 

in here und3r the "uspices, rather joiit, of the Atomic 

Energy Gomm L!ision and the A:i.r Forcef1 1. t '.) ana lyza the Russian 

explosion. Th:lf.l th~3Y did ar:d <~ame up ·»ith the conclusioa 

th'&t thare '1Jas no quest :i.on Lut that th,3 Russians had 

exploded an A bomb9 

Then the question became one of having lost cur 

monopoly, ii wa ever had it, what so w0 do to intenEity 

• the atomic onergy program o:f this ooun·~ry • 

'\ 

Many things were suggested, including bringing io 

certain corporations with certain know-how, su1::h as the 

duPont compnny, which was done t and th<3Y did eventually build 

the Savannah Ri var 1·eactors o 

Work on the thermonuclear weapon, many other things~ 

l can't list them all. they can be found in a classified 

statement which I mS1de before the Joint Committee on Atom:i.c 

Energy in a c losea session. If you have occasion to re for 

to that 1 I l'emembeX' being a~;k:ed the qm1st ion, "What do yot:1 

do now" and ][ listed about eight or ten things. 

ME., GRAY: What was the approximate date of that? 

TEE WITNESS: This would be in the fall of 1949. 

'l'~his st:nrtec quite a d'iscussio~ inside the AEC as to what 



priority s~ould be given to a thermonuclear w~apon. 

The only thing tha we knew about in this field at 

that time was one method of approach, which unfortunately 

if it is to remoin classified, I cannot describe, but l will 

try to do it in unclassified language. 

There wa:; one way of approaching the problem. 

Nobody had 2ver built such 8 gsdget. Nobody had ever 

accumulated onough materi~ls to actually fire a gadget of this 

kind~ as it was then thought of. Never~heless, there was a 

feeling on the part of some> including myself, that an 

effort to go into the thermonuclear or fusion field was 

something that we could not overlook~ 

Here was a new field. Here was a potential source 

of great en~rgy, Whi1. l0 we did:n 't know what the gadget might 

look like w11en we got trough, certainly it should have a high 

priority in the shop. There were others who felt differently 

"This was a matter of much discussion. There were di~cussions 

at that tim'3 between tha Genera 1 Advisory eommi ttee and the 

Atomic Energy Commission. Mos't of the General Advisory 

Committee, all of them, dec:!.ded that we should not go ahead 

under a high pr:i.ority in the thermonuclear field at that time~ 

The reasons as I recall them were several. There 

was, I think, in the background on the part of some what I 

would call a visceral reaction --

MR,.. ROBB:. Pardon me? 



THE WITNESS: Visceral, tummy -- of going into 

a fie la such as this at thi.s point, when these people ln1d 

developed an A bomb. They had seen it used successfully. 

Our A 'bombs were get1';ing strongt·r every year. Our stockpile 

Bl MR., GARRISON: 

A I am tryiDg to describe the events of 1949 and 

rff late them lat e:x• to the June meeting. 

Q I think since we started on this fsll of 19~9, we 

bett~:n4 postpone th€! dis1~uss:i.on of the Princeton me'3t:i.nrr. l 

usked you a bout tl'!St only to ttive 'the genera 1 pi ct u.re of the 

work oi the GAC. 

Q I think it is best we cont in.ue uow. Sinc·z you 

starhH.~: on this 1 I thinh: perh~ps U; is more app1't)p1·ir,te anyway 

cbrnol0gically to toke it. Are you now beginning to describe 

the ~ttitud2s of the memberc; of th~ Gf\C nt their OCtober 1949 

A I am as best I racnll them. 

Q Then suppo:se we have i.t understood that you nre 

now telling the Boa:ra the g<'1Uel'EI l aatue of what the GAC 

reported to the Commission. I WO'Uld like to go just for a 

mtn1..1te in1;o the qu~si;ion of the scope of the report of the GAC 

to the AI:;C 
1 and aslt you whathez· in your opinion the GAC 
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ll!rnceeded its statutory functions or just how you lcoked upon 

the ro1e of the GAC as an adviser to the Comm~.ssion. 

A The GAC used to be concerneci sometines that it 

was perhaps excoeding its strict statctory functions. This 

was ne9er too important to me. I always felt that if we 

could get the disdom of the people who were on the General 

Advisory Committee.9 w•3 should have it. So what their stetutory 

' 

function as a committee was was not important to me. 

In this instance, in the fall of 194EJ, it was not a 

question of anybody t:nrceedin.g authority. The then Cha:i.rman 

of the Commission, MJr. LilienthE.l, had asked the General 
' 

Advisory Committee very specifically to review this ql1llstion 

of whether w,~, should attach a hi.gh priority to a thermonucloa:: 

or fusion preigram. They were asked this question. They were 

asked to consider it at their meeting which took place in 

October 1949. 

They d:kd consider ito I think they considered 

little else» I think for about thr'3e days• 'than this issue o 

They came in with their report to the effect that they felt 

it was a mistake. 

The reasons that ~;hey gave I suppose appear in th€: 

minutes Qf the General Advisory Committee, but we had many 

discussions and thoso don't appear in the minutes. 

The :reasons were many. l said there was one, a 

•h~scera l reaction at first. I f I am no·); departing· from the 



role of witness, I would liko to give you my understanding of 

that reaction. 

'These were men who h~id developed the A-bomb. 

Oppenheimer had the big hancl i.n it, as. you know. Ha also 

had a hand i.n the measures for the intornationa l control of 

atomic energy, and served on the board, and was a co-author 

Q By the Board, you mean the Li lientha 1 panel? 

A The Lilienthal1~nol which later substantially was 

turned into the Baruch Plan in the UN. They were hopeful 

at that timfJ that you would not have the world in the 

position whelt'e you had two great puiwerEJ simply stockpiling 

weapons and no solution to the problem. Consequentlyt after 

two or threfJ years of rather frustrating dealings with the 

Russians, when this proposal of building another bigger one 

hit themr as some said, as the answer to our national securityp 

I thi.nk it rather floored them and disgusted them. 

They lived 1;hrough the D bomb. They t:ried to get international 

control. If this was the anly answer to the problem, namely, 

of building bigger H bombs, this was n~a satisfactory 

answer for :];hose peiople. I think it w:is a stomach reaction 

along those lines. 

I did not agree with it, but I think I can under-

stand it. 

Q You are referring to those members of the GAC 

who were atomic scientists. 
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A That is ri~ht~ and specific~lly I would sny to 

OppenhP.imex and a h:,o to F'ermi and oth~rs who :~;at on th;:3 

Board and Conatr!;, bec~use they had all been in the pro:~1·am. 

fo:r opposia:u it ai; that tima. You dtrr:: 't cJecic.Je to mn.n.u:factm·~;:,i 

inventdd. No on8 had any idea what tl"El cost of thi~; 't~i1ing 

would be in t~nrms of plutonium bombs. As thc-3 detn1·;;0 o:r 

discussions w2god in the fnll Q)f 194£1, Wt3 had so lH;tlG 

info:rmat iol!'l that it was very di:?ficu I.t t c kn\n1 whether this, 

was 'tho WiEfiJ thing to Clo -- to go :mftex· 3 bomb that mic:ht 

cost U'' •" a ~'Y w he :r- e from 20 ph1tonimn bombs up to 80 plutoniutil 

bombs, and then aifte~r two o::r three 3-'€13.l'S effo:rt find thrt i ,_ 
i. 

didn't worko That *&s the kind of prc~lem. So there were 

some econon.:1.cs :i.n this thing, 

'I hel'ce was another reason. This was how n:uch of 

could ~rou s.a fe ly divert to :l project which mi@;ht or might 

not euc:ceed when the ball w:as rolling so beaut;ifully in your 

A. bomb progr·am, and we were getting more bang out of our 

fissionable materia 1, more weapons fox the same amount of 

fissionable material. 

Those were all cons)i.derations. There may have been 

othex-s in there thEAt 1 have o·veDlookeCJ 1 but those are the 

principal ones. 
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The unknowu quantity was very much there. You 

dor.:i 't build bombs by memorar:ida. We cou lo wr:i. te anc1 discuss 

aud interchangepaper£; a 11 night long and sti 11 we wore in 

the dark on this thingo • 

MI'o Straus1; and I at that time felt quite strongly 

we mnwrtheloss should embaJ."k on this. 

Q This is :af"~er the GAC }."eport? 

A This is after the GAC report. The GAC had anothe1· 

meeting shortly after the 0Gt ober meeting. l 1:hlnk they came 

togethor in a matter of three or four weeks, and as l rec~ 11 

they reiterated their stand of the October meeting. 

The Commission realized -- if 1 can turn from 

that now for the chronology this was a decision which 

could not be and should not be made a lone by the Atomic 

Energy Commission. It was something that had to be resolved 

eventu~lly by the President. He should make it only after 

consulting with the Secretaxy of Defense and the Secretary of 

State@ So instead of taking a vote, a vote as such as 1 recall 

was dever taken on this issue -- we did get together and try 

to write a paper for the President's g·uidance -- we, as the 

Commission, in that we attempted to find as many things as 

we cou ~-d agree on. pr~mises that we believed to be true, 

and we wrote those down first o Than we w1·ote down what might 

be ca U.ed a majority report and a minority report. Then we 

a 11 adcJed ind.ividua 1 opinions., So the President cou 1 d have 
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everything before him. 

The paper was given to the Secretary of State, 

the Secretary of Defense. They had a meeting and the 

Commission ·was o:rderr.3d to go on a high priority thermonuclear 

research development, alld this was dons. 

Once the P:1?esident made ·the dGcision, I know of no 

instance whe:re it could be said that the members of the 

General Advisory Commit~ee, or mny individual, opposed that 

prog:aam. 1 iil':now of' many instances wher•3 they helped it and 

at gre[•t pains. 

This leads me, I think, into the June meeting. 

Q P·arha ps ,just before we get there, there \:ias a proble::H"h 

of recruitment of physicists. 

A There was a problem. 

Q After the President 's go ahead order o Was the GAO, 

specifically Dr •• Oppenheimer, helpful in that respect? 

A The story did coma to me once through Dr. Teller 

that hE' was fearful that he would not get much help out of 

Dr. Oppenheimer in this recruitmen·t program. I said to 

Dr. Teller, "I think what you should do is go up and see 

Dr. Oppenheimer, and see if he can not give you some help.~ 

So he (:id. He went to Princeton. My recollection is 

1 can't give you tihe exact date on tbis -- I co recall his 

going to Princeton and I do rec~ll Dr. Oppenheimer giving him 

a' list of some 10 o:r 12 names at least of people he thought 
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would be helpful in this program. Teller later advised me 

that these people were all either at Princeton or the 

Advanced Institute, and that he was not able to get any of 

them to leave. That is the story on rvcruitmento 

I did several times in appeal'ing before the 

General Advisory Committee in the summur of 1950 and tha 

:;pr ing )f lmH 1 1the winter of l9i3Q, ask them for names of 

to m1a ~ Some we we1·e successful 1,n gett iug; others we wei~e 

not,. I know of no inS".ance, however, where anyone wss 

discour:lged ifrorn working on the progralll by Dr. Oppenheimer. 

Doring the spring and summer of 1950~ some rather 

strikin:~ del\1elopments came a long in tho A bomb program. 

Hemembe:rr our stockpile at that time waB not as big as we 

-wou kl l:lke to have had it. These deve 'lopments were very 

big. I think the· GAC went out to Los J~ la mos. in the summer 

of l950t the weapons committeet :and worked with Dr. Bacher, 

who was then on leave from Cal Tech~ and spending some time as 
, 

a consultant at Los A la.mos. Out ot th:Ls summer's work and it 

is hard to c1redit :tt to any one person, came som:l very 

• signi fi:.::ant deve lopaents which as I sa:r la lmost made it possible· 

to double our stockpile of A bombs. This was happening at 

the sam,3 time that the H program looked very discouraging. 

Some. st.udies had been made b~! Dr ... Ulam at Los Alamos 
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and he ran some samplings which made it look as though an 

H bomb built along the lines that were talked about in the 

fall of 1949 just could not be done, o:r if donia it would be 

at subh a gr·eat cost in A bombs thnt yJu couldn't pay the 

pX"ioe. 

Tlie;e things were t,appening. 1'ha H bomb program 

l~:wked bad o Every res ult wr:s discoura!Jing. The A bomb 

p;'.'ogram was improving. Howf:<ver~ in th13 spring oi lD5li we 

started a sories of tests. By that I mean test explosibns. 

We opened in a jury J;'ig fashion on the Nevada proving groundo 

As I recall in that year we shot something like 14, 15,maybo 

16 bombs altogethero Four at Eniwetok in the spring of 

1951" and quite a few in Nevada. Some of thes:e bore soma 

relationship to a possible E program, and notably one shot 

which was fired in May of 1951 at Eniw~tok, which I can't 

describe without using classified info:rmation .. 

A:fter that eJtplosion I thoug:.1t it was high time 

that we got together all the people wh~ had any kind of a 

mw on H weapons o Of course, there we:re many views among 

the scientii:;ts o By views, I don't mean jiews as to whether 

you could have one, but views of whether you could have one 

and how you would get ito 

I talked as I recall to two or three of the 

Corr.missione:~s and said would!n 't it be i~ood if we could get 

them a 11 atmund a table and make them a 11 .face each other 
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and get the blackboard out and agree on some priorities. 

Wa did do that. He asked Dr. Oppenheimer, as chairnm 

of the Weap'.'.'.ms Committee of the GAC, to preside at the 

meeting. W.3 hat at that meeting in Princeton in June of 1951 

every person, I think, that could conceivably have made a 

contit'ibutio:i. People like No:rris Bradbury, head of the Los 

Alamos labo~atory~ and one or two of bis assistants, Dr. 

Nordheim, I believe, w2s there from Lo:; Alamos, very active 

io the H program, Johnn;r von Neumann from Princeton, one 

of tbe best weapons men in the world, ~r. Teller, Dr. Bethe, 

Dr. Fermi, ,Johnny Wheeler, (!,11 the top men from every labor

atory, sat around this table and we we:~1; at it for two days • 

Out of the meeting came something which Edward 

Teller brour~ht into the meeting with his own head, which was 

an entirely new way of approaching a t~ermonuclear weapon. 

It wns so different from the things that had been ir:icked 

around back in the fall of 1949 that there was no 

reser1b la nee. 

I would like to be able to describe that but 

it is one of the most sensitive things we have left in the 

Atomic Energy program this methodo It was just a theory 

at this point. Pictures were drawn on the board. Calculations 

were made, Dr. Bethe, Or. Teller, Dr. Fermi participating the-_ 

most in this. Oppy very actively a~ well. 

At the end. of those two days we were a 11 convinced, 
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everyone in the room, that at lost we had somethitg for the 

first time that looked feasible in the way of an ideao The 

old id<HJ of the weapon was pretty well discarded o lt got 

about a fourth priority. Two gndgets were decided upon ~ 

try. One had great promise. We didn't know whether it was 

going i;o work 01~ not. but it tad gre£i t promisu. 

I remember leaving that meeting impressed with this 

fact, that everyone 3round that table without exceptionJ 

m1d th:ls included Dr. Oppenheimer, wae: enthusiastic now 

that you had something foreseeable. l remember going out and , ,. 

in four days making B commitment for a new plant to develop a~ 

entirely new materialo We had no mon~y in the budget to do 

it with and getting this thing started on the tracks, there 

was eni:;husiasm right throug:1 the prog1·am for the first time. 

The bickering was goneo Th 13 discussions were pretty well 

ended 0 and we were able within a matter of just about one 

year to have that gadget readyQ 

It had to be shipped to Eniu1etok~ We had to lay 

it on the task force and it wasfired in November 1952. 

Since then there have been many others fired Ol!t 

in the Pacific in this field. 

That is the significance of the Juno meeting. It 

was 1.:ho first time that a 11 competent people in this progr&m 

that could cnnt;r ibute 3ll)'thing sat arotmd the same t:UJ:i 119 and 

fina I ly came up with somet.hing they a 11 agreed on.. That is 
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when it began to roll and it rolled very fast thena 

Thtt is the chronology of it e 

Q ~ir. 09penhaimer was the Cha:lrman of the meeting and 

presided? 

A He presided at thra meeting 2nd participated actively 

in the meeting and lraft the meeting enthusiastic. I recall 

talking with him aftarwards, and he was I could say almost 

t·h:ri l hid that we h:Eid sorneth:1.ng here that look.:•d as though it 

might work. It has Ginr:::e b(3en demonstrated, I might say~ 

that the gadeet which we originally thought of in 1949 

probably never would work aud would have cost in terms of A bombs 

a price we could never have paid. 

Q You remember the Crouch incident with which th~ 

Board here is familiar? 

.A Tbe first recollection I have of that, I guess the 

only on.e 

Q I am not asking you to recite what it wa~, because 

the Board knows a 11 ~.bout 1 t. 

A Yes, I remember the Crouch incident. If you mean 

by that his testimony in Califonnia. 

Q Y<3S • 

A Yes. 

Q; After that was brought to th<3 attention of the 

Commission 1 dia the Chairman ask you to go through Dr. 

Opp~nheimer~s personnel file and inquire into the whole question 
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of his clearance? 

A I wonder if you could refres:h my recollection on 

the date. Was this about the summer of 1950? 

Q It war:; in May of 1950, in the spring of 1950. 

A As I recall it' it was before I became chairman. 

I may have been acting chai::-man that day in the absence of 

the ch~.irman. The Couch inc~ident was brought to my attention. 

I thou~ht it was some$hing that ws ought. to talk to Dr. 

Oppenheimer about. 

I asked our general counsel> Mr. Volpe, to talk to 

Dr. Oppenheimer about this Crouch incident. I wanted tt 

delicately done in the first place. I bad no idea whether 

Crouch was telling the truth or not. He did, and repo~ted 

back to me that he had gone into this at great length with 

Dr. Oppenheimer~ and that no such meeting as Crouch had 

described, which was as I recall a kind of a meeting of a 

Communi.st cell to recite the Party Line, that was supposed 

to hav~ taken place somewhere in Berkeley back in 1940 or so~ 

no euch meeting had ever taken place. 

H e said, "I won't say that I didn •t meet IRrouch 

at somE! cocktail party or something like that, because we 

had plenty of people around the place. but no such ~eeting 

as this, youcan be sure." 

"I never sat in on any Communist meeting or 

Communist coll meeting
0 

This picture as I recall is a small 
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group of four or five people had gone off in a room in a house 

and talked ~ver the Communist Party line. 

Q Did y1)u go through Dr. Oppenheimer's personnel fi lG? 

A I did. This is the first occasion I ever had to 

look at Dr. Oppenheimer's personnel file. Ordinarily 

Comml.ssione·rs don't go thrO\:igh the fi las of people unless 

there is so~e real reason. Here, however, was a person 

who was Chairman of the committee; he had been cleared in 

1947 by the Commission) and I for the first time picked it 

ll> and went through it personally myself. 

I then asked Dx·. Oppenheimer if he could come in and 

see me about this, and I pe1·soua l ly asked him about the crouch 

inciden.to :!-le s::;dd substantially what I have said he said in 

reply to Mr. Volpe, and I believed him. 

Q Did you continue to read matters that went into 

his personn~l file after this? 

A I told t~e secutity officer, I believe, or perhaps 

my secretary, that anything com:lng from the FBI concerning 

Dr. Oppenheimer I wanted to sea, and file in my own mind at 

least .. 

T:.vo or three did come in, Because here was a file 

with a lot {)f 13arly association evidence, I thought he was 

too importa·at a man for me to overlook him, and it was ,my 

responsibility as Chairman, also. So I did see, I am sure, 

every memor~ndum from the FBI. But there were only two or 
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three, and there was nothing particularly new in th,:im 1 ~s 

I recall, from that point on. 

Q What was your bel1ef as to Dr. Oppenheimer's 

loyalty 0fter you had been ·f~hrough the file and had talked 

with M.m? 

A There was no ques·r;ion in my mind -- I must say 

when I first looked at the file, I had doubts~ largo ly grow!.ng 

out of these early associations -- but there was neV€:H' any 

doubt in my mind after I examined the file and based partly 

on my knowledge of Dr. Oppenheimer, which was very close~ 

there was never any doubt as to his loyalty in my opinicn. 

None. That decision had to be made one way or. the other. 

It could not be half way. There ware some veiry unpleasant 

early associations when you look at them in retrospect 1 but 

as far as his loyalty I was convinced of it, not that the 

file convinced me so much, but the fact that here was a man~ 

one of the few men who can demonstrate his loyalty to his 

country h:;r his performance. Most people illustrate their 

loyalty in negative terms. They did not see someboGy. Here 

is a man who had an unusual record of performance. It is much 

broader than I have indicated so far, 

Q Would you state to the Board your geaeral 

impression of his character as well as his loyalty, hia 

integrity and sense of discretion? How would you rate those 

qualitj_es? 
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A I would say thathe is a very hpman man, a sensitive 

man, a very well educated man, a man of complete integrity 

in my association with him. And a very devoted man to his 

country, and certainly to the Commission. No question of 

these things in my mindo 

Q Would you say a word about Dr. Oppen.heimer 's 

interest in military defense in late 1952 and early 1953 

in connectj.on with Operation Lincolnj for example? I don't 

want you to go into areat detail~ 

A I will just say~ word about that because, I was not 

particulsrly identified with Project Lincoln.. Dr. 

Oppenh~imer bad many advisory posts tc the Secretary of State, 

Secretary of Defense, m:J adyisor, if not a member, of the 

Committee on Atomic Energy of the Research and Development 

Board, and others, and participated in many studies. When he 

left -- when his term had expired -- as Chairman of the GAC 

in the summer of 1952, he particularly tunned his attention 

to defense measures agai1lst A bombs and spent a very large 

share of hia tim~ on such questions as the necessity for an 

adequate radar net, early warning radar system, on certain 

civilian defenr;e measures, and on the importance of 

interception.and as always the importance of our capacity to 

deliver our bombs. 

From the very beginning I recallthis is one of Dr. 

C,ppenheimer '~ great worries, that our Air Force would not stay 
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up at the level of our bomb production, thtlt some day we might 

find ourselves short of delivery. So he was concerned with 

all four~ those things. 

Q You have sat on the Security Council sibcc President 

Eisenhower's electio;a? 

A s~wera l times on sped:ia l thi.ngs. 

MH. GRAY: Would you repeat that? 

MRo GARRISON: 1 asked him l.f he had sat on the 

Security Council tinder the present administration. 

~mo GRAY: The National Security Council? 

' 
MR. GARRISON: Yes. 

THE WITNESS: The Chairman is not a member of it. 

But as questions came up touching on atomic energy the 

Chairman of the AEC. which I was at the time, was invi·ted 

over to participate 0 I guess there were four or five 

occasions, perhaps more, in the spring of last year when I 

did sit in on the National Security Council on atomic m~tters. 

BY MRo GARRISON : 

Q Did Dr. Bush and Dr, Oppebheimer come before the 

Council when you were sitting on it? 

A They appeared one day 9 yes. They made a 

presentation, the nature of which I am sorry I am a little 

hazy on. I think it had mostly to do with what at that time 

was perhaps loosely called Operation Candor, and with 

civi ll'.";tn defense and ot'her defensive aevices .• 
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Q In al1 of your contacts with Dr. Oppenheimer~ 

has he ever underestimated the Russian threat in your opinion? 

A Neve:r. From the very earliest times Oppenheimer has 

been worried very much about, first of all, the lack of 

reliability of the Rusaisnso He showed some frustration in 

our inability in the early days to work out a system and h0 

never underestimated the Russians. A lot of cur people have, 

but this is ons man who never did. 

Q Do you remember a discussion with Dr. Oppenheimer 

in the fa 11 of 1950 about his Chairmanship of the GAC? 

A Yes. This was after I was Chairman. Dr. Oppenheimer 

came to me one day -- his tarm had to run until August of 1952. 

I think. 

Q As a member? 

A As a membe1·. He was then Chairman. He said he 

kn@w that we had had quite a disagreement on the H bomb 

program back in 1949 and whether it should have a high priority. 

He told me that he thought th2t this bad perhaps hurthis 

effectiveness on the General Advisory Committee, and that 

he wa:s prepared to get off if for one moment I thol.:lght that 

his effectiveness bad been so liurt tba t he could not s~:?rve o 

I thought about it for a few moments -- in fact, I 

had thought about it before -- and I told him that I thought 

that the General Advisory Committee would definitely lose, 

and so would the Commission. if we lost him from it at that 
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that tiLme, aud that I felt as one who had disagreed with 

him on the thermonuclear program that his effectiveness 

perhaps had been hurt in some quarters and some people's 

opinions 1 but not in mine. I would miss him fery n.uch if he 

left. 

When 1952 came around» he had served his time and . 
he saicil 1 "I have bae:'.l on too long. I think newer heads mould 

be brought into the program," and he said, "I hope you 

would not urge the P:residen~; to reappoint me." So I sent 

a letter to tha President saying that these three memb,3rs, 

Conant, DuBridge ~nd Oppanheimer were leaving. I p1·epared a 

draft of the letter for the President to sign for each one 

of them thanking them for their services, and that was the 

end of Dr. Oppenheimer's term. 

Q Summing up your convictions about Dr. Oppenheimer, 

you have testified to his loyalty and to his integrity and 

character with full knowledge of what you tolo us about your 

reading of his personnel file. I take it, also, that it goes 

witho~t saying that you have read the Commission's letter 

which initiated this proceeding? 

A The dharges? Yes. I have. 

Q The Commission refers to them as items of derogatory 

inj~ormations and not as charges. 

A That is right. X read that letter. 

Q On the basis of t'hat knowledge and your e:,perience 



with him, in your opinion is he or is he not a security ris~? 

A He is not a security risk in my opinion. lf I had 

so considered him a security risk, I would have initiated such 

a hearing long, long ago. I think his usefulness has been 

impaired by all this. I don't know bow much be can contribute 

further to his country, but I would hope we would get the 

maximum out of him. I am sertain that he is devoted to his 

country and if given an opportunity to serve, will serve 

and effectively as always. 

Q 

MRo GARRISON: That is all, Mr. Chairman. 

CROSS EXAMINATION 

BY M::io ROBB: 

Mr. Dean, Dr. Oppenheimer has testified before this 

Board in substance that in 1943 he became aware of an attempt 

at Russian espionage against the atomic bomb project. He has 

further test i f5.ed that when interviewwd about this matter 

by intelligence officers of the United States Army, he told 

these officers a fabrication and tissue of lies. 

He has also testified --

A May 1 ask, are you quoting from some testimony? 

MR.. GRJ\ Y: Just a minute, please o 

MRo GARRISON: Mr. Chairman, I want to object in 

the strongest terms to the form of the question which counsel 

has put. I think it is impossible to present to this witness 

the questions about the Chevalier incident without really 
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thoroughly going into the whole case and incident in all its 

ramifications. I think the question gives an utterly false 

summation of· what actually happened in the total Chev a lier 

incident which is the only way that it can be looked atD 

MRo ROBB: Mr. Garrison can go into it if he wisheso 

I think I have the :right to pc.t the gest ion to the witness 

in the form of an Essumption, if not otherwise. 

MR .. GRAY: I talte it you are objecting to tb.0 

question, Mr. Garrison? 

MR. GARRISON: I ~m objecting to any question to 

this witness that tries to put to him the Chevalier incident 

without going into it in the kind of shape that the matter 

has come to this Bcardo It involves the whole question of 

his relations with Chevalier, of his initiating the informa

tion about Eltl':mton 1 of the views of General Groves and 

Colonel Lansdale. This whole thing has a very long and 

complicated story. To say here to this witness as a fact 

that Dr. Oppenheimer did this and that in respect to the 

Chevalier incident seems to me most unfair. 

MRo HOBB: Mr. ChEiirman, there is not the slightest 

doubt that Mr. Oppenheimer did testify that he lied to Colonel 

Pash and Colont3l Lansdale, not once, but many times, and that 

hls statements 

MR. GARRISON: Mr. Chairman --

MR~ ROBB: May I finish. -- and his statemen1;s to 
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those office~·s conbtitutBd <31 fabrication and tissue of 

liesi and he inew '<ihEm he was lying, he was impeding the 

investigation i.n p:r:·ogresso Tt:ere :ls no question in the world 

that the record shows thnt. 

M:S., GAir:lDSC>N: Mr o Chairman, this whole business of 

the so-called lies over and over again was in fact nothing 

but one story. F~ told this story to Colonel Pash. He told 

part of itz th1~-C m have refex·ence to here~ to Colonel Lans

dale. By braakinrr up the component parts of that story into 

separate questlor:,s, counsel in his cross examination made 

this appear as i:f one lie afteir another had been told. 

lt lie;:; l'.eavy on my conscience that I did nnt 

at that time objec1: to the impress:l.on that was trying to be 

conveyed to this Boax·d o:f a whole series of lies when in fact 

there was one :::;t;ory which was told~ 

MR. GHAY Let me ae•k Mr. Garrison this question. 

Is it clear th:at the record shows that there was a 

fabrication? 

MR, G,urn:; '30N: Yes. 

MH. 1::r.:u1,y: I wonder if M;r. Robb can proceed from 

that point on h:i.s (·Uestion· in a way that it would not be ob

jected to'? 

MRo ROBB: I can't keep Mr. Garrison from objecting, 

Mr. Chairman.o Jus~: E>O w13 havE1 no doubt about it, I will read 

from the record at page 488: 



II Isn't it a fair statement today, Dr. Oppenheimer, 

that according to your testimony now you told not one lie to 

Colonel Pash, but :i whole fabrication and tissue of lies? 

"Ii. Right. 

"Q In great circumstani;ia 1 detail, is that correct? 

"A. Right." 

I submit my question on the basis of that is 

perfectly fr.ir. 

TFE wr::N:ss: I don't know what the question is at 

this point. 

ME. ROBB: Of course you don't. 

~m. GARRISON: Mr. Chairman, it really d00s not 

convey at a 11 what this was ab01lt. The question of whether 

Chevalier told thr1e men or one~ whether Eltenton had a 

contact at the coniulate or didn't, whether the consulate 

had some microfilm or didn't, a 11 that was of an irrelevant 

character of what the security officer wanted to find out, 

which was Chevalier's name. The substance of this whole 

thing is thflt Dr. )ppenheimer did not for a long time, and he 

has regretted and bas said so explicitly, revealed the 

name of Chevalier, which was what the security officers 

wanted. These :incidental details about whether there were 

three men or one h~d nothing to do with the problem that the 

security officers were faced with. I think that is the 

question that cm.m:sel has put to Dr. Oppenheimer in that 
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form was an unfair one which distorted the record, and I 

should hale objected to it at that timeo 

MRo GRAY: I wouldlike to say, Mr. Garrison, that 

frankly the Chairman of the .board does not know what the 

question is, and I have heard the witness observe that he 

does not. I don't know what the question is. The at·gument to 

the Chairman by counsel in the presence of the witness pretty 

well established a backgroundr:erhaps to which you are 

objecting to in the first place. There has been a discussion 

of this incidento I should like to ask if Mr. Robb will put 

his question, and I will give Mr. Garrison an 

• opportunity to object to the questiono 

BY MHo ROBB: 

Q Mr. Dean, I am going to ask you to assume that Dr. 

Oppenheimer testified before this board that in 1943 he became 

aware of an attempt at Russian espion~ge against the atomic 

energy project, and assume that he further testified that when 

interviewed about this matter by intelligence officers of the 

United States Army, he told these officers a fabrication and 

tissue of lies, and assume that he further testified that 

whenm told these lies, he knew thatby telling them. he was 

impeding the ivestigation of Russian espionageo 
• 

Now,if Dro Oppenheimer so testified in substance, 

would that cause you to change your opinion about him? 

A As a security risk, then, or a security risk today? 
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Q Now. 

A None. There must have been some reason for 

MRo GARRISON: Mr. Chairman, I think the assumptions 

in his question amount to the same thing as putting to the 

witness a question as to something which is only a fraction 

of Dr. Oppenheimer's testimony. One would have to add to that 

and assume that he initiated the whole matter by bringing 

to the attention of the security officers that there was a 

man called Eltenton who ought to be watched because he had 

a contact and a way of transmitting informationo 

One would have to assume also that the contact was 

a colleague at the University of Dr. Oppenheimer's inWiom 

he had complete pe:~·sonal confidence, and ultimatdy told the 

name of that friend of his, notwithstanding his belief in 

his innocence, to General Groves. All of that has also to 

be assumed because, all of that is p~rt of this thing we are 

talking about~ 

MR. GRAY: I should like to ask in view of the 

answer of the witn(ass whether it doesn't make any difference 

now. 

THE WITNESS: I am sorry I answered before you had 

the opportunity to objecto 

MR. GRAY: I don't think as far as thi; witness is 

concerned the additional fact which then would bring on certain 

others in fairness in the record, for example, the disclosure 
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of the name was under orders, and things of that sort, but ! 

think all of that, Mro Garrison, in view of the answer of 

the witness --

MRo GliRRISON: Mro Chairman, I will yield on this 

pointo I didn't actually hear the witness' answero 

MRo GRAY: I would gather the witness' a~swer was 

favorable to Dr o Oppenheimer. It was so intended, was 1 t not? 

THE WITNESS: Yeso My answer was, do you mean a 

security risk then or now. The questioner said "A security 

risk now" and I said none., ' . 
BY MRo ROBB: 

Q I believe you added he must have had a reason for 

it, is that right? 

A I don't know all the circumstances. When I say 
• 

he must have had. I would say I would think there would be 

some reasons for it 1 is a better way to put it. 

MRo GRAY: I don't know whether we could get into 

the question for the reason for it without going into the 

whole record. 

THE WITNESS: I frankly don't know the reasons. 

BY MRn ROBB: 

Q Would you have thought he was a security risk at 

that time? 

MRo GARRISON! Mr. Chairman, that is a highly 

hypothetica'l question based ·on a <romp'lete ··1ack'Clfunderstanding 
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judgment was on an incomplete fragment of the record, 

MR. ROBE: I thought the-witness had some 

distinction.in his mind. I thought it fair to ask him what 

it was. 

MH~ GRAY: The witness indicated a distinction about 

his testimony, and has said that he would find it difficult 

to address himself to that question without knowinE; the 

circumstances, if I understood his testimony. 

THE WITNESS: That is it. 

BY MRo ROBB: 

Q Now, Mr. Dean, you spoke of a conversation you 

had with Dr. Edward Teller concerning Dr. Oppenheimer. 

A Yes. In connection with recruitment? 

Q Yes. 

A Yes .. 

Q Could you fix the date of that conversation? 

A I had difficulty in fixing the date of ito lt 

would be some time in 1950 or 1951. That I am sure. I can't 

quite place it, though, because Dr. Teller was in and out of 

Los Alamos so many times during this period, back at the 

University of Chicago, out to California, back at Los Alamos, 

that I don't recall the exact times when be was trying to 

recruito It may have been in 1951 at a time when he was 

trying to get support for a second laboratory.. It may have 
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been that late, 

Q Who was trying, sir? 

A Tellero 

~ Would you tell us the substance of that conversation? 

You mentioned :i. tt but I don't think you told us very much 

about it o 

A That particular Lonversation is only one little 

piece• in a long sto1·y of th<.• second laboratory, and l had many 

with Telle:r. 

Q Did you have many with Dr. Teller in which Dr. 

Oppenheimer was mentioned? 

A I would not say many" His name probably came up 

in two or three conversations. 

Q \fou ld you give us the suk.sta·nce of those 

conversations? 

A I wouldn't want to quote cnt'lese. I can give you 

the tenor or the setting for these convlrsations. That is 

about all I can do. Teller undoubtedly f,lt that Oppenheimer 

was wrong in his original decision on the t'1ermonuc lear 

prog1·am in 1949. 

Q You mean to oppose it? 

A To lwe voted against giving it that p,·iority at that 

time. Teller was an optimist in this field and t\ought that 

things could be doneo He was very active in recru~tingo He 

told me that he thought he would not get much help Olt of 
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would discourage people from comingo 

Q Did he so intirmte? 

A Yes, I think that is a fair statement. 

Q What did he say about that? 

A He said he feared that he mighto I said the way 

to resolve that is to go up and see him. 

Q Did he way why he feared that? 

A No. If he did, I can't recall precisely why. 

Q Did you ask him? 

A No, because I knew the two personalities to well. 

Two men that had little different views on things and how to 

do things. ! was anxious to keep Teller and I wa~ anxious 

to get the most out of Oppen.heimer. So I said, "Go up and 

ask Oppenheimer if h will give you some nameso" Oppenheimer, 

as I recall it 9 gave him a list of 10 or 12 names. Then 

Teller came back and reported ~hat they were all people at 

Princeton, which would be normal to have most of the names 

at least picked from the place where he was teaching, and 

that he was unable to get any of them to comeo 

Q You said at Princeton; you mean they were all working 

under Dro Oppenheimer at Princeton? 

A Not necessarilyc They were either at Princeton 

University or the Institute of Advanced Studieso 

Q If they were at the Institut~, they were un~er 
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Dr. Oppenheimero 

A Yes, that is righto 

Q And Teller reported back he couldnot get any of tlem 

to come? 

A That is right. 

C Did he say what reasons they had given him for not 

coming? 

A No., 

Q Did he attribute their not coming to Dr. Oppenheimer's 

influence? 

A No, he did not. He left an inference that 

Oppenheimer might have been responsible, but he did not say 

so in so many words. 

C You gathered that from What Teller stated? 

A Yes. But I also knew the difficulty of tetting 

anybody at that time to go to work with Dr. Teller at a 

laboratory which had not been created, and which was completely 

unplannedt site unselected, the organization for which had 

not been outlined, and so fortho 

Q You mentioned a second laboratory. 

A Yesc 

r That question came up, I believe, in the fall of 

1951, did it not? 

.A That is about the timeo 

~ s·ubsequent t·o the Princeton meeting ... 
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A Yes. 

Q I believe you told us at the Princeton meeting 

verybody agreed that you had the right gadget to mrke thermo

nuclearo 

A Well, we hoped we did. It looked prdmising. 

C In all events, Dr. Oppenheimer thought so? 

A That is right. Everyone around the table did. 

Q In the fall of 1951, Mr. Dean, the GAC recommended 

against the establishment of a second laboratory, didn't it? 

A l would have to refer to the minutes. I would 

caution you on this, if I mayo When you refer to second 

laboratory, I think it is well to define the terms, because the 

second laboratory, so-called, had been mentioned to many 

people~ To some it meant a possible second Los Alamos at a 

new site in an isolated spot with some 2,000 to 3,000 

scientific people in the laboratory, and equipment which 

would be necessary, which means a capital investment of 

$110 milliono That is what Los Alamos is. To some people 

it meant that kind of a labo To other people, it meant a very 

small laboratory specializing in nuclear fission, low 

temperature and metallurgy, and to be rather hastily put 

together, perhaps in Colorado, a place somewhere near Denver 

and Boulder. ~o other people it meant an Air Force laboratory 

at Chicago, which would be turned into a thermonuclear labo 

This had some support from the Air Force people. 
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To me -- and we debated this at some length -- it 

had to be if it was ever going to work a place that was 

already estahlished if you were going to save timeo It had 

tn be a place where you had to have a man in there who 

commanded respect, that Teller would work for and work with, 

and be comfortable working with. There was only one place 

that 1 could finally fasten on that fitted this, and this was 

to work under Ernest Lawrence at an established placeg that is, 

you had a Radiation Lab. You had anothlr site which we 

were using for other purposes, some 30 miles away at Livermore 

and that is eventually what was done. 

So when people speak of second labs 9 and the 

controversy concerning second labs, I think it is important 

that in each case to make them define their terms. They meant 

entirely different things, some of which in my opinion were 

wise and some of which were not wise. 

Q I understand that Mr. Murray, one of the 

Commissioners, and Dr. Teller, did present to the General 

Advisory Committee a proposal for a second laboratory in 

December 1951. Do you recall that? 

A Not specifically, but it is quite possibleo 

Q In their memorandum which I believe was prepared by 

Dr. Teller, it was stated, "The very rapidity of recent 

progress" --

MR. GARRISON: Mr. Chairman, may we see this? 



MR. ROBB: No, siro 

MR., GARRISON: I am asking the Chairman if we may 

have a copy of this document to see what is being read from 

and what the nature of it is. 

MR. GRAY: I will have to inquire as to the security. 

MRo ROLANDER: The document itself is classified. 

I think the portion he is reading may be read without disclosing 

security information. 

MRo GARRISON: I submit that the docuumt be shown 

to Mr. Dean who is cleared for security informationo 

MR., ROBB: Much of this may be obviated if Mr. 

Garrison would wait until I complete my question before 

interrupting me. 

MR. GRAY: I would suggest that Mr. Robb read his 

question and see if you feel that there is any difficulty about 

it. Mr. Garrison. 

MR. ROBB: Mr. Chairman, I might say in general 

that I had understood that this was not a court proceeding, 

and I was going along on that assumption. I think it is 

clear I have refraimd from making the slightest objection to 

any of Mr. Garrisonts C)aestions or testimony or anything. 

I don't care what f'orm Mr o Garrison puts his questions. I 

assumethis is not a court proceeding. But if Mr. Garrison 

is going to stick on technicalities and turn this into a 

,proceeding .according to the strict ru..les Qf .ev.idence., I thj.'* 
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we ought to have it understood here and nowo 
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MRo GARRISON: Mro Chairman, it certainly was our 

understanding that this was to be an inquiry and not a trialo 

MR. GRAY: That is correct. 

MRo GARRISON: I do most earnestly say to the 

Board that the only objections that I have raised with respect 

to cross examination which at times in this room has taken 

on the atmosphere of a prosecution than anything else. which 

I have not though perhaps l should have ci>jected, the only 

questions I have raised have seemed to me to be of a 

rather basic character, where a scrap of a dcoument has been 

read from without either the witness or ourselves Ynowing 

what was the content of it. I think if you will examine 

the Pash and Lansdale transcriptsp as I know you will in 

fulls you will find that the things taken out ~f context 

have been given not really a fair impression. This to me is 

rather elementary and not a technical matter. 

MRo GRAY: With respect to those documents, of 

course they will be in the record. The Chair does not 

know from what document Mr .... "obb is reading or whether it 

can be made available. I repeat, I suggest that he read 

the question and if the witness finds it confusing or alien 

to him, he can so indicateo Then if you object to the 

question being put. I should like to hear from you. 

MRo GARRISON~: All right.., 



THE WITNESS : Could you te 11 me again M1· ~ Robb 

what is the memo purported to be dated, to ancl! from! 

BY MR. ROBB: 

Q It is a memorandum from Commissioner Murray and 

Dr o Teller t o the GAC • What I.am going to do is ask you if 

you recall this was the position those two gentlemen took. 

If you don't, that is the end of it. I am advised that they 

stated in their me:norandum: "The very rapidity of recent 

progress is evidence of potentialities; which have been 

neglected for years, and which will nc)t be fully exploited 

unless a new laboratory is established." 

Do you recall any such argument as that being made 

for a new laboratory? 

A J.'here were many arguments a long this line, and 

it is quite possible that some such thing was said. I am 

sure that the matter came before the GAC in one form or antther. 

It is consistent that Tom Murray and Teller should be for a 

second laboratory of some kind because they both felt very 

strongly about it, as I did, as a matter of fact, but it was 

a question of where, when and who. 

Q The second lab wh:k:h Teller and Murray were for 

wa the second lab to work on the thermonuclea;, is that right? 

A This is not clear. Perhaps the document may clear 

it up as to what kind of lab they are talking about at that 

point .... 
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C What is your best recollection about it, sir? 

A Ynu see, there are two kinds of labs you could have 

to work on the the;('monuc lear. One is an across the board lab

oratory such as Los Alamos, with all of its departments: a 

test division, phyBics division, a chemietry division, a 

metallurgical division, and all the other divisions which 

make an integrated laboratory o This is one way 11 and paihaps 

this is the best way to have a thermonuclear laboratory if 

you had the time, because so many of the problems that touch 

on fission bea1· on fusion. Some of our current ~adgets get 

much of their energy from the fission process as wall as the 

fusion process, So theoretically if you had time and money 

and everything, you would build another Los Alamoso 

We didn't feel we had thato I don't know whether 

this particular proposal was that broad or whether it was 

the kind of propos~l that Teller and I talked about several 

times, which was simply· a very specialized laborat~ry 

emphasizing low temperature work and some metallurgy. That is 

why I think you have bo define your *erms on thiso If there 

is anything in the document which describes what type of 

lab at that poitn, then I can do it. gut just a second lab, 

with all the labs we had at that time, was --

Q ln any e~·ent, Mr. Dean 11 did there come a time when 

the General Advisory Committee did take a position on the 

establishment ·of a secnnd laborat·ory .f·or w·haever purpose? 
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A Yes, I believe they dido I cannot recall at this 

moment, and X wish my recollection could be refreshed by 

some document, what the issue was before the GAC at that time. 

If it was an across the board, another Low Alamos, I am 

sure they said no to it, because I do recall many eiscussions 

s2ying who would you get to run it? Where would you recruit 

the meo who knew about weapons, who were all at Los Alamos 

at that time except a few peopl-s in specia J..ties at some of 

the universities, such as Ohio State, which had a very strong 

low ~~emperatrue group and so forth. But virtually a 11 the 

people that would conttibuta to this would be people who were 

working for us in the weapons lab with a few outsiders. So 

I am sure that the GAC at that time, however the issue was 

presented to them, concluded thatjust didn't make sense.. 

Q Do you remember when that was? 

A I don't really. It could have been either the fall 

of 1951 or all the way through 1952, because it seems to me 

it was a matter --

Q Did there come a time --

MRo GARRISON: Could we have the date of that 

memorandum? 

MRo ROBB: This memorandum is a compilation of 

memoranda, but the particular memorandum l was. referring to 

was prepared 19 Decemberl95lo 

BY MRo ROBB: 
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Q Mro Dean, did there Gome a time when you yourself 

as Chairman of the AEC wrote to the Joint Congressional 

Committee on Atomic Energy respecting the establishment of 

a second laboratory? 

A I am sure there must have been, but I don't have 

the clocuments. 

Q Do you recall when that might have been? 

A If you will give me some hint as to what I said in 

it~ l could perhaps time ito 

Q Frnnkly 1 don't have your entire letter. but I 

will try to give you a hint~ 

A A 11 right,. 

Q I don't know whether this is classified or not o Is 

it 1 Mr. Rolander? 

A I did write a letter on this whole thing on the 

second lab at one time. Just what must be done about it, and 

how to do it, and so forth. But it seems to me that was 

internal o 

Q I am told I can read this. 

"January 9 v 1952." Does that accord with your memory? 

A No, I Goesn't, but go ahead. We will get the 

substance. 

Q "The er eat ion of a dual laboratory such as 

Los Alamos would di lute scientific ta l1ent and introduce 
' 

diffic-ult problems of coordination. Further, because ,of :the 
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did~ssoCiation of talent and effort between two laboratories, 

the rate of progress would be reducedo 

t1Vfe further feel that the divisions of talent 

between Los Alamos and a competing laboratory would at this 

time retard rather than accelerate the development prognum. 

Scientists of the ealiber necessary to man and administer 

anothe1· laboratory for the prosecution of the deve lopmont 

progran:s simi Var in E:icope to Los A la mos are limited in number o" 

Do you recall something about that? 

A Yes, that would be my view today. 

Q That was a fair statement of your position at that 

time? 

A Yes. If you are talking about another Los Alamos, 

and I think I kept saying such PS Los Alamos all the time. 

Q Where had you received your information as to 

the availability of scientists necessary to man another 

laboratory? 

A This I had to live with everyday. 

Q Had you obtained some of it from Dr. Oppenheimer? 

A I don't recall. We miy have had conversations, but 

you can be sure that I also talked to all of the top scientists 

about this topic. This would be Von Neumann and members of 

the Commission like Smyth. It would be Dr. Rabi, who was 

quit·a helpful in recruiting a few people for us.. It certainly 

woutd not be attributed to one man. This was something you 
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b~d to keop on top of au the tim~o 

Q Do you :n1membe:r subsequent to that, l think in 

F·3br1;ary 1952 11 wheti the General Adviso::-y Committee aga:i.n 

n3commended agains i; the establishment ?f a second labon• tory? 

A I don't recall that specific date, but it would not 

ba inconsistent with what I kno~, that they took a position 

ag~inst another Los Alamos. 

Q Did the G(3nera l Advisc:ry Com:nittee 6'er rEicommend 

i1:i favor of a second laboratory of whatever kind, Los £1 laibos 

or a~ything else? 

A I reported eventually -- I c~n't say this was my 

solution, undo!Jbteclly some of the; othe:r Commissionors helped 

with it -- my idea was, finally after this had all bean worked 

out, tbm; if you were going to have a place where you could 

put Teller and some of the other peopl 13 to the best use, 

and if they were not at Los Alamos, ths best place was under 

Dr. Eanast Lawrencu out on the Wast Coast. I did not quite 

know what the shape of this laboratory was going to be when 

it first started out. 

Q Excuse me) Mr. Dean. I asked you whether or not 

the C~C made any recammendation~ not what you saido What 

the GAC dido 

A About tho second lab? 

Q Yes. 

A If by the second laa you mean the ,Berkeley -
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Q Any kind of lab. 

A They certainly did not frown on putting Toller 

out under Lawrence, and that is what the second lab as it 

turned out ta be waso 

Q When did that take place? 

A This took place, I would say, about a year afte1· the .. 
spF-ing of 195lshot. I fix. that date because the men who 

went out from Lawrence's lab -- I am sorry I have forgotten 

this man'·:: nan::e -- Dr. York went out end did some tests in 

the spring of 1951 on the shot that dEialt somewhat with 

thermonuclear processeso They came back, quite an equipped 

group of able young me no Here was a nucleus, and it happened 

to be in Lawrence's labo You could put Te 1 ler in there. I 

recall we put this to the GAC and everybody felt that it was 

fineo We had foUII a place where Teller was happy and could 

work. I think this was the reaction" 

Q About when was that, do you remember? 

A I say I think this must have been about a year 

after the shot in the spring of 1951, which would ~ut it 

somewhere over perhaps May of 1952. 

Q Where was that place that Toller worked -- Livermore? 

A That is where he was put to work, yes, siro 

Q Was there an establishment set up there'? 

A Thex·e had been an establishment there bnfore o 

That is another attractive thing about it. It had some 
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buildings. We had some barracks. We had a big armory that 

we could use immediatelyo We got some instruments in very 

fast. It recruited very rapidly under Lawrence, York, Teller~ 

Q Did you expand those facilities substantially? 

A Yes, they were expanded very fasto 

Q Did you spend a great deal of money on it? 

A We spent, I think perhaps -- I could not give you 

the dollar figure -- I imagine something like $11 million -

No, I don't dare risk a figure. 

Q ln other words, it became a very substantial 

establishment? 

A Yeso 

Q I believe you said you had no difficulty in 

recruiting for ito 

A We were recruiting an entirely different group at 

this point. We were recruiting men for that laboratoryp 

I would say practically all of who came immediately out of 

school~ ~hey were young Pho Do 'sand some not Pho D.'s. 

We d:i.d not get in that laboratory any of the people, as I 

recall, that we originally thought of as being available for 

use on a thermonuclear project, like Seitz -- oh, the names. 

slip me,, None of those people went tci Berkeleyo What they 

did was~under Lawrence's administration, with Teller as the 

idea man, with York as the man who would pick up the ideas 

anci- a whole raft of young imaginat-ive fellows you had· a 
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laboratory working entirely -- entirely -- on thermonuclear 

worko 

Q That laboratory was devoted entirely to thermo-

nuclear? 

A Ye~, but one thing thEi t must not be forgotten is that 

throughout the whole second lab thing -- may I elaborate 

here on a background? 

Q Go ahead" I am not sticking to the rules of 

evidonce. 

A One of the big problems of setting up a second lab 

and what kind of a lab was this t was always this: The mer a le 
not 

of Los Alamos. Los Alamos, let us/forget this, is tho· 

1abnratory which has been responsible for a 11 of tho resea1·ch 

in the development of our A bombs, and all of the research 

and development until recently on the thermonuclear weaponso 

They ha.ve all come out of Los Alamoso I alway; feared and 

many others feared that if you made any drastic move which 

struck at Los Alamos morale, or if you inferred for one moment 

that they were not working the~hearts out, because believe 

me, they were proving it with their results, you had a real 

problem in this weapons development field. That was one of 

the touchy things about setting up a new laboratoryo Who was 

going to man it. What kind of a lab would it be, and what 

wou ldl it do to Los Alamos? That was the big fear I had o 

Q Mr. Ddan 1 when you did set up this laboratory at 
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Livermore 

A It woirked out very wel L 

Q It didn't impair morale at Los A1amos? 

A No. Los Alamos rolled very fast as it always has 

rolled~ I think it worked largely because of ~eller getting 

along very well with Dro Lawrencep These things are a 

question of human :relations~ They get along extremely well. 

Q In facts Mro Dean$ wasn't there a healthy spirit 

of competition between Los Alamos and Livermore after you set 

llP Livermore? 

A I don't know it produced any more weapons, but 

there probably was a good sense of competitiono 

Q And you have already said you had no trouble 

9f getting personnel. 

A Not of the type I describedo These were not the 

specialists that we watD3d to get in the early days for the 

real rusho Very few of those ever came. Those people never 

we~n to California later on. 

Q How long would you say that the discussion went 

o:o before you finally established that lab at Live1 more? 

Bow long did this discussion about establishing a second 

laboratory, whatever you want to call it, go on -- a year? 

A It could have been a year, yes. In the meantime, 

however, Los Alamos was doing the work and that is what we 

are testing today in the Pacific. 
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Q ls that laboratory at Livermore independent of 

Los Alamos, or was it? 

A Yes, it is independent except that you have to 

have a very close liaison for test schedules and everything 

else. 

Q I understand that. 

A Very close relationso But it is independent of Los 

Alamos. It should be pointed out that the University of 

California is the contractor for Los Alamos, and ttAe 

University of Californ~a is also the contractor to the 

Commission for the Livermore lab, but only in that sense are 

they related. 

MR. GP~Y: Let me interrupto How much longer do 

you think you will take? 

MR,, ROBB: Probably ten or fifteen 111inutes, maybe 

morei depending on Mr. Dean. 

(Discussion off the record.} 

BY MR~ ROBB: 

Q Mr. Dean, I have in my notes that you testified 

that all expansions of the atomic program were blessed by 

the GAC beginning in 1949. You were not thinking about the 

second lab in that connection 9 were you? 

A No, When I speak of expansion programs, I am 

speaking of the erection of aci lities with which td. mab1J 

bombs,. and that is either plutonium or U-235 for the most part. 
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Q You mentioned Dr. Oppenheimer's attitude on Project 

Lincoln. 
A 
hat was the project to discuss the defense of the .._ 

continental United States, was it? 

A Yes, I believe that is a fair descriptiono This 

was not done under the auspices of tlo Commission, and I was not 

close to Lincolno I just read the report when it was finished. 

Q 'ilJhat was done under the auspices of the Army'? 

A Somewhere in the Department of Defense o Which 

agency did it, l don't know. Perhaps Air Force. 

Q Did you leann what theory Dr. Oppenheimer espoused 

in that connection? 

A I would hate to be examined dn the Lincoln report. 

l really don•t have a good recollection of it. 

Q Do you recall if you don't yru can say so v of 

course do you recall whether or not he espoused wh~t might 

be described as a Maginot Line type of defense? 

A I don't know what Maginot L:l.ne meanso 

C I mean a fixed defense. 

A No. I mean does it mean in terms of radar defense? 

Q No, a fixed defense as distinguished from a strong 

offensive striking force" 

A I can't sayo 

Q You don't recall? 

A I just don't recallo 

Q You mentioned Dro Oppenheiner. 1 s connection with the 
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long r~nge detection program. Were you familiar with that? 

A Oh, ye so 

Q Wais that done·under the auspices of the AEC? 

A Strictly sii)eaking it was AFOATo 

Q Mry I :iLn·teJ:-pose here, Mr. Dean, I am reminded 

that if you get into classified materia 1, would you be good 

enough to indic@te, so that we can take the appropriate steps? 

A I won't consciously de it, Sometimes I t .. ave a 

question because these things change from day to day. Why 

don't we just call it Air Force. 

MRo ROBB: This has been gone into on direct 

examination. and I would like tc ask some questions about it~ 

MR. GlrnRISON: I was not under the impression l had. 

MRo ROBB: Yes. Didn't you say something about Dx·. 

Oppenheimer's connection with the long range detection program? 

THE" WITNESS: In this one instance. I stated he 

was called back in the fall of 1949 to make an appraisal 

of the Russian bomb. 

BY MR, ROBB: 

Q An~ you told something about what his appraisal 

wass didntt you? 

A That they had shot one. 

Q I want to ask mame questions about thato 

MF.o ROBB: I am told that these questions will 

involve confidential classified material. 
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MRo GRAY: In that eVE?nt 9 we wi 11 have to excuse 

counsel and anyone else who is not cleared for the 

disclosure of classified materialo 

MRo GARRISON: Is the classification officer clear 

that this has to be a3swered only off the record? 

(Discussion off the iecordo) 

BY MR. ROEl'3: 

Q Mr. Dean, do you recall that there were threr;i 

methods of long range detection which were discussed at 

that time o 

MH. BECKER LEY: I don't see how one can get into 

this without disclosing information presently con~io0red by 

the Department of Defense as classified. 

MRo GRAY: I am sorry, Mr. Garrison; you will have 

to be excuseid, although Dr. Oppenheimer will remaino 

MR. GARRISON: I assume that this has relevanceo 

MH .. ROBB: 1 would not ask the question if I did 

not think so, Mr. Garrisono 

(Counsel left the roomo) 

(The fol lowing portion of transcript, pages 1014 

through 1016, is classified and contained in a separate volume~) 
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(Counsel for Dro Oppenheimer returned to the room.) 

MR.o GRAY: I thinkcounse l for Dr. Oppenheimer 

should know that i:ri the judgment of the Chairman of th0 

Board -- I would ask the other Board members to listen to 

this -- nothing transpired of sonsequance in absence of counsel. 

Do you agree? 

Dfi" ~::;'VANS ; I do o 

MR. lfORGJ\N: l do. 

MRo HOBB: The witnes~ said he didn't know much 

about that subject. 

MR" GRAY: That is correct. 

iBY MHo ROBB: 

r Mr. Dean, you testified somewhat about conversations 

you had with Edward Teller about Dr. Oppenheimer. did you not? 

A As to recruitment, I think so. 

Q I have the impression that Dr. Teller was inclined 

to be critical of Dr. Oppenheimer in those conversations, is 

that right? 

A Th~ best I can recall is the inference he le~t 

from what he said that he feared that Oppenheimer would not 

be helpful in recruiting men for him. 

Q That is what I thought you daid 0 Didn't you have 

any conversations with other nuclear physicists who were 

fulso critical of Dr. Oppenheimer because of Dr@ Oppenheimer's 

attt·tude on the thermonuclear? 



A 1 ean recn 11 three people and I would urge you 

very much to have them in front of you as witnesses and 

for the Boa:;;d to c~ll themo One wollld be Dro Ken Pitzer --

I say three, and I can't recall them -- I would certainly say 

'feller. Those were ahout the only two" 

Q Alvarez? 

A I never beard Luis Alvarez speak --

Q Lawrence? 

A No, noy I don't recall any conversa~ons with 

Ernest LawrenCE3 about Oppenheimer. There may have been some. 

Q You mentioned Dr. Pitzer. What was his conversation 

about Dr. Oppenheimer, and when did it take place? 

A lt was not a conversation. It was some letters 

and a speech he made in which he voiced criticism of the GAC. 

I think he may have named Dr. Oppenheimer and Conant by name, 

but it was quite clear he meant these two gentlemenQ 

Q What was the substance of that criticism? 

A It was general -- I think thespeech was given to 

refer to one document before some teachers in the Long 

Beach schools shortly after Pitzer left the Atomic Energy 

Commission. The general criticism~ although he was somewhat 

specific in certain particulars, was that the General 

Advisory Committee was not imaginative enough., I remember two 

or three things that he criticizedo One was that they were 

very Gonservativeo He may have implied criticism of the 
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Commission as well. I have forgotten this. That is 9 in 

setting the standaTds for the reactors 0 that we requirod too 

much isolation. I seem to rec a 11 that he advocated n reactor 

that would blow up so we would find out what would happen, so 

we would finally know. 

There we:re other items in the speech that were 

criticalo l don't rGcall any of them in the weapons field, 

however o 

Q Critical of whom? 

A GA.Ce 

0 That would inc luc1e Dr. Oppenheimer., 

A Yes. He tlndoubtedly meant Oppenheimer, as I read 

Q You said that he suggested that the Commission was 

requiring too much isohtti.on on your reactors. 

it~ 

A That is right. I remember specifically he mentioned 

the Wahluke Slopet which is a large area of sagebrush on the 

othe:r side of the Columbia River frmm the Hanford works. He 

thought we should have completely opened up the Wahluke Slope 

to irrigation and therefore farming a~d therefore to people. 

We were far too cautious in having a safe area around reactors. 

Q Was his suggestion that by locating reactors so far 

out in the wilderness you were making it difficult to get 

personnel? 

A No. 

Q Then why did he object to putting reactors out in 
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wi lderuess? 

A He thought the day was coming very fast when you 

ought to be thinking about central station power plants .. 

If you are going to get in that region~ you ought to have 

them down near the middle of town. If we took undue safety 

measures, we were far too cautious. 

Q Did any scientist ever suggest to you that while 

you were on the Commission that you were putting your 

laboratorien and reactors too far away, way out in the woods, 

so you coulcin't get people? 

A No~ not to get people, but that we were just 

unduly safe and we required too much land. We had some 200,000 

acres in Idaho and the same at Hanford. 

Q Mr. Dean, what I was trying to get at, why did 

it make any difference to a scientist if you had ten acres, 

10,000 acres or 10 million acres? 

A l think Pitzer at that time was arguing that we were 

far too cautious in oux· safety standards -- far too cautious. 

That was the general gist of his criticism. His speech is 

available. He wrote in some other periodicala I can't 

place it. 

Q Now, Mr. Dean, you testified that you read what you 

described the file on Dr" Oppenheimer. 

A The then file. 

Q That was the Atomic Energy Commission's clearance 
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file? 

A Yes. lt was a collection of all FBI repvrts and 

things that came in. 

Q How many volumes was it? 

A I don't recall. 

Q One? 

A I have no idea. I have no idea whether it was 

one or two or three. 

Q HO'N long did it take you to read it? 

A I have no idea. 

Q An hour or two hours? 

A I just don't recall. I have no idea. I may have 

taken it home. I have forgotten. 

Q Did you read any files of the Manhattan Engineering 

District? 

A Yes~ I recognized when I saw this list of 

derogatory information many things that were in that fileo 

Q In that file? 

A Yes. 

Q Where did you get that file? 

A From our security officers, as I recall. 

Q It was in your file? 

A In the shopQ 

Q You Eire sure about that? 

A Yes, it was. 
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Q Jf I to1d rou .. chat filo had :Jeen over at the FBI 

siuce 19416 1 would trrnt ctrnmge yo11r anS"vit:r? 

A It would not, because ~hat ia not the file I read. 

1 read the file, if you are impu~ing to me -- or suggesting 

that I Jid n~t read a file on Dr. Oppenheimer, including the 

early d3rogatory 9 you are wrong. 

Q Of cou:rs you ha.d a fi loo 1 nm trying to find out 

which one you read. 

A This I couldn't tell you. 

Q You 6on 't know whether you rE:Jad the Manhattan 

Engineering District files or not? 

A I can't recall whether it was so labeled. It ha<l 

material in it dealing with the earlier deyso 

Q Yes~ thosa were reports. 

A As I recallD FBI reports. 

Q Qid you see any transcripts of questions and answer 

interviews with Dr. Oppenheimer? 

A I have seen interviews with the FBI in that fileo 

Q But them we:re not quest ion and answers, were they? 

A As I recall~ they were summaries of testimony~ 

Q You said youp I believe, talked to Dr. Oppenheimer 

about this Crouch matter? 

A Yes. 

Q And he told you he had.never sat in on any Communist 

meeting? 
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A Tln'e was a specific meeting that was refer~0d to 

by C:roucho 

Q I know. I have a noto hiere in quotes, "l never sat 

in on any Communist meeting." Did he te 11 you that? 

A I wouldn't be sure of the exact words. What he 

did tell me was that he never sat in any meeting s~ch as this 

that Crouch had talked about o 

Q Didyou ask him whether he had ever been to any 

Communist meeting? 

A I don't recall. 

Q Would that have been n natural question to ask him? 

A It might have been, 

Q But you don't recall whether you did or not? 

A I don't. I was dealing entirely with new evidence 

whU1h came up in the Crouch episode. 

Q Yes. 

A That is all I interrogated him on. 

Q Bu-t JOU were undertakin.g to evaluate him as a 

security risk, wererrt'you? 

A I had to do that every day. 

Q As a part of thet evaluation, wasn't it important 

to you to know if he had not attended the meeting described 

by Croucht whether he might have attended the other similar 

meet:Lngs? 

A It was not particularly important to me to .know 
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what kind of meet:irigs he attended in 1£'41. I had known the 

man ll years beforeo 

Q As far as you were concerned, he might have 

attended a dozen Communist Party meetings in 1941? 

A I had no evidence from the fileo 

Q But you said it w~s not important to you what 

meetings he flttended in 1941, is that right? 

A It certainly was not important to me at that 

time because the only question in my mind was, is Crouch 

telling the truth about a specific meeting. 

Q That is what l am getting ato If he had not 

attended the Crouch meeting 9 you were not concerned with how 

many other similar meetings he attended. 

A That was not the issue before me at that time. 

Q Would you answer my question? 

A A 11 :right. 

Q If he had no* attended the Crouch meeting, you 

were not concerned with how many other Communist meetings he 

might have attended? 

A At that time, no, I was noto 

Q Mr. Dean, I will read you the question and answer. 

I have before me 9 Mro Dean, which I received from a reliable 

source, and having been Washington --

A There are both kinds, reliable and unreliable. 

Q You will know that the testimony at the executive 
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sessions of Congress cannot be released withou·t a votn of 

the committee, and so forth. 

\ A 

Q I have reason to believe th~the following took 

place at a meeting of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy 

on February 21, 1952 o I wi 11 read you this and ask you if 

you r8member it 9 a ncJ if you have any ie omment to make on it • 

MRo GARRISON: Mr. Chairman, I make the same 

objection to reading from documents that can't be shown and 

looked at., He says he has reason to believe they represent 

what took place, 

ME.. GRAY: I would ask counse 1 whether he can 

summarize what he understands to be the situationo 

MR. ROBB: I will try~ that wayo 

!BY MR 0 ROBB: 

Q Do you recall, Mr. Deanp that there was a meeting 

up there in February 1952, at which you testified? 

A I was there about once a week for about four years. 

Q That is why I wanted to read this to you to see if 

it rang a bel lo 

A Am I supposed to be testifying at this point or 

someone else? 

• Q I am just .about to read it, As I understand it, 

Senai'.;or Hicken looper was talking, a'nd you were on the stand, 

and you stated that "progress had been sudden and 1·emarkable 
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Sena·!;or Hicken looper then said 11 "I might tend to 

agree with your statement that you made some substantial 

progresso Imean I may be reckless for not going faster, but 

the General Advisory Committee in 1949 was against the 

• hydrogen project. A majority of the Commission was a gainst 
I 

the hydrogen project" If you wi 11 read the minutes which 

you probably h~ve, you will find it stopped on dead center 

there ancl never even got started until late 1949, or perhaps 

I think the Chairman went after them and raised the devil 

and the committee exvressed its thinking we ought to move on 

that project. But 1 do think there was an inertia there 

for a long period of timeo I wish to say the lease has not 

been pi.eked up excep~ in the last couple of years." 

"Mr o Dean. This is true o" 

Do you recall that taking place 9 or anything like 

that? 

A It might have been. 

MR, GARRISON: Mr, Chairman, I think that ending 

abruptly at this point I have no idea what else Mr. Dean may 

have added to that. 

THE WITNESS: Is there something that follows that? 

MRo GARRISON: Or what the next topic of conversa-

tion is? 
I 

MR
0 

ROBB: Yes. I will read the next: 
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Senator Hickenlooper then said 11 "I might tend to 

agree with your statoment that you made some substantial 

progress o lme:an l muy be rClckless for not going faster, but 

the General Advisory Committee in 1949 was against the 

hydrogen project. A majority of the Commission was a gainst 

the hydrogen p::roject. If you wi 11 read the minutes which 

you probably have, you will find it stopped on dead center 

there and never even got started until late 1949• or p•arhaps 

I think the Chairman went after them and raised the devil 

and the committee expressed its thinking we ought to move on 

that project. But I do think there was an inertia there 

for a long. period of timeo I wish to say the lease has not 

been picked up except in the last couple of years a" 

"Mr o Dean 0 This is true." 

Do you recall that taking place 9 or anything like 

that? 

A It might have been. 

MRo GARRISON: Mr. Chairman, I think that ending 

abruptly at this point I have no idea what else Mr. Dean may 

have added to that. 

tion ts? 

THE WITNESS: Is there something that follows that? 

MR~ GARRISON: Or what the next topic of conversa-

MR
0 

ROBB: Yeso I will read the next: 
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''Hictrnn lr•oper: So the who lo hydrogen proj::ict 

bas suffered from sn inertia since 1946 0 Based upon the 

limitations of the e~periments and the knowledge at that 

time in 1946, we had two or three expositions of the feasi-

bility of this hydrogen project and flat statements from 

:re liable peopi;) that in their opinion ·the hydrogen explosion 

was feasible based upon what they had learned up to that time. 

They said there were things they had to prove. That is very 

true. But the~e wss a complete inertia and the General 

Advisory Committee was partly responsible for that, and the 

Commission was partly responsible for that, because both of 

them by majority vote advised against going into the hydrogen 

problem." 

MRo GAR~!SON: This is all Senator Hickenlooper? 

MR. ROBB: Yes, siro 

"Some of the reasons ware put on moral grounds. 

others were put on the question of feasibility, but there 

was that inertia~ and that has contributed to us being no 

I farther along than we are at the moment •••• " 

BY MR,. ROBB: 

Q Mr. Dean, wem there inertia? 

MR~ GARRISON: Did Mr. Dean make any comment? 

MR~ ROBB: No, sir, not that l have here .. 

THE WITNESS: The full text of the hearing might 

be enlightening to the Boardo 
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MR. ROBB: Y. don't have that" I am sorry. 

THE WITNESS: I em sure you can get it from the 

Joint Committee, The word "ine:rtia" ts perhaps not the best wEiy 

to das;cribe a vo:ry complica·~ed :!iituatl.on. If I can go back 

into a little history, and I think this does become important 

because of these popular charges I have seen of delay in the 

hydrogen bonb. 

W1o ROBB: That i!; why I wanted to get your views o 

MR. GRAY: Let me int1.:;irrupt again. It is now 

after one o'clock. 

MR. ROBB: That is my last question. It is entirely 

up t·o Mr. Dean how long he talk~> s un 1E1ss he suggests somothing 

in his answe1· that makes me ask anothEir question¢ 

THE WITNESS: It depends on what you mean by 

inertia. It was known in the Los Alamos lab and long 

before the Los Alamos lab, perhEps 20 years before Los 

Alamos was created 1 and maybe much before that. that one 

way of getting i;ur:rific amou!lts of enEirgy was through the 

fusion process. But no one for~saw a way to do it because 

you could not get the heat to fuseo There is a story I 

remember running into when I first went to the Commission ~bout 

a scientist going to the Mayo:r of Moscow~ I believ£~ 9 and 

saying, "If you will cive me all the Eilectrical energy that 

lights the city of l\'.1.1.scow, in or~e night, I wi 11 sometvbw 

cor,'cientrate t'his and bring about a fusion reactiono" It had 



been wr i tt3n aioout, I don •t know hew he was going to dJ 

this, but that was the idea. It has been written about in 

popular form. The principle was well known~ 

But at the end of the war, as you know from history D 

Los b lamos just lUte everything else in our defense effort 

slow<::Jd down. The boys came home and literally the scientists 

went home. irt was at a low state of morale. We were working 

on an A bomb. There was no incentive particularly at 

this time to develop an H bomb. 

The incentive came, it seemed to me, for the first 

time although some theoretical work was being done -- you 

just donvt reake an H bombo You go out and measure the cruss 

sections of various elements and combinations of elements. 

Thero is a lot of fundament~l work that goes on before you 

even think of developing a badgeto 

The incentive came in 1949 to develop the H bomb. 

" This came almost entirely from the A bomb explosion by the 

Russians, What do you mean by inertia at Los Alamos? The 

A bomb program was going. Should you divert your people to 

an H bomb program at that point? Nobody else did anywhere 

in our defense establishment. We cut down our Navy, we put 

it in moth balls and all these thing happened because the 

war was over. You don't get incentives out of a peacetime 

situation such as you had at the close of the waro 

The Russians ga~e us ap ~ncentive to work on 
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something 9 and we went to ito The delays or ine~tie are 

not realistico They are not good words to describe what 

transpirilldo Wo ueVE:ir saw anything th&~; really had a chance 

until the Princeton meeting in June of 1951. We never had 

a chance" 

You wi 11 always get some scic:intists to say, "1 

think I know a way to do'1
, and you a lwnys give him a chance 

to draw it out and spell it out and interrogate him. But 

all the comp~tent people in our program, even those enthusiastic 

for H Bomb P'"l' ogram, say~ in the spring of 1950, t we:re pretty 

blue people because it didn't look like you could do it 

unless you came up with a new idea. 

The new idea came up in the ?rinceton meeting in June 

of 1950,. I don't know what words you apply to situations 

like that that ere complicated. Inertia probably is not a 

good ~ordo There was not incentive to Go ito There was every 

incentive to make your A· s'bockpi le strong. 

MUo ROBB: One further question is suggested~ Mr .. 

Chairman. 

BY MR. ROBB: 

Q Mr. Dean, do you know anything about an order in 

DE:K;ember 1952. to move Dr. Oppenheimer's papers back to 

WHshingt on? 

A December 1952? Yes, it was done on my orders. 

Q Why was that? 
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A .Because his job had terminated as Chairman of the 

GAC. I thoL1ght that it was only propE:r that all the papers 

which Dr. Oppenheimer had in his capacity as Chairman should 

be brought into Washington. As I reca 11, I sent up Mr. LaPlante 

and Mr. Roy Snapp, Mr. Rolauder may have gone up, one or two 

people to inventory those papers and remove from the files 

the GAC things. We were actually thin,king of another 

facility for the then Chairman, Dr. Rabi t and we were 

exploring whether it Ell ould go to Colr:,mbia o 

Q When did Dr. Oppenheimer's job as Chairman expire? 

A August 1952. 

Q He was at that time consult&nt to the Commission. 

was he not, in 19 December 1952? 

A In 3ecember 1952, he was a consultanto I don't 

know to what extent he consulted, but be was a cleared 

consultant. 

Q Did you move those GAC papers out or did you 

change your mind about it? 

A No, we moved out all those that dealt with thato 

We did not take things that he had to have as a consultant 

and he was a consultant at four or five places. None of 

this was done for security matters, but as a matter of good 

administration. The papers necessary for the Chairman of 

GAC we removed because we had a new ChairmanG 

MRa ROBB: That is all .• 
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J\IH. GRAY: ! lrnve a couple o:E questions, Mr o Doan 9 

if I may" I an so:r:cy to hold you heru, 

THC \!I TN ES S : I t is a 11 r i g h ~ , 

MR, GR...'\Y; I am confusGd -- not altogeth"ax from 

your testimony -- but I am generally confused about the 

instructions to the CAC for the Octobe::- 29 9 1949, meet~,ngo 

THE WITNESS: I did not form~late those so my 

recollection is a little hazyo 

TB~ WITNESS: I was not Chairmano I was a member. 

I went on io May a~ a rnombar, Mr. Lili0nthal was then 

Chairman. Then the meeting took place in October 1949. 

MR" GRAY: From what Y'::>U say you can't clear 1-lP 

my confusion very much, ityou do~'t know. 

THE WITNESS: I lliglit be abh~ to if I saw.a document" 

Is there a d3cument? 

MR, GRAY: There isa letter, 

THE WITNESS: Wsually ·Ne write the GA.Ct ~.ro Chairman, 

in arlvance of a meet.tng and we sayp "W'e would like to have 

your views on so many topics, "and it is usually about a page 

or two page letter" That is cus·tomary., I would think that 

was done in connect ion with the (>ct ober meet in go 

MR, GRAY: There was a letter signed by an Acting 

Chai::'man at one pointo I don ~t :reca 11 whether lie is to be a 

witness her8 or not, Mr. Pike. 
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MR 9 GARRISON: I believe so¥ Mr o Chairman o I have 

not heard from himo 

MRo GRAY: Actually you were not in charge at that 

THE WITNESS: No, I was not, 

MR. GRAY: You said following the Princeton meeting, 

the membexs of the GAC, or some of thf3m, if this is. a 

correct quotation, went to great pains to help out in the 

H bomb programo Do you remember snying that? 

THE WITNESS: Yes 9 they were certainly enthusiastic~ 

It would be hard for me to explain precisely what ~hey did. 

MRo GRAY: The great pains is adequate for me. 

I am trying to identify people rather than effort. Was 

Dr. Oppenheimer one of those who went to great pains in your 

judgment? 

THE WITNESS: He certainly expressed enthusiasm. 

MR. GRAY: I will put my question this way: Did 

you mean to include him in that earlier statement? 

THE. WITNESS: Yes, definitely. I never saw a 

meeting and we had many with more unanimity. 

MRQ GRAY: This is not a mestingo This is 

following the meeting. You said in your direct testimony 

that many of the GAC members present at that meeting helped 

at great pains with the program and you intended to include 

Dr. Oppenheimer? 



THE WITNESS: I did 9 yes. 

MR., GRAY: This is a change of pace o Do you reca 11 

who the security officer of the Atomic Energy Commission 

was at the time you examined the files, whatever they were 0 

with respect to Dro Oppenaeimer? 

THE WITNESS: We had a hiatus in thereabout that 

time which would be Admiral Gingrich. I am not sure when I 

had this conversation with Dr. Oppenheimer on the Crouch 

matter that Captain Waters had taken office or not. 

the fileso 

MR Q GRAY: I had in mind the time that you examined 

THE WITNESS: That is the one I have reference to .. 

MRo GRAY: I suppose the record will reflect. 

THE WITNESS: I just don't rt3Ca 11. The record 

will reflect who was the security officer. 

MR., GRAY: You made the observation that Dro 

Oppenheimer was cleared in 1947 by the Atomic Energy 

Commissiono 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

MRo GRAY: I am a little confused as to any 

direct action on that point, although the record may show 

something to the contrary. 

THE WITNESS: The only reason I can say anything 

about it is that I had occasion to look it up once to make 

sure:~out the clearance .• 
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THE WITNESS: I was not there, but I remember 

something in the files showing that there had been 

Commission action in 1947. 

MR .. GRAY: That is whnt I was confused on as to 

specific Commission actiono 

r,,mc GARRISON: Mr. Chairman~ I have a letter fro 

the Ge:aera l Mrinager about that, sta tingthat there \l'as official 

action. 

lun~h. 

right. 

I should like to introduce it in the record after . 

MRo ROBB: I think you already dido 

MR. GARRISON: 1 guess I did. I think you are 

MR,, SILVERM,AN: There is a stipulation on the first 

day, Mr. Chairmano 

MR. GRAY: Mr. Dean, we had a n earlier witness 

before the Commission who testified that never once in his 

long service in the government did be have any drafts of 

communications prepared for him 1 and he never wrote a letter 

which he had not personally written am so forth~ You 

said that you drafted a letter for the President to send to 

Dr~ Oppenheimer. Did he use the draft? 

THE WITNESS: He dido 

MR? GRAY: You were asked the question whether 

.you felt that Dr~ Oppenheimer today is a security risk, and 
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your answer was clearly in the negative. There seemed to 

be no questiona 

TEE WITNESS: That is correct. 

MR.o GRAY: That is against the framewoi·k of the 

Atomic Energy Commission Act of 1946, the terms of which 

you are familiar with? 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

MF.o GF.AY~ One final question and I am through .. 

At one point you said that there was criticism of the GAC 

by some scientists and ycm named one or two. 

THE WITNESS: Dro Pitzer, I thinko 

MH. GF.AY: ,In that connection you said of course 

that meant Dr. Qppenbeimero Did you mean to say that meant 

Dr. Oppenleimer? Did you rre an to say it included him? 

THE WITNESS: 1 meant it included Dr. Oppenheimer. 

MRo GRAY: I would like to be clear on this point .. 

THE WITNESS: Yes~ I am sorry I left that 

impressiono I know it certainly included Dr~ Oppenheimero 

It included Dr. Conant and it may have included all of the 

GAO~ It would certainly have included Dr. Oppenheimero I 

don't have the document 9 but that is certainly the impression 

I h!ld at the time it came out 0 

DRo EVANS: Mr. Dean, I am somewhat confused, and 1 

am asking for information to clear my own mind, as to what we 

are d~ing here·. I have· been on a number Of thes~ committees, 
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and we had certain quilifications to go byg loyalty, 

association and character. Let us take loyaltyo Just what 

does that mean? 

THE WITNESS: To me? 

SR. EVANS: Yeso Does that mean loyalty to your 

friend 9 lo~rnlty to your country~ or both? 

THE 'WITNESS: Noo Whon 1 use the term "loy~ l ty" 

and when I ~estified that I believed Dr. Oppenheimer 

without equivocation was loyal, I meant loyal to his country 0 

that he has given very strongly of his time and energies, 

that he has so far as I have been awa:i·e always attempted 

to come up with the answer to any trouble, and there have been 

hundreds which were presented to him which were strengthening 

his country 9 rather than weakening his country. That is all 

l mean by loy~ltyo 

DH. EVANS: Associations; do we have to go by that? 

THE WITNESS: I think associations definitely must 

be weighed in any of these things. lt is a question of the 

weight that is attachedo 

DR., EYANs·: 1 am just askin(~ for information. 

THE WITNESS: Yes~ 

DRo EVANS: It becomes so fogged up in my own 

mind I don't quite know what I am doing" 

THE WITNESS: If you wish m~r opinion on this, I 

think associations have to be weighed. I think they have 
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to be weighed, howev9r 9 very carefully in the light of 

the circumstances and the time in which the association was 

made. I am ~rt sure had I first seen Dro Oppenheimer as a 

young man in the late Twenties and early Thirties, and met 

him in the atmosphere of Berkeley in 1939 and 1940, whether 

I could clear Dr. Cppenbeimoro I feel entirely different 

about him having watched hi m closely over a perlod of four 

years~ and having evaluated quite carefully his service to 

his country 1 and cer·tainly to the Atomic Energy Commission. 

1 think the Associations must be weighed in those circum-

stances. 

DRo EVANS: Of course, a 11 scientific people know 

the ~rn :',ue of a man like Dr. Oppenheimer o l am ~st trying to 

get these things cleared up so that I can act like an 

intelligent individual. If a man would be more loyal to his 

friends than he would be to his country, l don't know 

where I am. 

THE WITNESS: l think Dr, Oppenheimer, if I can 

voluntaer this, the loyalty of which I speak is loyalty to 

his country. I think that is uppermost. I might even say he 

might be more loyal to his country than his friendso I am 

sure be would be because he ranks it higher. 

DRa EVANS: I have no more questions. 

MRo GARRISON: Mr. Chairman, I realize how late 

the hrnir ·is. Would you indulge .me in tw'O questi·ons ,and that 
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DRo GRAY: Yeso 

REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY MRo GARRISON : 
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Q I think you said in interviewing Dr. Op~enheimer 

about the Crouch incident you had no concern -- this wa~ a 

question put to you by counsel about inquiring into other possib1e 

meetings of the past that he might h&Vf~ it. Did you meEin by 

that that you didn't care about past associations? 

A No. I didn't mean to leave that impression. The 

impressio·1 l meant to leave was this, i;hat I had no occasion 

at this time to ev~luate anything particularly except this 

current piece of information 0 I did toke occasioni however, 

to go bck on the file which bad alread1 been in the 

Commission and on which he had been cleared in 1947, and went 

through it, a.nd I saw this association evidence. 

C. You were asked whether you knew we 11 the two· 

personalities of Dro Teller and Dr~ Oppenheimero This 

question w~s asked in connection with Dr. Teller's attempt 

to recruit men for the project o You hare already talked 

about Dro Oppenheimer's personality. Would you give us your 

impression of Dr. Teller's parsonality» particulirly with 

referonce to the problem of recruitment? 

.~ Dr. Teller is a very 9 very able mano He is a 

gEmius.o There is no question about it.o He has .contributed 
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much in the way of ideas to our weapons devebpment.. He is 

a very good friend of mine and I admire him., Ha is a very 

di\.fficult man to work with, as sometimes happensc Dr. Teller 

did not work we 11 at Los A la mos 11 and left there on two 

occasion.so :r was re~3ponsible on both occasions for getting 

him to go backo l was finally responsible, I thin~ in 

part, for fi.nding a haven for Dro Telle;r. bEl'Cause we neitded 

him .. But you can't break up a whole Los Alamos laboratory 

for one man, no matter how good he is, and that was a problem. 

I don't want to be too derogatory in my appraisal of Teller 11 

because 1 could not sing his praises enough as to his 

contributions. He is not an administratoro I am sure when 

he went out to recruit there are people saying, "All right, 

Edwardp we will work with you some placea but somebody has 

to run the show o Somebody has to pick up the papers and 

take the administrative load." Teller is not that typo of 

persono So I can conceive that Edward would have great 

difficulty in recruiting people. I think if you will call 

upon some of the people from Los Alamos 9 they will give you 

the sane impression. It is not that they don't like Edwardo 

It is not a question~ likes or dislikeso It is a question 

of his personalityo You have to find a peculiar environment 

in which be does his best worko 

RECROSS EXAMINATION 
I 

BY MRo ROBB: 
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Q Was one reason why Dr. Teller left Los Alamos 

that he felt that not enough emphasis was being given to 

the thermonu~lear? 

A I suppose thatmight be said to be true. He 

certainly differed with the head of the laboretory, Dr. 

Bradbury, as to the organization of a thermonuclear setup. 

I tended to think that Bradbury's judgment on the organization 

of which he was head was better than Teller's so far as 

organization went. Yet we wanted Teller in the program 

somewhere. That was a problemo 

Q Dro Teller did think that not enough emphasis was 

being given to the thermonuclear~ didn't he? 

A Yeso Dr. Teller has thought of some other things 

which were not true. 

Q Yes. 

A Such as the type of weapon which was thought of 

in 1949 was a good weapon. We know today it would never have 

been a good weapon" I admire him for his enthusiasm and 

optimism and pushing the frontiers of knowledge in order to 

get some kind of badget, but I am glad we didn't go after 

that particular weapon. 

Q Now. Mr. Dean, the answer to my question was yes, 

wasn't it? 

A State it againo 

Q Dr.,, Teller felt that not enough emphasis was 
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being given to the thermonuclear? 

A Oh, I suppose that is true; not his kind of 

emphasi.s o 

MR. ROBB: '!'hat is a 11. Thank YOUo 

MRo GRAY: We will recess now, gentlemen. 

I would like to thank Mr. Dean for cominf' before 

MRo DEAN: It's a pleasureo 

MRo GRAY: We will reconvene at 2 :30. 

(Thereupon at 1:25 o'clock Pomo, a recess was 

taken until 2:30 p.mo 9 the same dayo) 

us .. 



• 
i~FTERNOON SESS XON 

MR., lYIAR.KS: Mr. G£rrison has asked me to say that 

he had told this panel at one of the haarings last week, which 

I did not attend, what my part was in this case, Subsequently 

• he consulted with 1 ma again, and told me that the conduct of 

the proceedings was turning out to be a very much more m~ssive 

undertaking than he had planned for and asked me whether I 

would help more actively, and I agreed to6 Be~s asked me 

this afternoon to carry on until he can rejoin the proceedings. 

Be is now taking care of some other business connected with 

the case. 

MRo GRAY: The next witness is Hans Betheo 

Do you wish to testify under oath, Dro Bethe? 

DRo BETHE: Yes i I doo 

MR., GRAY: You are not required to, but all the 

witnesses have,, Would you be good enough to stand and 

raise your right hand, please? 

Hans Bethe 1 do you swear that the testimony you 

are to give the Board shall be the truth, the whole truth 

and nothing but the truth 9 so help you God? 

DRo BETHE: I do. 

Whereupon~ 

BANS BETHE 

was called as a witness, and having besn first duly sworn. 

was examined and testified as follows: 
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MRo GRAY: Will you be seated, siro 

It is my duty to remind you of the penalties 

provided by the United States Code, by the statute known 

as the perjury statute. I should be glad to read those, if 

you think it necessary 9 but l gather you are familiar with 

them? 

THE WITNESS: I don't think it would be necessary. 

MR., GRAY: Second, 1 should like to request that 

if in the course of your testimony you should disclose 

any restricted data_ I would ask you to notify me in advance, 

so that we might take appropriate steps if the circumstances 

require. 

I was about to say we have a classification officer 

present, but we don't 11 so l would ask you therefore to be 

careful in that respect. 

Finally, I should say to you that the proceedings 

and record of this Board are regarded as confidential 

between the Commission aoo its officials p and Dr. Oppenheimer 

and his representatives and witnesses. The Atomic Energy 

Commission will not take the initiative in any public releases 

relating to these proceedings.· and ·on behalf of the Board, I 

express the hope that witnesses will take the same view of 

the mattero 

Would you proceed nowp pleaseo 



DIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY MRo MARKS: 

Q Dre Bethe, will you please identify yoursolf and 

give a little account of your professional background? 

A l am a professor of physics. 1 have been a 

pnfessor at Cornell Univers:l..t.y since 1935~ l have been 2t 

Cornell all the time except during the war years when I was 

absent on war work 9 including a prolonged st2y at Los Alamos 

Scientific Laboratoryo 

I am also this year the President of the American 

Physical Society. 

Q You are a member also of the National Academy of 

Science? 

A I am. 

~ Are you an American citizen? 

A Yeso 

Q By naturalization? 

A Yeso 

Q When did you come to this country? 

A In 1935. 

Q And where did you come from? 

A I oame or igi na l ly from Germany.. I left Germany in 

1933 because of the Nazi persec~tions when I knew that I 

could not hold offic0 under the Nazi regimeo l first went 

to Emgland and then came to this countryo 
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Q Since the war years heve you had any connection 

with the atomic energy progr8m? 

A Yes 9 1 bavec I have been a consultant to several 

laboratories.of the Atomic Energy Commissiono l have spent 

most oi my consultations for the Los Alamos Laboratory. 1 

have almost regularly spent summers at Los Alamos since 1949, 

I belioveo I have taken off a whole semester in the spring 

of 195~ to help tha Los Alamos workc 

Q How would you describe your role 9 as that of a 

consultant? 

A I am a consultant on mattees of theoretical physics" 

I believe I am one of the chief consultants in theoretical 

physics to Los Alamoso 

Q What was your first acquaintance with Dro Oppenheimer? 

A ! first met Dro Oppenheimer very briefly during a 

meeting of the German Physical Society at a regional section 

of it 5.n 192~. 

Q When was your next connection with him? 

A The next that I remember was in 1940 on the 

occasion of a meeting of thu .American Physica 1 Society at 

Seattle, Washingtono 

Q What have been your associations or contacts with 

him since that time? 

A I have seen him quite frequently, especially we 

had a very deep association during the Los Alamos time. during 
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the wax i when he was the director of the laboratory P and l 

was th~ leader of the theoretical division of Los Alamoso 

Q Bow oft$n have you seen him since the war? 

A I would say an average of perhaps three ttmes G 

year~ some yea:rs moria, some years less. 

Q Have these contacts since the war had anything to 

do with your offi~ial connections with the atomic energy 

program? 

A Yes 9 many of the contacts hado Some were purely 

on matters of physics outside the atomic energy program, but 

many of our contacts lwe been connected with the atomic energy 

program, I in my c2pacity as consultant to Los Alamos, and 

he in his capacity as Chairman of the General Advisory 

Committee, not that these contacts were also formal in a 

meeting of the Advisory Committee, but we often talked about 

these matterso 

Q Dr~ Bethe, pave you read the letter of jeneral 

Nichols and Dro Oppenheimer's reply? 

A Yes, I have. 

Q How far back does your· own familiarity with Dr. 

Oppenheimer's political associations and activities go? 

A. I --

Q And what dQ you know about them? 

A I heard about his political inclinations in 1938 

from some ;good friends of ours., Dr. Weisskopf and Dr o Placzek_, 
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who is ment:Loned Jin D:r o Oppr,mhe1mer 's answer letto;p, and 

I understood from them that he was inclined tether far to 

the le~ft a 

Q Coming to the wor~ on the atomic bomb, Pould you 

tell us briefly about the part that you and he plnyod in the 

work in this subject before Los Alamos was formed and then 

subsequently during the Los Alamos days? 

A Our association began in 1942, on this ruatte~~ 

Dro Oppenheimer called together a group of theoretical 

physic:Lsts 11 to discuss the way how an atomic bomb could be 

assembled. This was a small group of about seven people or so. 

We met in Berkeley fer the summer of 1942. Yfo first thought 

it would be a very simple thing to figure out this problem 

and we soon saw how wrong we wereo · 

Q What about Los Alamos'? When did you join the Los 

Alamos group? 

A Between that time and Los Alamos. there first was 

the tine whEm Los A la mos was being created. Xt was a very 

hard tEsk to create this laboratoryo Most scientists were 

already involved in war wor~t very deeply and j~t required 

somebody of very great enthusiasm to persuade them to leave 

their jobs and to jo~n the new enterprise of Los Alamos. 

! think nobody else could have done this than Dr. Oppenbbimero 

He was successful in getting together a group of really 

outstanding peopleo 
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At Los Alamos~ as I mentioned before, we had very 

closu :relations because I was the leader of one of the 

divisionsp one I believe of seven divisionsQ We met almost 

dailyt certainly at least once a week. 

In Los Alamos again I want to say how diffi,cult a 

job it was and it seems to me that no enterprise quite as hard 

as this had aver been attempted before. I believe that 

OppenhEimer had absolutely unique qualifications for this 

job anci that the success is due mostly to him and mostly to 

his le~dership in the projecto 

Q What were some pf the factors that made it so 

difficult? 

A There were many. One was in the technical work 

itself. 

Q I simply wanted to indicate the nature of the 

difficulty~ 

A It was that all the time new difficultie~ came up 

in different connections, new technical difficulties which 

had to be solvedo 

Q Apart from technical difficulties. 

A Apart fro. that, one great difficulty was that 

scientists are great individualists, and many of the 

scienttsts there had very di:ferent ideas how tl!JI proceed,, We 

ne 12ded a unifying force and this unificiation could only be 

do1mby a man who really understood everything and was 
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n1c.ngn:f.zE~d by e,1ia:rybody as superior in judgment and superior 

in know lege to :s: 11 o:? us o This was our director o It was 

also a mattffr.' of cha:.·act<er, of devotion to the job, of the 

will to suc~eedo It was a matter of judgment of s~lecting 

the right cDe among many different approaches& It was a 

metter of keeping ?eople satisfied that they had a part 

in the laboratory§ and we all had the feeling that we bad a 

part in the running of the laboratoryg and th~t at the same 

time at the bead of the laboratory somebody who undorsbcod more 

than W(J d icL 

0 Was there any notable exceptions to this? 

A Thwe were a few notable exceptions~ There were 

people who wrare dissatisfied. Among them was Dro Tellur., 

Q Why was he dissatisfied? 

A He had 

Q By the way~ am I right that he was on your staff? 

A He was on my staff. J. reliecf -- am I hoped to rely 

very h~avily on him to help our work in theoretical physics. 

It turned out that he did not went to cooperateo He did not 

want to work on the agreed line of research that everybody 

else in the laboratory had agreed to as the fruitful line • 

. 
He alwsys saggested new things, new deviationE. He did not 

do the work '.vhich he and his group were supposed to do in 

the framework of the theoretical division. So that in the 

end there w~s nt choice but to reliev him of any work in the 
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generti :J. lin13 of the development of Los A la mos, and to 

permit him to pursue his own~eas entirely unrelated to the 

World War II work with his own group outside of the 

theoretical divisiono 

This w~s quit e a blow to us because there were 

very few qualified men who could carry~ that work. 

Q Turning to another subject. Dr. Bethe, what was the 

attitude of Dr. Oppenheimer with resp9ct to the requirements 

of secl1r i ty at Los A la mos'? 

A He was very security minded compared to 

practically all the scientists. He occupied a position very 

much irtermediate between the Army and the scientistso The 

scientists benGrally were used to free discussion and free 
I 

discussion of course was allowed in the laboratory mmpletely 

and this was one of the reasorsfor putting it at the remoto 

place~ Howeve~, many of us did not see sometimes the need 

for the strictness of the requirements and Dr o Oppenheimer 

wasf I think, considerably more ready to see this need and to 

enfo:t·ce securi ·ty rules o 

Q Is that what you mean by occupying a posjtion 

intermediate between the scientists and the Army? 

A That is what I me~n~ 

Q Let me ask you, Dr. Bethe, if you can speak of it, 

what views did the scientists have about the moral or humane 

problems thatmany people have discerned in the atomic bomb 
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A I am unhappy to admit that ~mring the war -- at 

least I did not -- poy much attention to thiso We had a job 

to do and a very hard one. The first thing we wanted to do 

was to get the job done. It seemed to us most important to 

contritute to victory in the way we couldo Cnly when our 

labors were finally completed when the bomb dropped on Japan, 

only than or a little bit before then maybe, did we start 

thinking about the moral implicationsc 

Q What did you think about that or what did the 

scientists generally think about it? 

A There was a general belief that this was a tremendous 

weapon that we had brought into the world and that we might 

have been responsible for incredible d~struction in the 

futur•a That we b~d to do whatever we could to tell people, 

especially the people of the United States, what an atomic bomb 

meant, and that we should tr; as much as possible to urge an 

international agreement on atomic weapons in order to 

eliminate them as weapons from war if this could be agreed 

to by all the major nationso 

Q I would like to come back to that subject, Dro 

Bethe, ~ut first let me ask you.whether you were familiar 

at the time -- that is, at the close of the war -- with the 

problems that were posed by the so-called May-Johnson Bill 

for domestic control of atomic energy? 
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Q Was that bill a subject of interest and discussion 

at Los Blamos, and if so, in what terms? 

A It w~s to a considerable extent, although not as 

much as some other laboratories of the Manhattan District. 

Most of the sciercit:~sts at Los Alamos ware opposed to ti.?.e 

May~Johnson Bill. 

Q Why? 

A It perpetuated Army control which we had felt 

was rather irksome and work was perhaps not conducive to the 

best results in rese~rch during peacetime. It included a 

lot of very severe and unprecedented stipuations as to 

punishments fo:.· amost any move a scientist might make. 

Finally. it seemed to us thait it made it very much harder 

than necessary to achieve international control, which seemed 

tu os the most important aim~ 

C' Do you know what position Dr. Oppenheimer took 

·on this subject? 

A Yes. Dr. Oppenheimer supported the May-Johnson 

Bill, and he was very much attacked for this by some of his 

colleagues. I personally did not feel very strongly, by 

the way. He supported the May-Johnson Bi 11 because he thought 

that this waG ·t;he only way to preserve the laboratories as 

running units to continue the work for the time being, rather 

than to have au interimduring which the laboratories might 
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disintegrate., 

Q Dr& !3ethE:;, I would lilt,e to r;iturn new to this subject 

of internation3l control of atomic energy which you mentioned. 

Did you observ;a as time went on• that is, fr om the close of 

the war during the next couple of years, any change in 

attitudes on t~e pert of scienti3ts and on the part of Dr. 

Oppenheimer on this subject? 

A Yes, definitely soo 

Q Would you speak of tbat? 

A Dr. Oppenheimer w~s one of the membe·rs o:f the 

Li liHntha l Board which worked out the American plan for 

international controlo 

Q What date was that? 

A That was in the spring of 1946 •. I can't put it 

very much closer" In the early spring of 1946. Then he was 

an advisor to Mr. Ba~uch who was the American representative 

to the United States. At all these times he put a great effort 

into aworking out a plan which would give this country 

some measure of security from future atomic waro 

However, t'..ie actt:ia 1 Df)got ia t iorls started in the 

United Natious Atomic Energy Commission ~nd it was soon evident--

Q That would still be in 1946? 

A That was still in 19460 It started in June 1946, 

I thinko It was soon evident, at least to Dr. -Oppenheimerp 

that the Russian attitude was very inflexible. 
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C' How do you know that, Dr. Bethu? It wa~; soou 

evid~n~, you say. 

A I have kmnwn it as a fact only as of January 1947. 

Q What happened then? 

A In January 1947, I made a visit to Berkeley to 

give some loctures, and Dr. Oppenheimer and I had some 

conversations, -- quite long coDversations -- about the fate 

of the atomic energy control plan. He told me then that he 

had gi 11en up a 11 hops that the Russians would agree t c s 

plan which would give security amd in particular --

Q Security to whom? 

A To all of us. To us, I suppose, as well as to them. 

Particularly he pointed out how much the Russ:Lan plan was 

designed to serve the Russian interests and no other 

intere9ts, nauely, to deprive us imme~iately of the one 

weapon which would stop the Russ;ians from going into Western 

Europe; if th€y so chose, and not give us any gua~antee on 

the other hand that there would really be a control of 

atomic energy, not give us any guarantee that we would be 

safe from Russian atomic attack at sonie later time. 

I have heard him talk about this subject quite 

often, the first lime in January of 1947. 

Q What were your own views at that time? 

A I had not seen things very clearly. I still had 

considc~rat:W hope that international agreement could be 
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achiE,ved, and:[ know now tha.t 1 was quite wrongo In fact 9 

1 saw right than that I was quite wrongo I was quite 

pessimistic ~tt that time 9 bl1t I "thought this was sm:h an 

important suhjoct th:::it the Hussians would finally have to see 

that it was in their interest, as well as ours, to have a real 

conticol plan w:Lth some teeth in i to 

Q Did your own views change? 

A My own views changed, and I think perhaps partly 

influenced by ~he discussion I had wit~ Dro Oppenhaimer. I 

certainly tboug~bhat there was ~ot much hope and I 

certainly agreed ttat the Russian plan was all that Dr~ 

Oppenheiruer had represet.ted it to be. 

Q Dr. Bethu, let me go back for a moment. I think 

you sati that you had been told in the late Thirties that 

Dr. Oppenheime::- 's » 1 think you used the phrase "extreme 

~ft wing poli~ical views. That was between the time when 

you first met him in 1929 and your later closeness to him? 

A Yes., 

Q When you again met Dr. Oppen~eimer, after this brief 

meeting that you described in 1929, what were your own 

observations about his political orientation? 

A They wore very surprising to meo 

Q When would this have been? 

A That was in l940a At the Physi~al Society meeting 

in Seat·tlap Washington, we had a long evening in which 
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believ~, of 1940a It was just after the fall of Francep and 

I felt very desply that a great catastraophe had happened to 

the world o At this con verst ion, Dr. Oppenheimer ta Hi:ed for 

quite ~ long time in this same senseo 

(Mr.. Garrison entered the roomo) 

THE WITNESS: He told all of us how much France 

meant to the western world, and how the fa 11 of France meant 

an end of many things that he had considered preuious :lloo 

that now the westel:'n civilization was really j_n a critical 

situation. and that it was very necessary to do something to 

save the values of western citilization. 

BY MR. MARKS: 

Q Coming baclt e DOWp .to the postwar period, you told 

us that you were consultant at Los Alamos after you left Los 

Alamos. In th~connection did you observe what, if any, 

influence the General Advisory Committee of the Atomic 

Energy Commission had on the course of events at Los Alamos 

La bmrnt: ory? 

A I could observe this to some extenn, perhaps not 

enough because I was not at Los Alamos between January of 

1946 and the summer of 19470 

Q Just sell us about the period from 1947 tin,,_ What 

was the influence. if you know of it, of the general Advisory 

Committee on the course of eventsq 
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A I tmow that th<3 General Advisory Committee 

always was vary help~ul to Los Alamos, and that the Los 

Alamos people repe;atedly told me that one could always get 

support for the be:c;t ide1s in weapons developn1ent at the 

Genera7 Advisory Committ~eo It was that org~nization in the 

government which had the greatest knowledge about thcs1) 

matterE", and from whn t I know about the Los A la mos Work, every 

import~.nt developmont in weapons which was done at Los Alamos 

was strongly supported by the General Advisory Committeeo 

Q From the end of the war to the latter part of 1949, 

did you have· any part in thc-irmonuc lear research at Los A la mos? 

A Not much. I mainly wcrked en fission weaponso 

However, there was some minor application of thermonuclear 

prin~iples which was worked on et Los Alamos during the summer 

of J94Hp and in which I participated. This turned out very 

usef~ll later Ono 

Q Afer the explosion of the Russian A bomb, was there 

any chbnge in the character of your \\Urk? 

A Yeso 

Q Would you descr.ipe what happened? 

A Should 1 --

Q As to yourself. 

A In Cctober of 1949 I had a visit from Dr. Teller 

at Los A lamoso 

Q Youware at Los A bmos? 



A No, he was at Los Alamos.. I was in 1thica o He 

came to visit me as he was also visiting several other 

scientists, and he tried to persuade ne to come to Los 

Alamos full time, and to help evolve full scale thermonuclear 

weaponao 

Q Dr. Bethe» there bas been some talk in these 

p:roc·eedings a'bou·t the Genera 1 Aclvisory Commi t'r;ee meeting 

towards the eDd of October of 19490 

A May I go on? 

Q I beg your pardon. I am sorryo 

A At the time Dr,. Teller visii;ecJ me, X had very 

great internal conflicts what I shoulcl doo Dr., Teller was 

·9 presenting to me some ideas of his technical ideas which 

seemed to make technically more feasible one phase of the 

th,rmonuclear program. l was quite impressed by his ideas. 

On the other hand, it seemed to me that it was a 

very terrible undertaking to develop a still bigger bomb, 

and I was entirely undecided and had long discussi0ns with 

my wife o 

Q When did this occur? 

A This was early in October, as far as I remember. It 

may have been the middle of October, but some time between 

early and middle of Octobero What I should do? I was 

deeply trouble what I should do. It seemed to me that the 

development of 1htrmonuclear weapons would not sdlve any of 
/ 
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tre dif:aculties that we found ourselves in, and yet l was 

not qul.te sure whether I should refuse o 

Q Di::] you co:asult D,~. Orpenheimer about wha·t to do 

and if so~ approximately when? 

A I did consult Dr. Oppenheimero In fact, I had a 

meeting witb hira together with Dr. Tellero Thi& was just a 

few days latar 9 I think only two days later, or throe, than 

my f:"rst meet inf; with Dr .. T(".1 l lei·" So this would again be 

a round t.he middle of October, and perhaps a little enrliero 

X found Dr. Oppenheimer 1aqua l ly undecided and equally 

troubled in b.13 mind abo•Jt what should be doneo I did not 

get frcm him the advice that I was hoping to geto That is, 

Adid not get from him ad?ice from either direction to decide 

me either wayo 

He mr3ntioned that one of the members of the General 

Advisory Committee, namely DrG Donant, was opposed to the 

development of the hydrogen bomb, and be mentioned some of 

the reasons which Dr. Conant had given. As far as I remember~ 

he a !so showt>.d me a lettur that he had written to Dr o Conantp 

As ffi.1r as 1 remember 1 nei~ther in this letter nor in his 

conversation with us did he take a~ st~ndo 

Q What did you do about the invitation that Teller 

had extended you? 

A About two days after talking to Dr. Oppenheimer 

I refusod this invitationo I was influenced in :making up 

• 



my mi.nc'l after my complete indecision before by two friends 

of mino, Dr o Weisskopf and Dr, Placzeko I hacJ a very lon(J and 

earn(3s~; conversati.on with Dro Weisskopf what a wa:r with 

the hydrogen bombs would be~ We both had to agree that after 

such a war even if we were to win it, the world would not be 

such, not be lil1ia the world WE3 want to preserve. We would 

lose tilt thi.ngs we were fighting: for. This was a very long 

conv9rsation and a vary difficult one for both of 

I first had a conversation with Dro Weisskopf 

alone and then with Weisskopf and Placzek together on the 

drive :l.'rom Princeton to New Yor~:o In this conversation ossen-

tially the same things were confirmed once more. Then when 

I arri~ed in N ~ York» 1 called up Dr. Teller and told him 
I 

that I could not come to join his project. 

Q When would this have been, Epproximately? 

A I still can't give you any much better date than 

before. It was certainly quite some time before the General 

Advisory Committee meeting. I don't know whether it was two 

weeks beforf:? or ten days before Q It may have been three 

weeks before. I could establish the date if this is 

important o 

~ Since that time, however, you have done work on the 

thermonuclear program, on the H bomb? 

A I h~ve indeed. 

Q When cUd th.at begin? 
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A This began after the outbreak of the Koran war. 

Q What have you done since thenp describing it just 

iu general tarms? 

A In June of 1950, whon the Kcrean war bBoke out, 

I decided that I should put a full effort on Los Alamos work 

and in partlcu lar should work a 1so on thermonuclear 

weapons. I offered to Los ilemos to do active work at time 
s 

when I wes at Los Alarnos 9 but also when I was at.Cornell~ 

This offer was accepted. I have done work with an assistant 

who l suppliad from amon1 my own students. I believe this work 

has been recognized as contributingo 

Q Are you saying that cent inuous ly from th"3 outbreak 

of the Korean trouble 

A Essentially continuously., I worked of course 

only priirt time as long a.:; I was at Corne1-l. Then I was at 

Los Al;mos at more frequent intervals since then. I 

ment:Loiced before that I :;pent a whole eight months there 

fro. Fc1bruary 1952 to September P which was a critical period 

in the development of the first full scale thermonuclear 

test which took placo in November of 1952, as you well know, 

I also went there at ether times during the summer. 

I went usually for a month in the winter, and I worked in 

between at lthice. 

Q When you did finally decide in t~e summer df 

1g50 to go to work on the thermonuclear program. what became 



of the inner troubles that you had previously that 

contributed to turning down Tellur's original offer? 

A I am afraid my inner troubles stayed w~lth me and 

are still with me~ and I have not resolved this problem. 1 

sti 11 frae l that maybe I have donu the wrong thing, but I 

have do:::1e it, 

Q Y.ou have done the wron6~ thing in what? 

A The wrong thing in helping to create a still more 

formida~le weapon, because l don't think it solves any of. 

our problems • . 
Q During the ear y part of 1950, that is$ after you 

turned down Teller's invitation, but before you want to work 

at Los i'.olamos 11 on ths thermonuc le:s1r program, you made some 

public statemer.ts 5 I believe, in the presso You wrote an 

article which I believe was published in the Scientific 

Ameiican, and the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, setting forth 

your views about the thermonucle~r problem. 

Would you describe briefly what youragarded as the 

alternative to going ahead with the thermonuclear program? 

A Yes, sir .. 

Q I um speaking now of the period from the end of 1949 

to the middle cf 1950o• 

A Yes. I thought that the alternative might be 

or should be to try once more for an agreement with the 

Russians to try once more to shake them out of their 
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indifference or hostility by something that was promising to 

be still bigger than any~bing that was previously known and to 

try once more to get an agreement that time thjt neither 

country would develop this weepono This is enough of an 

undert21 king to devo lop the thermonuclear weapon thn t if 

both ccm2t:rles ~utd agreed n.ot to do so, that it would be 

very unlikely ·that the world wotild have such a weapono 

Q Can }".>U e:~p1a in~ Dr. Berthe, how you reconciled 

that view just described of wanting to make another try at 

agreement with Ht.1ssia, with the view that you described a 

littte while ago in which you expressed the feeling that 

negotiations wibb. Hussia on the A bomb were hopeless? 

A Yes. I think maybe the suggestion to negotiate 

again was one of des per at ion. But for one thing, the differ

ence was that it would be a negotiation about something that 

did not yet exist v and that one might find it easier to 

renounce makin;~ and using something that did not yet exist 

to renounce somet hi.ng that was actually already in the world" 

For this reason» I thought that maybe there was again some 

hope. It also seemed to me that it was so evident that a 

war fought with hydrogen bombs would be destruction of both 

sides that mrtylJe e~1en the Russians might come to reason. 

Q Didn't you feel that there was a risk involved in 

taking the time to negotiation which might have given the 

Russi:ans the opportunity to get ahead start on the H bomb? 
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A T.here had to bu a time limit on the time that such 

negotiations would take, maybe a half year or maybe a year. 

I believe we could afford such a head ~3tart even if there 

were such a head start o I believed also that some ways 

could have been found that in the inteTi~ some resoarch would 

go on in this country. I believed that also our armament in 

atomi.c bombs as contrast(3d tob.ydrogen bombs was stron.g enough 

and premised t~ be still stronger by this time, that, is, 

by the time the hydrogen co\1ld possibly be sompleted, so 

that we would not be defenseless even if the Russians had 

the hydrogen bomb first. 

Q Do you have any opinion, Dr. Bethe,on the question 

of whether there has been in fact any delay in the 

development and the perfection of thermonuclear weapons 

by the United States? 

A I do not think that there has been any delayo 

l will try to keep this unclassified. I can't promise that 

I can make myself fully clear on this. 

Q Try to. will you? 

A I will try. When President Truman decided to go 

ahead with the hydrogen bomb iLn January 1950 v there was 

really no clear technical program th!:£ could be followed. 

Thi£; became even more evident later OD when new calculations 

were made at Los Alamos, and when these new calculations 

showed that the basis for technical optimism which had existed in 
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t~ fall of 19~9 was very shakey 9 indeod. The plan which 

then existed j:or the making of a hydrogen bomb tun:.ed out to 

be less and less promising as tf.me went on. 

Q What interval are you now speaking of? 

A I am speaking of the interval of from January, 

1950 to early 1951. It was a time when it would not have 

been possible by adding mo:re pcmple 1;0 make any more progress. 

The more people would have to do would have to be work 

on the things which turned out to be fruitful. 

Finally there was a vary brilliant discovery made 

by Dro Teller. That was made in the spring of 1955. It was 

one of the discoveries for which you cannot plan, one of 

the discoveries like the discovary of the relativity 

theory 9 although I don't want to compare the two in 

importance. But something which is a stroke of genius, which 

does not occurin the normal development of ideas. But some

body has to suddenly have an inspiration. It was such an 

inspiration which Dro Teller had together with his colleague 

Ulam> also of Los Alamos~ which put the program on a sound 

basis. 

Only after there was such a sound basis could one 

rea 1 ly talk of a technical prog:ramo Before that, it was 

essentially only speculation, essentially only just trying 

to do something without having :really a direction fn which 

to go. Row things changed· verJ' much. in t.he spring, of 19511' 
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:en the spring of 195 l after thh; b:ri l liant discovery there was 

a prog1 am. 

Q Dr. Bethe, if the Board and Mr. Robb would permit 

me, I would like to esk you somewhat a hypothetical question. 

Would your attitude about work on the thermonuclear program 

in 1949 have differed if at that time there had been available 

this brilliant discovery or brilliant inspiration, whatever 

you call it 9 that didn't come to Teller until the spring of 

1951? 

A It is very difficult t~ answer thiso 

Q Don't answer it if you can't. 

A I believe itmight have been different. 

Q Why? 

A I was hoping that it might be possible to prove that 

bhermonuclear reactions were not feasible at all. I 

would have thought that the greatest sec1.1ri ty for the United 

States would have lain in the conclusive proof of the 

impossibility of a thermonuclear bomb. I must confess that 

this was the main motive which made me start work rn 

thermonuclear reactions in the stimmer of 1950. 

With the new principle, I think the situation 

changed, because it was then clear, or almost clear -- at 

least very likely -- that thermonuclear weapoes were indeed 

possible. If thermonuclear weapons were possible, l felt 

that we should have that first and as soon as possible. So 
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I think my attitude might have been different. 

~ One fin.al question, Dr, Bette o I sk>u ld have asked 

you thiso I have referred you to the press statements and 

the article th21t you published in the late winter and spring 
I 

of 1950, e:'1~pressing oritica l views of the H bomb program. 

Did you ever discuss those moves, that is to make such 

statements mod write such articles, with Dr. Oppenheimer? 

' 
A I neveir did. In fa.ct, after the President's 

' decision 9 be would never discuss any matters of policy with 

me. There had been in fact a directi\'e from Presj.dent Trum::m 

to the GAC not to discuss the rE·asons of the GAC or an.y 

of the p1·oc(Jdures, and Dr. Opper.heimer· held to th:i.s directive · 

very strictly. 

Q Did you consult him about the article? 

A I don ·;t think I consulted hi.m at all about the 

article,, I consulted him about the statement that we made. 

As far as I remember, he gave no opiniono 

Q On the basis of your association with himp your 

knowledge of him over these manyyears, would you care to 

express an opinion about Dro Oppenheimer's loyalty to the 

United Stateis, about his character, about his discretion in 

regard to m~tters of security? 

A I am. certainly happy to do this... l l:D!e absolute 

fili th in Dr o Oppenheimer's loyalty o l have always found that 

he .bad the· best interests of the United States at heart. I 
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io his~~dgment) th~t it was because of a deeper thinking 

about ~he possible consequences of our action than the other 

people hado I believe that it is an expression of loyalty --

of particular loyalty -- if a person tries to go beyond the 

obvious and tries to make available his deeper insight, even 

in making unpopularsuggestions, even in making suggestions 

which are not the obvious ones to make, are not those which a 

normal intellect might be led to make. 

I have absolutely no question that be has served 

this country very long and very will~ I think everybody 

agrees that his service in Los Alamos was one of tho greatest 

services that were ever given to this countryo l beli0ve he 

has served equally well in the GAC in reestablishing the 

strength of our atomic weapons program in 19470 I have 

faith in him quite generally. 

C You and he are good friends? 

A Yes. 

Q Would~u expect him to place his loyalty to his 

country even aboue his loyalty to a friend? 

A l suppose so. 

• MRo MARKS: That is all • 

CROSS EXAMINATION 

BY MRo ROBB: 

Doctor 9 when Dr. Teller came to see you in 1949, were 
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you at lthica then, sir? 

A Yeso 

Q And then you and Dr. 'I'el ler weut down to PrincfJton 

to see Dr. Oppen~eimer? 

A We went down separately, but we met again in 

Princeton. 

Q May I ask, Doctor, why did you pick Dr. Oppenheimer 

to consult about this matter? 

A Because we had come to rely on his wisdomo 

Q Doctor~ you spoke of Dr. Teller at Los Alamos as 

always suggesting new deviati.on~. 

• A Yes 

Q It was a new deviation suggEisted by Dr. Teller 

which resulted in your success in producing the thermonuclea~ 

wasn't it? 

A This may be true, and some of his suggestions 

certainly were extremely valuable. 

Q Yes. sir. 

A There were other suggE•stions which turned out to be 

very much to the contrary. Dr. Teller has a mind very 

differont from mine. I think ooe needs both kinds of minds 

to maku a successful project. I thin~; Dr., Teller rs mincl runs 

particularly to making brilliant inventions~ but what he needs 

is some control~ some other person who is more able to find 

out just what it is the scientif~c fact ~bout the mattero 

. , . .., 
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Some other r.erson who weeds out the bad fr 001 «the good ideas .. 

In the spring of 1951, as soon as I heard of Dr. 

Teller's new lnvention, I was immediEl~;ely convinc(3d that this 

was the way to do tt, and so was Dr. Oppenheimer. I should men

tion ameeting which took place :ln 1951, in June ,at which 

Dr. Oppenheimer was hosto Af this meeting the final program 

for the thermonuclear reactions was sat up. At this meeting 

Dr. Oppenheimer entirely and wholeheartedly supported the 

programo 

Q Doctor, how many divisions were there at Los Alamos? 

A It changed somewhat in the course of time. As far 

as I could dount the other day, there were seven, but there 

may have been eight or nine at some time" 

Q Which division was Klaus Fuchs in? 

A He was in my division which was the theoretical 

divisiono 

MR., ROBB: Thank you. That is a 11. 

MRa GRAY: I have some questions, Dr. BEtleo 

Early in your testimony in response to a question from Mr. 

Marks about cooperation and happy atmosphere -- these were 

not your words or his -- you said there were certain notable 

except ions~ 

THE WITNESS: Right. 

MR~ GRAY: You named Dr. Teller. 

THE WITNESS: Righto, 
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.MRo GRAY: Could ~1 0L1 name certain other of the 

notable exceptions? 

TIIB ~HTNESS: I can rocall cnly one persono That 

was Dr. Felix Bloch, who left the project after soma time 

and went to :a radar project instead. He was flt Les A l:nmos 011 ly 

for a short time. Otherwise 9 I can't recally any exceptions. 

l\''.Ho GHF•Y: This is a rrntter of infox-mat:icn, perhaps. 

I was interested, however, in one of your objections to the 

May-Johnson Act, on the ground, and I think I use your wo1·ds, 

"that it provided punishments fer almost any rnove a 

scientist might make.," 

THE WITNESS: Right" 

MRo GRAY: What do you have in mind .. 

THE WITNESS: When you read the document -- I am 

afraid I didn't read it from beginning to end -- the thing 

which was most conspicuous to us was that that listed a large 

number of things that were to be considered a security 

violation and set down very harsh penalties, unprecedented 

penalties, I believe, for these. 

MR" GRAY: What kind of thiugs were the penalties 

imposed for? That is what I am trying to get ato I.am not 

familiarp I am sorry to say, with the provisionso 

THE WITNESS: I don't know that this is terribly 

importEnt,and I should not insist, on it too much. It said 

if you betray some secr·et ·- if s.ome· sa-crets leak out by 
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it with the intent to hurt, the United Statesr th(:1 penalty 

is death, and so forth and sc on~. The thingsthat •ere 

mentioned were definitely things that should be punishedo It 

only s0emed to us that the punishment was perhaps a little 

harsh End a little too ~uch emphasized in the bill. 

MF.o GRAY: I don't want to pursm1 this too far, 

but yot;.r chara-cterization of these a~tions as a l~ost any 

move a scientist might make, you mean any treasonable move 

which ty carelessness might be llJhe equivalent, I suppose'? 

THE WITNESS: Nos it would require much less than 

that. It would require an act of slight negligence rather than 

any call. ousness. 

MR,. GRAY: Yes. 

THE WITNESS: But I doa 't wi3h to insist on 1;his. 

MRfl GRAY: Very well. Also in response to a question 

fro1n Mr~ Marks you said that you were very much surprised in 1940 

soon after the fa 11 of France -- I l:elirave you said this 

Dr. Oppenheimer's political reorientation -- the phrase is 

mine, not yoDrs -- and you cited as an example and you cited 

as convittion that an extraordin~ry effort needed to be put 

forth to sa~;,ci western civilization~ 

THE WITNESS: Yes, 

MR, GRAY: I believe you were asked that question 

by Mr. Marks in the context o<f Dr. Oppenheimer's ear lier very 
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left w:i..ng viAws. 

THE WITNESS: Precisely" 

MR" GRAY: Other than the fa 11 of Franco W'h~r:i 

there indir~ations in his conversation -- the long conference 

you had in 1940 which would indicate a change in those 

extremg or very left wing views? 

THE WITN:m)S: I am not sure that I l"eca 11 any other 

motivation. I am sure that the fall of France was uppermost 

in all our minfds, and that this was the dominant th0me. 

I don't know what other motivation Oppenheimer went through 

to change his mindo 
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MR. GRAY: I!'eally vms not cc,ncerned so much with 

n1otivat:tons ms whiathe.:r you senned a modification of tha 

• 
extreu1eness of his le:ftwing views. 

THE WITNESS: I certainly did not. It did not come 

up even as a part of the conversation that his views w-ere 

leftwing at this time. That is, as you recall, this was 

in the time Clfthe Russo-Garm::rn Pnct. I don't bd.ieve the 

Pact waf.: men\;ioned. llfayba it was. If so, it must have 

been mentioned in the same context, in the same spirit os 

the fall of France, namely, "l:Dt it was a most deplorable 

thing,. There was nothin in the conversation which indicated 

any leftwing orientation at that time. In fact, the opinions 

of expot:rts were tha exact opposite oftbe party line. 

MR. GRAY: May I again refer to your conversations 

with Dr. Teller and with Dr. Oppenheimer in October, 1949, 

at which time you were deeply troubled as to whether you 

should go back or should again wo,rk -- what was it -- at 

I,os Alan1os? 

•rm; WITNESS : Right • 

rim. GRAY: Did you get far enough along in your 

thinking, Dr. Bethe, und in your discussions with Dr. Teller, 

to talk in terms of what the salary might be if you went 

back to Los Alamos? 

THE WITNESS: h°'1 cJid discuss this. Even though 

I. wn.s not al all, decided whether I wanted to go, I wanted 
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to discuss the things sufficiently so that at least exte1·nal 

circumstances VlOUld be reasonable if I went. 

MR .. G.P.AY: So that 2t the tin1e your 1niDd wns at 

least open to the point that the shape and fo1•m and nature 

of the job wasinteresting at least. 

Tllm WITBESS : Right • 

MR .. GRAY: !\fay l ask, then, how long after this 

convers~ltion with Dr. ".Iller in which salary and other 

conditions were discussed was it that you began making 

speecheE; and writing the bulli te11s oppc~sing work on the 

bydrogeu bomb, or isthat a clear question? 

THE WITNESS: That is perfectly clear. This was 

three months later. 

MR. GRAY: Three months later? 

THE WITNESS: Three months and a little. 

MR. GRAY: Mr. Marks asked you a question obout -

THE WITNESS : 1\ifay I malt:e one more remark in this 

connection? 

MR. GRAY: Yes, indeed. 

THE WITNESS: During the time when the government 

was in the process of deciding wbeher to go ahead with the 

program, I felt and I think all scientists felt that we must 

no-t make speeches. This does not mean that we held any 

c'lfi.fferent opinion. But during this tim.e it was a secre·t 

deliberation ot the· government: and· it· was· not: in the pubiic· 
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3 Jorria:il.n nnd we therefo?r-e restx•ainod our~1elves from el:p1•essing 

ow.· opinion -- meticulously -- in any way o 

MR. ORAY: So that your speeches in opposition 

came after the President's decision? 

'l'Jif\E WITNESS: They came after the P1·esidcnt 's 

decision. They could not come before the President's 

decision. Tl'll.s does not mean that the President 'n decision 

changed my mind in any way. 

MIL GRAY: I think you made i.t clea1· in your testi

mony thnt you feel that following the Presidenti~l decision 

there was no delay in the development ofthe hydrogen bomb. 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

rvm. GRAY: Can you say the same thing about the 

period from 1945 until January, 1950? 

THE WITNESS: This is a very difficult question. 

I think one would have to take the peri.ods apart. I believe, 

let Jne say in the beginning, first of all that there was 

in the end no delay. 

MR. GPJ\Y: You mean taking the yaam from 1945 to 

J.950, 01• whenever it was? 

THE WITNESS : 19 52. 

MR .. GRAY: That there i.vas no delay? 

THE WIT.NESS: Yes. One of the ingredients in 

may say:f.ng so is that in order to have a sul!cessful thermo

nuclear weapon you first need to have an extremely good 
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4 fission weapon. You cannot make a success of 2. therrr.o-nuclea1· 

weapou vli thout that • As you kncmr, the fission wctpon is used 

as a trigger to provide the heat in the thermo-nuclear 

weapon. This is public knowledge. Anything beyond that i 

cannot say. Jrt is 1iecessary to hav€ e'ctremely good fission 

weapons and what Los Alamos Laboratory did in all the time 

until 1950, earJl.y in 1950 and :Lnd~!ed later, too, war:; a 

continuous and very spectacular ir,1provement in fiss:ion 

weapons, so much so,as President Eisenhower announced in 

his Unitod Nations speech, that the power of the fission 

weapon htts increased 25 :fold since Hiroshima and Magasaki. 

Therefore, this work was all in the direction 

that was necessary to bring success in the thermo-nuclear 

prograr11. 

Now, then, in the first period from the end of 

the war to the beginning of the AEC, that is, to January of 

1947·, Los Alanmos was in a state of disintegration, and Los 

Al:1mos, just like our Armed Forces, was declining in strength. 

All of us wanted to go home just as all the boys from over

Sf3as wanted to go home, and as their mothers wanted them to 

come home • So e~rerybody wanted to home • 

Also~ we wanted to give a chance to the international 

organiz:1tions. 'J~his changed completely when the AEC took 

over in the beginning of 1947, and from then on really a 

strong p~ogram in weapons development was started. 
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•· I shoJldl Bay in all fairness that in all this 

program Dr. Teller played a very important roll and did not 

show any deviations: as I criticized during the war time 

period. Even so, it needed sometime to build up the strength 

of the laboratory. 

I w~s impossible fo~ the laboratory to do very 

many things at the same time in 1947 or 1948, let us say. 

All the same, some research was going on all the time on 

some phases of ·thermonuclear reactions. 

I mentioned before that one particularly promising, 

althou~minor application of such reactions, was actively 

worked cu in the summer of 1949 when I was there, and it had 

then been worked on for sometime. It actually turned out 

that this was more useful in the end than would have been 

a concerted attack on what was then believed to be the main 

subject. 

r.m. GRAY: You thinI~ that the demonstration of 

genius en the part of Dr. Teller in 1951 -- I know I am 

asking a questit>n that you can't answer, but I will ask it 

anyway -- do you thinlt if the GAC in 1947, when it was 

constit~ted, had concluded as the President concluded in 

January, 1950, that it is possible that Dr. Teller's stroke 

of genius might have come sooner than 1951? It had no 

relation to the atmosphere, facilities and those things. I 

know this is a very difficult question. 
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THE WITNESS : Yes • 

MR. GH.AY: If it is not clear to you, I am address

ing myself to the point that it has bean said in many places 

that the attitude of the GAC did in fact delay successful 

work. I belieV~3 this has been said. You are familiar with 

that. 

THE WITNESS: I am familiar witn that. 

MR. Gn.AY: I am trying to address myself to that 

point. 

THE w:tTNESS : It is awfully hard to aswer. It is 

true certainly that a stroke of genius does not come entirely 

unprepared and ·that you get ideas only on the subjects that 

you are working on. If you are working on other subjects, 

let us say fiss:ton weapons, you probably won't have any 

inspiration about thermonuclear weapons. It is true on the 

other hand that two quite important suggestions or discoveries 

were made on thcn•monuclear problems during the time \Vhen ·Los 

Alamos was not actively working on these. I cannot name 

them in an unclassified session. 

One of them was the thing that I mentioned repeated

ly, the minor aJ,)plication, as I call it, of thermonuclear 

principles. I ·think it is quite obvious that only when 

there is a concGrted effort can there be the atmosphere in 

which you can have big ideas. Whether we would be farther 

ahead or iess far ahead, I don·~ ltnow. 
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Xlir.. GlAY: I was avvare that was a difficult 

question. I have only two more, Doctor. 

You t13stified that at one period you were hoping 

that i.t might ba possible to prove that thermonuclear 

weapons were just simply not possible. 

THE WITNESS : Yes. 

rvm. GRAY: I assume, then, that you were hoping 

that if they we=re not possible in this country they could not 

be possible in the USSR? 

THE WITNESS: Precisely. 

nm. GRAY: Did you have any reason to hope that 

the Russians we~e not taking a contrary view to yours? You 

were hoping that it could not be possible. 

'l"HE Wl'BSS : Yes • 

.rwm. GUY: Would it be unreasonable to suppose 

that the Russians might have been taking the contrary view? 

THE WITNESS: That they were hoping that it was 

possible? 

MR. GR.llY: Yes. 

THE WITNESS: I am quite prepared to assume that, 

t;.ut I don 't know. 

nm. GRAY: So that there was a double hope that 

we couldn't do it and also that they couldn't, but we had 

no basis for believing that they wo~ld not make every effort, 

I assume? 
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THE WI11NESS: That is true. In the times when 

everybody was very pessimistic about the outcome of ou:r- own 

effort, that is, in the year 1950 essentially, I was often 

hoping that the Russians would spend their efforts on tilis 

problem and that tbey wuld waste their efforts on this 

11m. GRAY: r.ty finaJ. cjuestion, I think, relnte:s 

to Mr.Morks' last question to you. 

In tb3 light of your intimate personal acqurdntence-

ship with Dr. Oppenheimer and within the framwork of the 

Atomic i::nergy Act of 1946, you have no doubts about him w.i.th 

i•espect to his loyalty, his character, his discretion, whi.ch 

were the three areas which Ml·. Marks put the question to you. 

T.HE WITNESS: Yes. 

MR. GRAY: In order to complete the record, because 

there ie another consideration which the Act imposes and 

that is, associatio~s, would you answer also affirmntivaly 

to the question including the test of associations? 

TJI-m WI'l'ESS: Those associations that I personally 

know about I certainly hearti.ly approve. The associations 

which I mentioned --

DR. EVANS : What was tll.at? 

')?HE WITMESS: I said tbat --

MR. GRAY: The associations he kn ows about he 

would heartily approve. 
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THE WITNESS : The associations in the dim past 

of tho late 1930's and maybe early 1940's I certainly cannot 

approve, but I think they are superseded by a long record 

of faithful service and that one has to judge a man according 

to his actions, recent actions, which are, as far as I know, 

all in the public domain and all perfectly known and open 

to scrutiny. 

MR • G'r?AY : Thank you • 

MR .. ROBB: Mr. Chairman, I have a couple of ques

tions but would you rather I save them until Dr. Evans 

finishes? 

MR. GRAY: Yes. Dr. Evans, do you have any ques-

tions? 

DR. EVANS: Yes. Dr. Bethe, for the record -- we 

can look it up, but you can tell us -- where did you do 

your university work? 

THE WITNESS: I studied at the Universities of 

Frankfort and Munich.in Germany and got my Pm> in Munich in 

l928. 

DR. EVANS : Have you taken out any patents on 

these types of weapons? 

THE WITNESS: I believe I have a patent or two 

on Fission weapons. I don't bd:i.eve I have any on the thermo

nuclear weapons. 

DR. EVANS: What are your political views? You are 
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THE! WI'INESS : Yes. This is p•erhaps -

.MR. GRAY : Excuse me • 
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DP.. EVAMS : Do I have a right to as!t that? 

rim. GRAY : Perhaps it r.;.ay be that the wi tncss 

w·ould b£! entitled to llave a little bit of understariding. I 

don't k11ow that the question -- excuse me. If the witness 

objects to answsring, he can. 

DR. EVANS : Maybe I shouldnot ask this question. 

THE WITNESS: I have no objection at all. I have 

never h~d any association with a leftwing organization what

soevero My political views are best described by Adlai 

s te ve nsc>n 's views • 

DR. EVANS : He is from Chicago. 

THE WITNESS : Right. 

DR. EVANS: I want to ask you one other question. 

Being a normal man and a good man, I take it, do 

you still in the back ofyour head have these moral scruples 

about thsse things? 

THE WITNESS: I do. 

DR. EVANS : That is all. 

MR. ROBB: I think thera are a couple of questions 

s-,uggested by thl:~ Chairman's questions. 

MR. GRAY: If you will, I want to see if Mr. Marlw 

talS any questions... 
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l\ffio MARKS; I have a couplet but either wayo 

MRo GRAY: Suppose you proceed. 

REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY MRo MARKS: 

Q I neglected to ask you one question) Dr. Betheo 

When was the nit.mt time after your meeting with Dr. Oppenheimer 

in 1940 that you saw him? 

A I saw him for a day in 1941, 

Q When and where was that? 

A That was in New Mexico on his ranch on the 24th of 

July, as far as I knowo 

Q You bad some reason for fixing that date? 

A Yes. There was a previous case in which Dr. 

Oppenheimer was accused of havingattended a meeting in 

Berkeley some tine in July. He asked me to establish the date 

of my visit~ and I tried to do that. I must confess that I 

came only within two or three days, and the exact date 

was supplied to me. 

Q Suttiied to me? 

A Supplied to me by a friend of Dro Oppenheimer. 

But I came within two or three dayso 

Q You mean --

A On my own investigationa I did not --

Q I think you better tell us the whole thing, because 

I dtm 't know ito 
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A Well, I was asked to find out when I had visited 

Br. Oppenheimer so that I couldp if nec~ssarya ,testify to 

that, ! made some searching of my own memory. I could 

establish a date of the lst of August when I met Dr. Toller 

for a summer vaction, and I calculated back that some time 

in the early tweuti,a~; of July I had been at D1·. OppcnhiJimer 's 

ranch. 

I furthermmre knew the hotel in which I stayed 

the night after, and I made sure that I could find out 

from the hotel register what day we had stayed there, if need 

be, but they were reluctant to do this, because it was some 

12 years back. Then before I had any chance t' ~o further 

into thiss I wa told that it was the 24th of July. 

Q You mean that the hotel register was the 24th of 

July? 

A T~hotel register was not searched, but an 

independent search there were other events which took 

place during my visit -- namely 9 Dr. Oppenheimer was kicked 

by a horse 0 It was possible to establish tbtt dateo 

Q And you remember that you were there? 

A 1 remember ea that. 

Q So when you said a friend of Dr. Oppenheimer's 

supplied the datet what you meant was that a friend of Dr. 

Oppen•imer told you what date it was the horse kicked him? 

A Right~ 
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Q I think I may have phrased a question ineptly 

in relation to your speeches an~ your articles in uarly 

19500 In answer to a question of mine did you say that 

those ~:;tat ernents and articles opposed work oll the H bomb 

program? 

A No, they did notg They only deplored that such a 

thing would be made, and they e:.i:pressed the hope that we 

would never use it. The statement said that we were hoping 

that the United States would never use the H bomb until it 

was used a ga iI\s·ic us first. I don't know whether that is a 

good scheme. I think it should be understood as a desperate 

attempt to reconcile an. accomplished fact of the H bomb 

program, which we did not-want to oppose with our deeply 

troubled conscience. 

MR., MARKS: May I identify for the ;.:-ecord, in case 

the Board should wish to refer to this article, so we are 

sure that w~J are all talking about th£i same thingo I have 

reference to ~ press releas~ which was reported in the New 

Y6rk Times, Sunday, February 5, 1950, and I have reference 

to an article that was published in the April issue of 1950 

of Scientific American, and a r~aprint of that article wh:ldl 

appeared in the Apri 1 issue of the satie ~aar in the Bulletin 

of the Atomic Scientists, 

MRo ROBB: Do you want to show them to the witness, 

Mr .. Marks? 
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THE WITNESS: Yes, I :remembiar these. 

Mfio ROBB: I might say, Mr~ Chairman, I think 

those are articles in the file ·that you have before you • 

MR< ROLANDER: The Scientific American article is 

in the file. 

MR~ MARKS: Mr. Si·l ve:rman h:as suggested that he 

recalls some reference earlier in the proceeding to a patent 

that was mentionedrelating to thermonuclear devic0s in 

which you and Dr. Teller and Dr. Oppenheimer weme all involved~ 

Do you have any recollection of that? 

THE WITNESS: I am sorry, I don't. 

MR. MARKS: That :S a 1 lo 

RECROSS EXAMINATION 

BY MR~ ROBB: 

C Doctor, I suppose it is a truism that you don't 

have ideas about things like thermonuclear weapons on the 

atomic weapons without working on them? 

A That is certainly true. 

Q And you really can't tell whether they wi 11 work 

without experiment, can you? 

A You can tell pretty w~ll by purely theoretical 

investigat:Lons. 

Q But in the last analysis you have to try them oot 

A 1 n the last analysis you have to try them out.. I 
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think it is a matter of recDDd that the General Advisory 

Committee has always been strongly recommending tests on 

atomic wea pous • 

Q Yes, siro Doctor, l am a little bit confused about 

the two periods we have been talking ~bout. One wns between 

the spring of 194t1 and I ~hink .January 1950 11 is that right? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q I am not entirely clear as ·to just what was going 

on during that period at Los Alamos in respect to the thermo

nuclear. I don't mean the technical details, but who was 

working on it at Los A lamosp and how much work were they 

doing? Could you help us on that? 

A I wilt tryo It was d8finitely a matter of vary 

minor prioritya It was carried on, that is, one line of 

work was carried on mainly by st.1mmer 1::onsu ltants, particularly 

by Dr. Nordheim. Another line of work was proposed by Dro 

Teller. I don't remember exactly when, but it was probably 

about in 1948" I am not sure. That was wt!lil'ked out quite 

actively, I would say some 20 !;>er cent or so of the work 

of the theoretical division went into that from then ono 

Q I find in the file here some notation, which I 

can't vouch for 9 but perhaps you can tell me whether it is 

right or not. "That during that period from the spring of 

1946 until January 1950» the work being done at Los Alamos 

on the thermonuclear was being done by Dr. Richtmyer, who 
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worked for approxim&tely 8 months on the problemo 

A Yes. 

Q Dr. Nordheim who worked approximately a month,a~ 

Dr. Teller~ who worked approximately t\\Omonths, and in 

addition tbere were perhaps t·.vo or three computerf; who 

worked for e full year. Would that sound about right to you? 

A This would sound about right for the one development 

that I spokn of p which I said was done by Summer consultants. 

I would have thought from my recollection that Dr. Nordheim 

had worked on it more than that. But on the othe1· hand, 

it is true that Dr Q RichtmJ!er worked on it. 1 think this 

is a fairly good description of what went on on this one 

development" The other development 

Q. Wouldyou wait just a moment? l am told l can 

not ask you the question. Go ahead. 

A The other development -- I am perfectly prepared 

to later on after we finish t'.Je unclassified part, to answer 

classified questions. 

Q We are trying to stay unclassified, and it is 

qui·te easy with me i because I don't know much about this 

technical part of it. 

A Yes. sir. The other development which I talked 

about which l called the minor applicatbnof thermoruclear 

principles was really one of the functions of the theoretical 

division. That isp of the division which generally was in 
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charge of doing the thinking» the theoretical thinking 

before matters were put into the development stage. This, 

as far as I remember, was supported by the GAC. On this I 

gave the figure which I mentioned before of about 20 per cent. 

I know of two people who worked on this, Dr. Langmire and Dr. 

Rosenbluth" 

Q Was that at Los a lamo~;? 

A Yes~ at Los Alamoso 

Q How long did they worlt on it? 

A To the best of my recollection about a year before 

the f21ll of 1949. However~ I may be wrong. 

Q That would be from th13 fa 11 of 1948 to the fan of 

1949 0 

A Yes) thi~ may be about righto I am afraid l don?t 

remember it in all detailo 

Q So you would add thos(3 two gentlemen and their 

period of work to the names and the periods I read you. 

A Not only that, but there wer.e several others of less 

standing involved in this, and l should mention that these 

two, apart from Dr, Richtmyer, and apart from the head of 

the theoretical division, are probably the most able members 

of the theoretical division. 

f One further matter. Do you remember perhaOs in 

May 1952 prep~ring a history of thermonuclear development? 

A l certainly do~ 
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Q For whom did you prepare that? 

A I prspare<·:f it for Mr. Dean 9 who was then the 

Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission. However, not on 

his request, but rather to st21te the history as I saw it 9 and 

as most people at Los Alamos saw ito 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

A 

At whose request did you prepare it? 

At my OWllo 

Did Dro Oppenheimer discuss it with you? 

No~ 

He did not talk with you at all about it? 

MRo ROBB: That i<; al.lo Thank you. 

MRo MARKS: May I 'ask a souple of more q.aest:l.ons? 

MRo GRAY: Yes. 

HEDIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY MR" MARKS: 

Q I would like to be sure, Dr. Bethe~ that I uuder-

stand the sense in which you mace the state~ent about which 

the Chairman has also questioned you, I believe, that the 

motivation you had in going back to work in the summer of 

1950 on the thermonuclear protilem was the hope that you could 

prove it would not worko Did you mean that you hoped you 

could prove by argument that it would n~~ work, or that you 

could discover it as a law of n*ture in the sense of the 

theory of relativity or another scientific theory that it 
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was im1possible? 

A Hardly quite as conclusively as the theory of 

relativity~ but rather that I could make an argument that 

the methods that we could conceive of for such development would 

all not work~ That there were laws of nature which doomed 

such ac attempt to failure. 

Q · Would that process which you now describe of work 

on which you launched have been an indispensable part of 

discovering what would work? 

A I think so 9 yes. I don't know whether it was 

indispensable because Teller dispensed with it. Telle~ was 

able to make his invention without having had a conclusive 

discussion of all ·i;he possibilities., 

MR, MARKS: That is all. 

MRQ GRAY: Thank you very much, Oro Bethe. 

(Witness excused.) 

MR., GRAY: We will take a recesso 

(Brief recesso) 
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1im .. G,RAY: Dr. Bethe, ·we have: asked you to come 

back to clear up something for tbe record which I think 

needs to be done • Mr. Robb will do it very q ~licltly. 

DR. HA!fS BETHE 

x-esumed the stz,nd as a witness, having previously heon duly 

sworn, v1as examined and ·e;estified further as follo·rm: 

FURTHER RECROSS EXAMINA'l'Imi 

BY Mr;. ROBB: 

Q Doctor, I revert to your tallt about the ::epo.rt. 

~rou pre;[lared in May, 1952. 

A Yes. 

Q I asked you if you taUted with Dr. Oppenheimer 

before you pre1nared it andyou sa:i.d tba·t you didn't and I 

accepted that, of course. 

A Yes. 

Q ! find after you left the room in the file a 

letter which if3 marked Top Secret, but I want to show it to 

you. It is addressed by you to Dr. Oppenheimer on May 28, 

1952, and appa"rently attached to a copy of your report to 

Mr. Dean, dated May 23, 1953. 

Just so there be no misunderstanding in the record 

:( want you to look at this and give any comment you m::ty have. 

A Tb.is seems to say that we did talk about it. As 

far as I rem.ember, it was merE1ly that I reported to hiin that 

1. wHs writing such a document.. It was certainly not initiated 
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by him and the contents that should be in it were not dis-

cu8sed with him. 

Q And you sent him a copy of the report? 

A I d:T.d. 

~m. ROBB: Mr. Classification Officer, if I get 

into something here, will you please stop me. 

BY r.m • ROBB : 

Q I notice you refer to a visit to Griggs. Who 

was Griggs? 

A Mr. Griggs was the Chief Scientist to the Air 

Forces. 

Q What was that viLsit about? You say "yesterday 

morning I visited Griggs''. That was apparently May 27_. 

A At the time there was much discussion of the 

past reco1·d of Los Alamos and much discussion of the question 

whether a second laboratory for weapons work should be 

opened. It seemed to me that some rather false information 

was current with some peo1>le, particularly in the Air Forces 

and one of the persons whom I knew to be an exponent of this 

section of Air ~orce opinion was Dr. Griggs. Therefore, I 

went to 3ee him to clear up the past Los Alamos record, and 

also to discuss generally the function of thermo-nuclear 

weapons in warfare. 

Q What was his view on the second laboratory? 

A He was very much for it. 
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You were against it? 

A Yes. 

Q You say in your lettE1r to Dr. Oppenheimer: "As 

you know, I visited Griggs yesterday morning." Had you 

talked to Dr. Oppenheimer about visiting Griggs before you 

went to see him? 

A I obviously had. 

Q Do you remember what your conversation with D~. 

Oppenheimer was? 

A I am afraid I don't but it probably ran somewhat 

similar to what I just told yot:1: That I wanted to clea~ 

up these matters. By the way, Dr. Oppenheimer opposed the 

second laboratory much less that I did, if at all. 

Q I will show you the letter so you will get the 

context and maybe I can phrase a question that won't be 

overruled by our friend the security of~icer • 

. Dr. I notice you spea.k of the atmosphere calming 

down considerably in this matter. What were you talking 

about there? 

A I will try to remember. I am not sure I can. 

Q "If you don't, just tell us you don't and that is 

the end of it • 

• ~ I may have referred to the general controversy 

of wh•ether atomic weapons work was being pursued -- no, I 

mean thermo-nuclear work -- was being pur$ued sufficiently 
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I:: effectively at Los Alamos. Thi•S was our main concern at 

the time. It was believed by Dr. Oppenheimer and myself and 

by the members of the Atomic Energy Commission that Los 

Alamos was doing a very good job on thermo-nuclear weapons 

at that time, and this was born out by the success of the 

test in November of 1952. 

Dr. Teller, I thinlt, was conducting a campaign 

to establish the contrary. I believe this was the matter 

X am talking about. 

Q I notice in here agai.n referring to your visit to 

Griggs, which you say took from 10 a.m. to 12:30, you said 

you were suprised because your conversation with him was 

quite pleasant? 

A Right. 

Q What did that refer 1:0, Doctor? 

A Dr. Griggs had been very much of an exponent of 

the view that Los Alamos was not doing its job right and 

very much an exponent of the view that thermo-nuclear weapons 

and only the biggest thermo-nuclear weapons should be the 

main part of the weapons arsenal of the United States. I 

had very much dingreed with this, with both of these points, 

and so I expected that we :would have really a very unpleasant 

fight: on this matter. We didn~t. 

Q I see you mention in the first paragraph of your 

letter ''very peaceable and enjoyable dinner with Dri. Oppen

heimf'r'' and the talk you had with him. Bad you discussed 
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5 with him at that dinner your forthcoming visit to Griggs. 

I don't know whether this was discussed at the dinner or 

otherwirne. That was up at Princeton, was it? 

A I remember the dinner VJas he1,e in lVashington 

during the meeting of the American Physical Society. I 

may be wrong. 

~m. EOBB: That is all. Thank you, Doctor. 

FURTHER REDIRnCT EXAMINATION 

BY Irfil.. MARKS : 

Q Dr. Bethe, what kind of a second laboratory did 

Griggs :favor•/ 

A Well, he favored a second laboratory to work on 

weapons and such a laboratory was then established at Liver

more ve~y shortly after all these conversations took place, 

namely, in July of 1952. 

This laboratory has been getting all the credit 

for the:rmo-nucJ.ear development, ·which is unjustified. 

Q Whatdo you mean by that? 

A I mean by that that thc3 majority of the weapons 

whi'.ch have been developed and wh:tch are being tested now in 

thfJ Pacific and the most powerful of them were developed 

ell;clusi vely l'oy the Los Alamos Laboratory. 

Q Dr. De the, you said, ·as I understood your remarks, 

that you disagreed with Griggs about tbe desirability of 

rulying exclusively on tbermo•nuclear weapons? 
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I did not say exclusively. Predominantly. 

Q Was this because of moral considerations? 

A Yes. It was my belief that if and when war ever 

comes that it i~ most important not to over-destroy the 

enemy country, but to fit the weapon in each case to the 

target and to attempt the beDt accurac~ that one can on 

bombing so as to make a minimum of destruction compatible 

with gaining th~ objective. It was on this that we dis-

agreed. 

Q I am afraid I don't understand you. Did you mean 

atomic weapons could do tbe job? 

A Yes, sir. Supposing you have, for instancei a 

city which contains two industrial plants which you want 

to bomb, each ofwbich could be nocked out by a 100 kiloton 

atomic weapon correctly placed, you could also use a f:i.ve 

million to thermo-nuclear weapon to bit them both, which would 

reduce the problem for the Air Forces because they would have 

to fly only one plain instead of two. 

It seemed to me that both from moral considera

tions and for the consideration of the state of the enemy 

country after the war, which we traditionally take care of 

in some way, it was i111por·tant to choos.e the former alterna

tiv<~ and not the latter. 

MR. MARKS: That is all. 

MR. GRAY: Thank you very much,. Di· .. Bethe. 

(witness excused) 
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MR. C'.rARRISON: rdr. Chairman, I will ask D1·. Fisk 

to come in. 

In the division of labor, I will ask my partner, 

Mr. Silverman, -to put the questions to bin1. 

MR. GRAY: May I ha"le your i1:Jitials? 

DR. FISK: James B. Fisk, F-i-s-lt. 

MR. GRAY: Do you wish to testify under oath? 

DR. FISI(:: Yes. 

MR. GRAY: Would you then please stand and m.se 

your right hand? 

James B. Fisk, do you swear that the testimony you 

are to i~ive the Board shall be the truth, the whole truth 

and nothing but the truth, so help you God? 

DR. FISK: I do. 

l\m. GRAY: Will you sit down, please, sir. X must 

remind you of the existence of the perjury statutes. X will 

be glad to .;le scribe to you the penal ties imposed if you wish, 

but I assume you are familiar with them. 

DR. FISK: I think I am familiar with them. 

MR. GRAY: Second, I should ask that if it becomes 

necessary in the course of your testimony to make any reference 

tro or disclose any restricted data, I would ask that you 

no,tify theBoard in advance so that we <::an take appropriate 

steps if that becomes necessary. 

Finally, I should say that w~ consider the proceedings 
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8 and record of this Board as a confidential matter betvreen 

the Commission and its ojcficials and D:t". Oppenheime1· and 

his representatives and witnesses, and that the Commission 

will not takti the initiative in :releasing anything about 

these proceedings to the press. 

We e:tpress the hope th:lt will also be the ot1.;i tude 

of the i,vi tnesses who are appeari:ng. 

ah·. Bilverman, would y1:>u pro,ceed. 

Whereupon, 

I>R. JAMES B. FISK 

was called as a witness, and having be13n duly sworn, was 

examined andtestified as follows: 

ment? 

DIRECT EXAMINA'rION 

BY MR. SJ£LVElUIAN: 

Q What is your present positio:a in private employe-

A I am vice presldent in charg13 of research at the 

Bell TeleJh>ne Laboratories. 

Q What is your present position with the Atomic 

Energy Commission? 

A Member of the General Adviso:ry Committee. 

Q How long have you been a member of the General 

Advisory Committee? • 
A I was appointed in the fall of 1952. 

Q Will you tell us what previous positions you have 
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9 held with the Atomic Energy Commission? 

A From February 1st t 1947 until. September, 1948, l 

was Director of the Division of Research of the Atomic Energy 

Commission. Subsequent to that I was for a year or perhaps 

a little lpnger a consultant to the General Manager. 

Q When did you first moet Dr. Oppenheimer? 

A The first time I met Dr. Oppenheimer in any 0 1ther 

than a very casual V1ay was in January, 1947. 

·~ That vras just before you assumed your position as 

Directoz- of the Research Di vis:ion? 

A Yes. 

Q After that did you work with Dr. Oppenheimer with 

any degiree of closeness? 

A During the time I was Director of the Division of 

research I saw Dr. Oppenheimer on many occasions, usually 

in connection with the work of the Colllt!lission. 

Q At that time he was Chairman of the GAC? 

A At that time he was Chairman~ yes. 

(~ Did you also serve on commi ti:ees with Dr. Oppe n-

heimer? 

A Subsequently to that time I bave been on the Science 

Advisory Committee in the Office of Defense Mobilization of 

which he was an initial member, and on various committees, 

such as visiting committees to Harvard University and things 

of tbat sort • 
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Q What was the visiting committee to Harvard Univer- · 

sity? 

A Physics Department. In fact, those are the only 

two that I should ci t<3 • 

Q You mean the Science Advisory Committee ~nd the 

visiting committee to Harvard? 

A Yes. 

Q Whi:it is the period of your joint service on the 

Science Advisory Committee as far asyou can recall? 

A I should say the overlap was a matter of something 

under a year. Approximately a year, I would say. 

Q When was that? 

A Quite recently. 

Q Do you recall about the time that you assumed your 

position as D1rector of the Division of Research in the early 

part of 1947 there was discussion about what to do about 

Los Alamos? 

A This was, I believe, the most important problem 

that I came in contact with at that time in the Commission 

the health and vi3or of Los Alamos. 

Q Would you tell us something about what the problem 

was and whatwas done about it with particular reference to 

what you know about what Dr. Oppenheimer did? 

A I can say a few rather general things here which 

I think may beof significance. The Commission had just, of 
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].1 course, come into existence. Los Alamos at that stage, with 

all of the rehabilitation of science and scientists follow-

ing the war, many people going back to their normal pursuits 

and normal homes, Los Alamos was in a state where there was 

a real Question as to whether or not it could survive. There 

was a great deal of attention paid to its grovth, regaining 

of strength not only on the part of the Commission itself 

and the staff, but on the part of the General Advis.ory Com-

mitte~. This was a very principal question. 

tiany of us spent many, many days in Los Alamos 

with people, attempting to keep tile staff together, formu·-

lating its program and doing ths things that would give it 
I 

real life and vigor. In all of these activities, the General 

Advisory Committee was extremely helpful. Dr. Oppenheimer 

in particular was extremely hel1~ful and thoughtful about the 

circumstances which could bring the laboratory back to life. 

I seems to me, if I may add this; that the health 

and vigoJ:• of Los Alamos today is a very direct result of the 

activities of those times. I believe it is the strongest 

laboratol'y the country has. 

Q Did Dr. Oppenheimer play any part in connection 

with the research work that was done by the AEC? 

A The principal activity for which I had a direct 

resp~n·si'bility in the Commission, although all of us were 

doing a great variety of things in those days, was the 
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research program. This was something that was inherited in 

part from the Manhattan District but it was something in 

another sense that had to be started in some parts anew. 

Th•re were new national labo1~atories being formed, such as 

Broolmaven, such as the. new Argonne Laboratory, and the 

whole problem here was to generate a research program that 

would keep Aniercan science and particularly the science that 

was relevant to the Commission's activities strong and 

"'! igoroui::;. 
' ,,.. 

There were many problems that ame up day by day 

and in many, many cases, as D1rector of the Research Division, 

I turned to the General Advisory Committee for assistance 

and always got very good advice and very strong support for 

those things that made sense in my judgment. 

Q Dia Dr. Oppenheimer pla.y a roll in this advice 

and assi.stance that you got from the GAC? 

A A vary prominent ro~ both in terms of the formal 

activities of the General Advisory Committee itself and in 

terms of many informal contacts where I felt free to call 

upon him and where I saw him in the Washington offices. 

The examples that one could cite are almost too 

numerous to detail, but all of this ade'.ed to a feeling for 

strengthening science in the United Stntes and science in its 

rde,rance to the Commission's overall program. 

Q Have you formed an opinion as a1 result of your 
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l~s, contact with Dr. Oppenheimer, and yourknowledge of Dr. Oppen

heimer VJith respect to his integrity, his loya1.ty and any 

other f~ctors that might bear OD his being asecurity risk? 

A Yes, I have.; I have a very high opinion of a11 

of these factors andl would go on to say that I know of DO 

more devoted citizen in this coun·try. 

Lm. s;tLVER.MAN: I have no further questions. 

, CROSS EXAMINATION 

BY MR. ROBB: 

Q Doctor, is the Bell Laboratory theone tha·t Dr. 

Kelly is-the head of? 

A He is the President, yes. • 

Q Is he the Dr. Kelly tba,t appeared here the other 

day? 

A Yes. He is my senior. 

r.m. ROBB: Thank you; that is all I care to ask. 

nm.. GRAY: Thank you very much, Dr. Fisk. \'le very 

much appreciate· your coming. 

(Witness excused) 

~m. GARRISON: Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask 

General Osborn to testify next because I think we can get 

through with him this afternoon. 

rvm. GRAY: All right. 

Atay I ask for your initials? 

GENERAL OSBORN:: Frederick H. OSborn. I usually 



14 don't use the initial. Fl'ederick Osborn. 

MR. GRAY: Do you wish ·co testify undar oath? 

GENERAL OSBORN: Yes, I do, sir. 

MR. GRAY: iVould you be good enough to stand and 

raise your right hand? 

Frede1 .. ick Osborn, do you swear that the tastinony 

you are to give the Board will be the truth, tha whole truth 

and nothing but the truth, so help you God? 

GENERAL OSBORN: I do. 

MR. GRAY : Thank you. Will you be seated, sir? 

-
It is my duty to remind you of the penalties pro-

vided by the statutes, that is, the so-called perjury statutes. 

Unless you wish, I will not recite these penalties. I a~sume 

you are familiar with them. 

GENERAL OSBORN : Yes. 

MR. GRAY: I should also like to ask that if in 

thea:>urse of your testimony it becomes necessary for you 

to discuss restricted data you will inform the Chairman in 

advance. 

Finally, I should say that we consider these pro-

ceedings as a confidential matter between the Atomic Energy 

Co1mnission and its officiols and x-epresentatives and Br» 

Opp1enebeimer, his representatives and associates, and that 

the Commission will not take the initiative in releasing 

anything publicly about these proceedings.. We express the 
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hope that this will be the view of the witnesses as \1-•ell. 

\'lhe re upon, 

FREDERICK OSBORN 

was called as a witness, and having been duly 13Worn, was 

examined andtestified as follows: 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY MR. GARRISON: 

Q Gen9ral Osborn, I just want to ask you a few 

qliiestions about your wartime e:cperience and se1"vice. You 

were a 11..iember and chairman of the President •s J'.~dvisory 

Committee on Selective Service in 1940, were you not? 

A Yes. 

Q And chairman of the Joint Army and Navy Committee 

on Welfare and Recreation beginning in March 1941? 

A I was appointed by Mr. Stimson to that post. 

Q . Then you were promoted by General Marshall to 

Brigadier General? 

A I wascommissioned by General Marshall. 

Q As Brigadie1• General and later you were promoted 

to Major General in 1943? 

A· ~hat is right. 

Q You were Director of the Information and Educational 

Di vis :l.on of the USA, the U.S. Army? 

.a Yes. 

Q And resigned from the Army in 1945? 

A That is right• 
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And then you were appointed D13puty Repres~!::itative 

of theUnited States on the United Nations Atomic Energy 

Co1:nmission, 1947 to 1050? 

A That is right. 

Q And it was in that connection that you had a close 

acquaintance and working relationship with Dr. Oppenheimer? 

A That is right. 

<;! I want to just ask you a few questions about that 

experience of yours and I would like to ask you rapidly a 

few qi1estions that will bring us ·to the historical point 

about which you are to testify. 

The Baruch plan had been presented to the United 

Nations Atomic Energy Commission in the fall of 1946 1 if; 

that right? 

A That is right. 

Q The plan was approved in December, 1946, by every 

one but the Russians and their satellites? 

A There may have been some small nations in absten-

tion -- 1 forget -- but it was approved in effect by all 

the nations except the Russians and their satellites. 

Q And after that. the Commission adjourned? 

A That is right. 

Q And Mr. Bnruch shortly afterwards resigned his 

position as the United States representative on the Commission? 

A Yes. 
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And then du:idng the winter the resignatic·n was not 

A For the first two aonths it was not filled. 

Q And you were asked b3r General Marshall to take 

on the job of Deputy United St~1tes Representative on th1a 

Commissi.on, succeeding Mr. Baruch? 

A That is right. 

Q Tha·twas in February, 1947? 

A He ·told me he had a ~job for me and would I take 

a job, was I free to take a job on February 22, and I s:aic1 

I always would take a job, whatever be asked me to do. Then 

be sent for me to come to Washi~ngton on the 28 of Febru!lry 

and tolcil me what the job was. I was sworn in on Friday -"· 

Q March 7? 

A Ye,, March 7, Friday~ a week later. All Fridays. 

Q And at about that tiue on that day or shortly 

thereafter, did Dr. Oppenheimer get in touch with you at 

Acting E\ecretary Acheson's request? 

A I had come down on F:a~iday, March 7 ~ I remember 

these dates because Washington's birthday was when we gave 

an honorary degree to General Marshall at Princeton, which 

was the 22nd. I came down the following Friday. I came down 

to be sworn in on Friday March 7. 

While l was in Dean J~cheson•s office, or waiting 

outside -- I was back and forth from Dean Acheson·•s office,; 
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10 ha was then Assistant or something or other Seuretary o:f 

State to General Marshall, tidi~ng over -- Dr. Oppenheim<ar 

calledme fr m San Francisco. X had not known Dr. Oppen

heimer before. I had simply known his name and knew who he 

was. He said that he wanted to see me. 

Shall I go on? 

Q Yes. 

A I said '' I am knew to this job; I know nothing 

about it. Would it better if we waited a couple of wee:m 

until I was acquainted with the job." 

He said, "No, I want to see you right now. Will 

you be in Washington or New York tomorrow? 1
' 

I said, "Yeas, of course, I will see you if you want to 

come on, but it is a long trip to take." 

He said, "I would like to see you." 

We ma~e a date to meet at the off ices of the 

Atomic Energy Commission in Mew York the next day, s~1 turday. 

I went back to New York. Dr. Oppenheimer flew in from the 

Coast and arrived early Saturday morning and met me at half 

past eleven. I had a car and drove him to my country place 

up at Garrison across from West Point because I was spending 

the week-end there. He spent Saturday and Sunday with me. 

We drove back a·t three o'clock on Sunday because I wasgoing 

to meet with Baruch. 

Q Did he get in touch with you at Acheson's request? 
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A No. He knew from Acheson I had been appointed. 

It was on his initiative, I am pretty clear, that he wanted 

to see ma. 

What b.e wanted to see me abou·:t ls this. The 

gneral tenor I remember quite clearly. I don't remember the 

exact words. I remember the general tenor clearly becuase 

it was very interesting. 

Q What was the key question facing the United States 

Representative at that time? In fact, ~t was the key 

question facing the Commission? 

A I know now what the question was. I am not sure 

that I knew then because I was just getting started. The 

key ques·tion was whether the negotiations should be continued. 

Q With the Russians? 

A With the Russians in the United Nations, the 

Russians having turned down the Baruch plan. They bad not 

vetoed it; they hadabstalned, but not agreed to it. 

The Baruch plan was very general in its statement. 

It was not a detailed plan. They had turned down the general 

principles of the plan. The question was : Should the 

United States agree to continue the negotiations in the 

United N:ations. 

D~. Oppenheimer came on to tell me that there were 

two very serious dangers in continuing negotiations. The 

general background was they be was now certain after watching 
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20 the Russians for three or four months that the Russians had 

no intention of accepting any plan for the control of atomic 

energy -- international control of atomic energy -- which 

would mean lifting the Iron Curtain. Be had come to the 

conclusion that thd.r behavior showed that they were not 

going to lift the Iron Curtain, and that this would be the 

end of the regime. 

Yet he felt certain that if the Iron Curtain \1ns 

not lifted that any plan of international control would be 

exceedingly dangerous to the United States. What he wae 

afraid of was that if we continued these negot:btions we would 

make som.e compromises which without our fu:Qv realizing it 

would put us in the position of having accepted an agreement 

for the control of atomic energy, 'possibly with prohibition 

of bombs, without in reality the Russians having lifted the 

Iron Curtain. 

There would be some system where we would accept 

compromises which would put the United States in a very 

dangerous position of not really knowing what was going on 

in Russia, whereas the Russians would know all about what 

was going on here. 

This was the first danger he fort'aw, and he talked 

about this. This was the purpose of his trip. Be also felt 

that this continuation of negotiations was something that 

the R11ssians would be glad to use the 'United Nations as a 
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21 medium for propoga.nda and this propaganda they could us,3 

against us, and it would be just as effective as any propo

ganda we would get by insisting on theBaruch Plan. 

So he was for discontinuing the negotiations. 

Q Then· you consulted representatives of the French 

A I went back to New Yorl~ and I saw MctTaughton, 

the Canadian Representative, a very able man, ttnd Duggan, 

the British Repiresentative, and Parodi, the hee1d of the 

French Delegation. 

Q What was their attitude? 

A They nll felt very strongly that the negotiations 

should continue. Tbey said they really had not a good 1oolc 

et the Baruch plan, they bad not taken much part in drawing 

it, they did not know what it would look like if it was put 

in more detail-ad form. They said they would be in an impos

sible pc.sition in their own countires if they agreed to call

ing off the negotiations. 

Senator Austin told me that he had been called to 

Washington to attend a meeting of the President's Executive 

Committee on the Regulation of Armaments, which was commonly 

called RAC, composed of Paterson, Forrestal, Lilienthal, 

Acheson, possibly Lovett. I think Lovett was Dot present 

at that meeting. I know he was not present at the meeting 

and I a1c. not sulre whether he was still Secretar·y for Air. I 

guess he wasn't. Anyway, It was composed of Paterson, 
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2~1 Forrestal, Li lienthal and A·~h•,asun. 

I ns~~d Austin if I could go to this meeting with 

him in Washington. He said, yes, he would take me alo11g. 

Austin :?elt very strongly that we should contirlue negotia

tions. He came to this meeting and he said that we should 

continuo negotiations; tbat he felt we would bo able tc• 

reach agreement with the Russians; that they ware very 

friendl;r -- he called Gromyko by his first name -- nnd he 

thaght we would get somewhere and we could make sor11e com.pro

mises which would enable us to reach agreement on control. 

Fo1·esstal said, "This is a lotof bunk"• and so did 

Paterso11. 

Q How about Acheson? 

A Acheson didntt take any part. 

MR.. ROBB : This is a lot of v1ha t? 

THE WITNESS: A lot ,,f bunk. Forrestal was 

perfectly outspolten and so for t:hat matter was Patersoc about 

the Russians being friendly and compromising. Be said we 

should not go on with the negotiations. 

I asked if I might speak. I said I agreed with 

Austi:a that V1e should continue the negotiations for quite 

different reasons. I felt that the Russians hndno intention 

seric1us,~y and they would not agree to any form of control that 

we could accept, but that I had talked to England and France 

and Canada: and these men were 'T/ery insistent· 'that we cont·inue 
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~~:t negot:Lai;ions,. 

I U1ought if we were properly on our guard vie 

need not make any bad mistakes or endanger the situation, 

and it would be very injurious to our international position 

to take a lone position, refusing to negotiate. 

For:restal said that mnkes sense to me; what do you 

think, Dob? Paterson said, "I think• Ell>uld go ahead if 

this is the r13aso11 and if we do :it witliout eyes open.? 

Acheson said he was opposed to our going ahead. 

Lilienthal said that he agreed. Achesc·n said, ''If you feel 

this way, it is all right :fo1• ue to go ahead." 

So the next time I saw Dr. Op·penheimcr I forget 

when it was, fairly soon -- I told him I had a part in this 

decision to go ahead, not withstanding his advice. I told 

him the reasons. He said, "\'iell, I had information which 

he had not taken into account; that he had not tal~ed to 

any of the re1lressntatives of the other countries.naturally." 

Be said, "I was the boss of this situation and 

if this was the decision, this was the deeision. Be would 

go aJLong with it and I could count on h.im for nny help I 

felt lie could give us." 

I tben asked Dean Acheson if I might appoint a 

conmittee of consultants. I think it was on quite an infor-

1nal basis; simply consultants who would meet with me in New 

York.when I felt I needed their advice. On tlult committee 
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X ask3d to serve Dr. Oppenbiuier, Kim Conant, GGneral Groves, 

Bacher, Dr. Tolman, who died a year later, and I think 

• Lincoln Gordon • 

BY MR. GARRISON: 

Q Chester Barnett? 

A Yem. 

Q And General Farrell? 

A Yea. And Lincoln Gordon was on it. He bad been 

on Baruoh's staff. He was a Professor at Yale or Harvard, 

and I tbink he was on it for a while. 

This committee was wonderful ·and also tho attention 

• and interest they gave it. Oppenheimer and Conant said that 

any timo we needed them they would drop anything they were 

doing and would come on·tor consultation. 

When we were coming close to a decision as to what 

detailed agreement we would reach in regard to the Baruch Plan, 

because this is what we were working on, I always consulted 

this committee. While I don't remember particular things 

that were said at committee meetings, Dr. Oppenheimer's 

position consistently through the first year when we were 

redrnfting the Baruch Plan was that we must be very careful 

not to give up anything. If we lost the porposal in the 

ilaruch Plan which had already been too much weakened -- the 

ori{tinal porposal of the Acheson-Lilienthal plan that there 

musi: be international ownership and management of these 
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25 plans -- if we lost this, we would begin to get in an in

creasingly weakened position and be would be very scared of 

it. 

So I think we strengthened the position that had 

already been weakened. It had already gone to the question 

of whether there should be inspection being left a little 

indefini.te. Ithink we strengthetned it under Dr. Oppenheimer's 

urging c:nd tbat of other members of the committee. 

Q By the summer of 1949, or in the summer of 1949, 

did Dr. Oppenebimer make any comments in your coDsultnnt's 

committee which you have just been describing about the 

state of. affairs in relation to the Baruch Plan and the 

Russians? 

A By the summer of 1948we went to the General Assembly 

in Parif; with quite a well completed detailed outline of the 

Baruch Plan -- still called the Baruch Plan, if you want, 

but it was the United Nations' Plan by this time -- and under 

instructions of General Marshall -- very specific and written 

that we would try to call of the negotiations and if we could 

not call. them off entirely, that they should be put in the 

hands of the six sponsoring powers so it would not any longer 

be done in public and these ridiculous meetings which the 

Russiana were using wholly for propoganda by this time would 

no·t be held. 

We were successful to have the negotiations 

. ' 
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tranaf e~red to the so-called six sponsoring powers who 

originally sponsored the setting up of a commission .. 

Durin.g 1949 we held occasional meetings o:f the 

sponsoring powers. I had my committee and the individual 

members of it in from time to tin1e. 

The only thing that I remember about this year, 

which wus very indecisive -- nothing much happened -- was 

that Dr. Oppenheimer by this time said that we had made so 

much atomic material that it would no longer be safe to 

distribute it under the Baruch Plan. It would put too much 

atomic material in countries other than the United States. 

He felt very strongly that this thing, even the 

Baruch Plan, was no longer safe, because the Baruch Pl~n 

was made for immediate accep·tance at the time when thei·e 

was almost no atomic material around. By 1949 we had e good 

deal of it. 

This I remember very distinctly and would be 

born out by the records of my consulting committee, lam sure. 

Q From these contacts with Dr, Oppenheimer during 

these t·w·o years, -three years actually, did you form an 

impression of his character and his quality as an American 

citizen? 

A I formed the impre::ssion of a man most consistent 

and determined in his desire to protect the United States 

against what he considered a ve~y dangerous situation, a 
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2~7 great number of dangers in these negotiations, and ''.r~ .. 1!:.ing 

to take infinite pains to see that we didn't fall into any 

of thesa traps .. 

Hence, I considered of real patriotism 

and very consistent character and great loyalty because, 

after all, the very :first thing l did, knowing nothing about 

this situation -- when two weeks after he had taken thCJ 

trouble to fly out from California -- l had gone against his 

advice without telling him what :r was doing. This made no 

differe:ace. He just stuck at what he considered his j<'lb of 

seeing 'that we didn't fall into any pitfalls on thS thii.ng., 

Q By going against his advice, you have reference 

to you ·testimony that after consulting with the British, 

French and Canadians, you favored continuing negotiations 

with the Russians? 

A Yes. Be remained intensely loyal. It has nlways 

struck me. I have been in a good many jobs, and this is not 

always the case when you cross a man at the beginning. 

11.m. GARRISON: THAT IS ALL. 

CROSS EXAMINATION 

BY MR. ROBB: 

Q General, that was befoi:-e the Russians exgloded 
. 

thei.r A-Bomb, was it? 

A Yes; all of this was before. I think they didn't 

explode their A-Bomb until 1950, 

. 
'· 



Q Yes. 

MR. GARRISON : 1949 • 

MR. ROBB: 1949; I beg your pardon. 

THE WITNESS: Was it December of 1949? 

MR. GARRISON : September. 

rbm. ROBB : September. 

1121 

THE WITNESS: I don't remember any activity 011 the 

part of the consul ting powers after that time. \fe had 

really stopped meeting. I was on part time, then. I 

resigned in December or the first of January, effective 

January 31, 1950. 

REDIRECT BXAMINATION 

BY :&1R 4 GARR ISON : 

Q When you said in the summer of 1949, Dr. Oppen

heimer reported to your group that he felt that the stocks 

of atomic materials had grown so much that it would be 

dangerous to have a distribution under the Baruch Plan, that 

was before the Hussian explosion. 

A I think this must have been in the spring of 1949. 

Well before. I am sure it was before Setpember. It must 

have been in the spring because that is when we were still 

having consultations with the so-called sponsoring powers 

and this was the information I wanted to get, should we go on 

or sho·uld we pull out • 

Q Do you remember a talk which Qr. Oppenheimer gave 
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23 to the United Nations Committee in 1947? You don't havG 

any recollection of that? 

A I rem.ember his appearing. I am trying to think 

when that was. I remember that we asked bim -- one of the 

things that McNaughton of C2nada wanted to.do was to get 

Dr. Oppenheimer to appea1·, but I forget just what period it 

v1as in c·ur nego·tiations. I think we had several scientists 

speak to the Commission to inform tlem about the situati-:>n. 

I don't remember what he said, I am sorry. 

MR. GRAY: Dr. Evans, do you have any questions? 

DR. EVANS: No. 

MR. GRAY: Thank you very much, General Osborn. 

We appreciate your appearance. 

THE WITNESS: Thank you sir. 

(Witness excused) 

MR. GARRISON: Mr. Chairman, might I take one minute 

on the record. I would like to renew my request that copies 

of the transcript be given to us daily. I made arran~ements 

with the reporter for two copies from now on. 

MR. ROI.ANDER: That is correct. 

rm. GARRISON: The point I would like to make is 

this. It is very, very difficult for usto work on these 

transcripts in the ante room outside. I spent the Easter 

Wf1ek-rand in there, and it is not easy for us to work outside 

o:tour offices on these things, as you can well understand. 



30 I reallJ don't know what this problem Dbout clnssific::ition 

is, ·but it does seem to me that we should be ira tho posi t:lon 

every day to hsve transcripts and to have them so counsal 

might take them out of the buildi.ng and work oio them, because 

it is very, very difficult for us here. 

MR. UOLANDER : May I sziy that I and ·the Classifica

tion Of:f icer also worked this weekend to try to get these 

transcr:tpts reviewed. I think we are in a position to gi,,1e 

you volumes one and three tonight. So111e of tha other volumes 

are creating some problems. We find we mny, in order to 

elimina·te any need for a classification stamp, hnve to 

scissor or remove a sentence or two or a paragraph or two, 

of cours<~ with the knowledge of counsel. I think this might 

aid us in getting the review completed more quickly. 

~llL GARRISON: Iwould rather ta!te sa.nething that 

had som<a scissor holes in it if I could talte it out of the 

building assuming I could know what the scissor holes consist

ed of. 

MR. F~OLANDER : Our problem is that so many other 

agencies have been mentioned in this proceeding. Although 

everyon~ has attempted to refrain from discussing restricted 

data, information having interest to other agencies and a 

pr1,grammatic interest, has come up in the record which we 

feol is necessary to examine quite carefully. 

We will attempt to scissor these transcripts and 
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~a seo if w~ cal:.11 't move them a liti;le mm ... e quickly. But as 

of toni1;;ht I think w~ can only a~;sure :rou volu::nes one mid 

three ~mil by Wt::>l"idr.ig tonight prirhaps tom.o:irrow \Ve cnn ausure 

you othGr transcripts. 

MR .. GARRX8C1W: I am sure you have bean working 

hard on it. A1°en 't these references to other agencies 

chiefly in DJ('. Op;9enheimer 's diruct testimony? 

MR.. f',OLAHDER: Of cour~ie, General Groves' testi-

mony, M~.". De~rn 's testimony this norning also had cert:iil1 

items. X don't hflVJS the transcript in frontof me, Mr. Garrison. 

We have, of co.urse, provided a man be1~e so that you con ,-,orlt 

at any bour that you ·yant to. Yciu are aware o1 that, o:f 

course. 

1'.mo GARRISON: Yes. I appreciated Mr. Williamst 

being here all day yesterday. I brought him lunch in a bag. 

TulRo ROYJl:3: I might say that I huve :felt the same 

difficuJ.ty because Jr have to come down to the safe to loolt 

at an:1thing. I con 't take anything home wi tb me. Frankly·, 

I havi;;i uot had tina to read the transcript. 

MR. GARIUS0:1:J: May we take out of the building the 

Pash and Lansdale interviews? They are marked unrestricted. 

Ir:iR. ROB3: It is all right w:f.th me. 

MR. ROU\NDEit : It j~s not a part of the record yet. 

MR. ROBB : :! see no objection. 

r,m. GAfUtlSOM : We were going to try to agree on 
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32 that. ::t is kind of late non. Uo you thi.nlt vm should do it 

this afternoon? That is, on the recoroing. 

MR. ROBB: Yes, I m:lldel."Stand. 

MR. GARRISON: I fGel kind of weary. 

r~m. ROBB: I do, t{>O. 

TAR. ROLANDER: May I soy one other thing rnbout the 

trnnscr:.pt. We \vill place on to11 of the transcript a list 

of obvious errors. We, of course, hav£ not tried to correct 

a missp£1lling unless it is au error of substance. If you 

oee any errors in addition to the ones we have noted, you 

can telJ. us. 

~m. GARRISON : I ansume , Mr • Cha irma 11, if counsel 

can give the Board a stipulation of correction of obvious 

errors z.n the record, it won't be neceesa1•y to take the 

·~ime of the Board du1• ing the proceedinir:s. 

MR. GRAY: The Boa1•d would bE glad to reeve it in 

that manner .. 

MR. ROBB : I might say that I think OD the whole 

the reporter has been doing a splendid piece of work. 

MR" . GARRISON : I join in that. 

Zlm. GRAY: If there is nothing further at this 

time, we will recess until 9:3~ in the morning. 

(Whereupon, at 5:15 p.m. a recess was taken, to 

reconvene at 9:30 a.m., Tuesday, April 20, 1954.) 




